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Until recently, discussions about the German health system tended to be reserved for professional circles. Better medical care, the situation of employees in the medical professions or financing issues were topics that
were discussed with great passion among experts but
rarely made it onto the front pages of the newspapers.
The emergence of the SARS-CoV-2 virus at the beginning
of 2020 changed all of this and made healthcare and the
situation in hospitals the most discussed topic among
politicians, the public and groups of experts. Looking
back over two years of the pandemic, we can be justifiably proud of how the health sector performed in our
country. Hospitals, medical practices and vaccination
centres in Germany have been able to cope with the pandemic at all times and have saved many lives. In addition,

German companies have developed vaccines that have
been used worldwide and have largely prevented severe
courses of disease despite diverse virus mutants.
The Schoen Clinic Group has also contributed in many
ways to containing the pandemic – whether in acute
care, in rehabilitation for those recovering from the virus
or in the treatment of people whose mental health has
particularly suffered due to the pandemic. This annual
report not only provides an overview of our contribution
as a hospital group, but also shows how our hospitals,
day clinics, medical care centres and institutes with a
total of over 11,000 employees have succeeded in advancing important projects for growth and progress in
these challenging times, so that we can continue to offer
the highest-quality treatment in the future.

I hope it provides you with food for thought.
Kind regards,

Dr Mate Ivančić
CEO of the Schoen Clinic group
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Hospitals in Germany
and Great Britain

30

17

day-care and
outpatient facilities

Approximately
patients per year ca.

Year founded

986
patient satisfaction

300,000

1985

20 %
930

million euro
in sales

90 %

of all psychosomatic
therapy places in Germany

patients treated with COVID-19
(Germany only)

10,400
employees
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Starting the year with vaccinations

Our contribution to combatting the

coronavirus
pandemic

Again in 2021, the coronavirus pandemic continued

the Schoen Clinic group participated in the Handelsblatt

to affect people worldwide and therefore also health-

Media Group’s vaccination campaign and called on the

care facilities in Germany. Shortly before the turn of

population to make vaccination appointments. These

the year, on 21 December 2020, the European Commis-

activities were backed by the Chairman of the Manage-

sion and the Paul Ehrlich Institute granted approval for

ment Board, Dr Mate Ivančić, who, in interviews with

the first COVID-19 vaccine, Comirnaty, developed by

leading media, pointed out the need to introduce com-

BioNTech/Pfizer. Less than a week later, three hospitals

pulsory vaccination and also reported on the situation

in the Schoen Clinic group, the Schoen Clinic München

in hospitals’ intensive care units.

Schwabing, the Schoen Clinic Vogtareuth and the
Schoen Clinic Bad Aibling Harthausen, were able to
start vaccinating selected employees. In the weeks that
followed, all hospitals within the Schoen Clinic group received supplies of the vaccine. Due to the initial scarcity
of the vaccine and the Federal Government’s prioritisation requirements, it was mainly employees with a high
risk of exposure in intensive care units and A&E departments who were being vaccinated. After approval of further vaccines from Moderna and AstraZeneca, the circle

2021 was another year shaped
by COVID-19. The Schoen hospitals
and their facilities helped to combat
the pandemic with their acute

of those entitled to the vaccine was gradually widened.
In the course of 2021, we were able to offer first and
second vaccinations to all our employees at their respective hospitals, as well as the booster vaccination
from the end of 2021. The Schoen Clinic group and the

care of seriously ill patients a

hospitals themselves used various means of communi-

nd with support during their

to answer questions about the vaccines and to individ-

rehabilitation process.

cation to point out the advantages of being vaccinated,
ually address any existing fears and concerns. By the

Call to get vaccinated by the Handelsblatt
Media Group with participation of the
Schoen Clinic group

end of 2021, around 85 per cent of all group employees
had been fully vaccinated. At some hospitals, patients
could also be vaccinated during their stay, and some of
the Schoen Clinic group’s Medical Care Centres (MVZs)
also offered vaccinations to the public towards the end
of 2021, thus helping to improve vaccination provision
in Germany.
At the end of the year, the ruling on compulsory vaccinations for healthcare workers, passed in December
2021, led to an enhanced campaign to persuade still
unvaccinated employees to have the vaccine in time
for compliance with the deadline of 15 March 2022.
Along with many other leading companies in Germany,

6

Vaccination poster
to encourage people
to have the vaccine
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Care of patients
suffering from
acute COVID-19

Recovered but not in good health:
rehabilitative care of
COVID-19 patients

The second wave of the pandemic in early 2021 was

Many patients, and in particular those who were on

Early neurological rehabilitation at Schoen Clinic

quickly followed by further waves. The Schoen clinics in

ventilators in intensive care for a prolonged period of

Bad Aibling Harthausen

Neustadt, Hamburg Eilbek, Düsseldorf, Bad Staffelstein,

time, require a period of several weeks in a rehabilitation

Lorsch, München Schwabing, München Harlaching, Bad

facility following their acute hospitalisation, in order to

Schoen Clinic Bad Aibling Harthausen, the leading neu-

Aibling Harthausen and Vogtareuth treated patients suf-

significantly improve their physical and mental health.

rological clinic in Bavaria, has treated coronavirus pa-

fering from acute COVID-19 on both their normal wards

tients after their acute illness as part of early neurolog-

and in their intensive care units. A total of 930 patients

Post-COVID rehabilitation at Schoen Clinic

ical rehabilitation. Many of the delayed and long-term

with acute COVID-19 were treated across our hospitals

Berchtesgadener Land

effects of coronavirus are neurological: severe fatigue,

in 2021, with the first and fourth quarters of the year

impaired sense of smell or taste, headaches and dizzi-

having the highest number of cases.
Schoen clinics were fully integrated into the disaster
management plans of local authorities and worked

Care of corona patients in the
intensive care unit Hamburg Eilbek

Schoen Clinic Berchtesgadener Land, which specialis-

ness. Neurological rehabilitation can help to success-

es in pulmonology, has developed a special concept of

fully treat the delayed and long-term effects of corona-

therapy for post- and long-COVID patients that aims to

virus and improve quality of life in the long term.

restore impaired lung function. Here, a wide variety of

closely with the responsible health authorities. Partic-

respiratory physiotherapy methods are used, and the

ularly towards the end of 2021, the situation with the

ventilator settings are adjusted in the case of long-term

virus in the hospitals of Upper Bavaria had worsened. In

oxygen therapy. In addition, exercise therapy, along with

this context, the government of Upper Bavaria decreed

strength and endurance training, helps patients to re-

that Schoen Clinic Bad Aibling Harthausen and Schoen

build their muscles and regain their physical fitness.

Clinic Vogtareuth should act as priority hospitals for
the care of COVID-19 patients in the region. The task of
other hospitals within the group during the pandemic
was primarily to relieve other hospitals. For example,
orthopaedic patients were transferred from COVID-19

An impressive mountain
panorama, fresh water,
healthy air: Schoen Clinic
Berchtesgadener Land
on Lake Königssee offers
ideal conditions for postCOVID rehabilitation

specialist hospitals to Schoen Clinic München Harlaching to free up resources for the care of coronavirus patients. In addition, the clinic kept beds free for weeks at
a time for the care of non-intensive COVID-19 patients.

The right protective clothing
is the order of the day
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S1 guidelines for the diagnosis
and treatment of long COVID
Studies on long COVID have shown that at least ten
per cent of all COVID-19 patients still have a variety of
symptoms more than four weeks after their illness. Fatigue and lung and heart problems are among the most
common complaints. In order to provide doctors with
concrete criteria for diagnosis and treatment, the German Society for Pulmonology and Respiratory Medicine
(DGP), under the leadership of Prof. Rembert Koczulla,
Chief Physician at Schoen Clinic Berchtesgadener Land,
has worked with psychosomaticists, neurologists and
general practitioners to develop a set of S1 guidelines
for the diagnosis and treatment of long COVID.

Effects of the coronavirus pandemic
on the psyche and mental health
Development and expansion of psychosomatic

In October, Schoen Clinic Roseneck in Prien am Chiem-

post-COVID rehabilitation at Schoen Clinic

see opened a further day clinic which currently has 20

Berchtesgadener Land

treatment places. It is aimed at patients aged 16 and
over with mental illnesses such as eating disorders,

Recovering from a COVID-19 infection, as well as leav-

depression, anxiety or obsessive-compulsive disorder.

ing physical traces, can also put a heavy strain on the

Modern and attractive therapy rooms and recreation ar-

psyche. The psychosomatics department of Schoen

eas over three floors have been created for various spe-

Clinic Berchtesgadener Land has therefore developed a

cialist therapies. A multidisciplinary team of psycholo-

course of treatment for patients with a mental illness

gists, doctors, nurses and specialist therapists offers

following COVID-19. Patients receive a therapy plan tai-

patients a structured daily routine with intensive treat-

lored to their individual needs within the context of indi-

ment. This includes individual therapies, group thera-

vidual and group therapy. In addition to relaxation, sport

pies with different focuses, design and exercise therapy,

and exercise therapy, art and design therapy, as well as

relaxation therapy, visits by specialist doctors, welfare

body, social and nutritional therapy can supplement the

advice and even a teaching kitchen.

individual and group psychotherapy and have a positive
Prof. Rembert Koczulla, Head Physician
Pneumology of the Schoen Clinic Berchtesgadener
Land and one of the authors of the S1 guideline

effect on the healing process.
Due to the high demand for psychosomatic rehabilitation,
the Bavarian Hospital Planning Committee approved an
increase in bed capacity at Schoen Clinic Berchtesgaden-

Facts and Figures

er Land in October 2021. A total of 20 additional beds
was approved for inpatient psychosomatic treatment. In

15 %

addition to this, the orthopaedic rehabilitation beds will
be transferred internally to the psychosomatics department. As a result, bed capacity will be greatly increased.

of all sufferers struggle
with Long COVID

Opening of the Prien am Chiemsee
psychosomatics day clinic
Again in 2021, all the psychosomatics departments

2%
10

within the Schoen Clinic group – Roseneck, Bad Arolsen and Bad Bramstedt, as well as Hamburg Eilbek, Bad

of all patients have to deal
with post COVID

Staffelstein and Berchtesgadener Land – recorded long
waiting lists and high demand for treatment places,
some of which was due to the coronavirus pandemic.
In order to meet rising demand, capacity at many locations was increased.

Near the Prien am Chiemsee train station,
the day clinic offers 20 treatment places
for psychosomatic illnesses
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New developments and conversions at Schoen Clinic

Video-based psychotherapy with MindDoc:

Bad Arolsen and Schoen Clinic Bad Bramstedt

short waiting times and modern therapy

The Schoen clinics in Bad Arolsen and Bad Bramstedt

With MindDoc, the Schoen Clinic Group operates

have also increased their bed capacity to meet the ris-

Germany’s leading video-based psychotherapy plat-

ing demand. In 2021, Schoen Clinic Bad Arolsen began

form for helping patients in a timely manner despite

the construction of an extension which will house of-

a long waiting period for therapy places. The treat-

fices, therapy rooms for talking therapies, two group

ment, the cost of which is refunded by some health

rooms and the staff kitchen. As a result, space for 24

insurance companies, takes place via a secure video

additional beds will be created elsewhere in the hospital

connection. Patients and their therapists exchange

building.

information via a video call once a week over a period
of several weeks. For many patients, the advantag-

Schoen Clinic Bad Bramstedt has initiated an increase

es are obvious: not only do they get a therapy place

in bed capacity in its child and adolescent psychology

much faster than in the conventional way – usually

department and will start the necessary construction

within four weeks – but they can also assimilate the

and expansion measures in 2022.

therapy more easily into their everyday life or into
their working day. In addition, people who live in areas where the availability of established therapists
is low can also benefit from this form of therapy. In
total, more than 4,000 patients are or have been in
therapy with MindDoc.
In 2021, MindDoc supplemented its therapy op-

PSU-akut: psychosocial support

tions with an app that allows for unaccompanied

for healthcare workers

self-help. Here, users receive daily questions from a
trans-diagnostic question system and have the op-

The coronavirus pandemic continues to be a major bur-

non-profit association PSU-Akut, which was co-founded by

tion of keeping a mood diary, booking courses and

den for hospital staff. This is, on the one hand, due to in-

an employee of Schoen Clinic München Harlaching, offers

self-help content and receiving regular feedback on

creased efforts to comply with hygiene regulations, such

preventative care, training, crisis intervention and research

the answers they have given. If necessary, users are

as the wearing of protective clothing, but also to carrying

in the field of psychosocial support for healthcare workers.

also advised to seek help from a therapist. The app

out regular COVID tests. Staff in intensive care units, in

has already been downloaded by over three million

particular, have been exposed to high workloads and emo-

In addition, the site-specific ‘peer support system’ was ex-

people to their mobile phones.

tionally stressful situations in recent months. In order to

panded in 2021. When dealing with serious events in their

support them in coping with and processing these expe-

lives, employees receive support from colleagues who un-

riences, all Schoen Clinic employees are given access to

derstand precisely the situation they are currently in and

a helpline and a group intervention by PSU-Akut e. V. The

who are trained to help.

Therapy for more flexibility and shorter
waiting times – not only during COVID-19:
video-based psychotherapy from MindDoc.

12
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Pioneering
emergency care in
Neustadt in Holstein
Back in 2020, Schoen Clinic Neustadt began to raise its
profile as the primary stroke-care provider in the region.
In order to achieve this, care was expanded to include
interventional neuroradiology. This made the clinic the
first hospital in the Ostholstein district to be capable
of performing a thrombectomy in stroke patients. Until
then, patients had to be taken to the university hospi-

Growth and
development
projects
for the highest quality of treatment

tal in Lübeck. In 2021, care was expanded to include a
24-hour on-call service for performing thrombectomies,
which has further improved the care of stroke patients
as this reduces the time from diagnosis to treatment by
around 80 minutes compared to the previous procedure.
The A&E department at Schoen Clinic Neustadt has

Registration and initial assessment:
the central A&E department
of Schoen Clinic Neustadt

also shortened waiting times by implementing process
optimisation measures. In this way, resources are adjusted to the number of patients and a ‘fast track’ for
those with minor injuries or a mild illness has been introduced. In addition, all patients are first triaged as quickly as possible by the most experienced doctor present
in order to ensure optimal treatment and prioritisation
of emergencies. Triaging the patients and administering
measures to alleviate their pain and reduce anxiety contribute to making the patients’ stay in A&E as pleasant
as possible.

Despite coronavirus, central
treatment areas were expanded
in the 2021 financial year and
medical innovations were implemented for optimal treatment results.

14

Someone to talk to, pain relief and
anxiety reduction are just as important
for patients in A&E as rapid medical care
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Extended range of emergency medical services
in Hamburg Eilbek
In 2021, Schoen Clinic Hamburg Eilbek expanded its
range of emergency medical services for the people of
the region. Since then, the central interdisciplinary A&E
department, together with the departments of cardiology and trauma surgery, has provided 24-hour care for
acute myocardial infarction and trauma care with a focus on geriatric traumatology, neurology, a cardiac catheterisation laboratory and gastroenterology. CT scanning and magnetic resonance therapy are available at
all times to aid diagnosis.

Robotics in intensive care medicine
in Bad Aibling Harthausen
were merged into one surgical department. The department structure ensures that all doctors see themselves
as part of a team, and that they draw on common structures and thus use existing resources efficiently. This is
particularly useful in emergencies and to ensure 24/7
care by medical personnel.
In 2021, neurology was also merged into one, which
means, for example, the streamlining of cross-departmental processes of acute and intensive neurology, as
well as neurorehabilitation.

Schoen Clinic Hamburg Eilbek is pursuing its patient-centred approach to care with various organisational restructuring measures. In 2021, to this end, the
four surgical centres for obesity surgery, endocrine surgery, plastic surgery and general and visceral surgery

Robotics also features increasingly in intensive care

safely and at an early stage in their own intensive care

medicine for the early mobilisation of severely ill pa-

bed. Studies show that the recovery process in patients

tients: people with acute, life-threatening neurological

who are mobilised early is accelerated by up to 30 per

diseases and failure of vital organ systems are treated

cent and, at the same time, the risk of secondary com-

at Schoen Clinic Bad Aibling Harthausen in the neuro-

plications is reduced.

logical intensive care unit. The early mobilisation of
these patients is a decisive step towards recovery. For

VEMO® also facilitates nurses’ day-to-day work. Safer

this reason, Schoen Clinic Bad Aibling Harthausen and

mobilisation requires a high deployment of personnel

the Munich-based high-tech company Reactive Robot-

and is physically very strenuous and potentially dan-

ics have launched the MobiPar project (Mobilisation of

gerous for the nursing staff, as well as for the patients.

Intensive Care Recipients through Adaptive Robotics),

Where previously up to four nurses were deployed per

which is funded by the Federal Ministry of Education

patient, half that number is now sufficient. A special

and Research. This includes the use of VEMO® (Very

feature is that patients do not need to be relocated to

Early Mobilisation), the nursing robot from Reactive Ro-

have the treatment. Instead, their intensive care bed is

botics, which was awarded the Land of Ideas prize in

transformed into a therapeutic device. The dangerous

spring 2021 for being a groundbreaking project. VEMO

transfer of patients or relocation to a separate thera-

®

helps seriously ill patients to be treated and mobilised

peutic device are no longer necessary.

Increased use of robotics
Successful use of robotics in the surgical care
of orthopaedic patients in München Harlaching
‘A robotic colleague’ has been the order of the day since
September 2021 in the Centre for Knee, Hip, Shoulder
and Elbow Surgery at Schoen Clinic München Harlaching. Since then, the new CORI system from Smith &
Nephew has been supporting surgeons in joint replacement operations. The CORI system is an advanced and
efficient hand-guided robotics solution for knee endoprosthesis implantations, which enables individual,
navigation-based planning and a precise operation. By
The CORI system
supports surgical staff
when inserting hip
and knee prostheses

16

adopting the CORI system, Schoen Clinic München Harlaching has become one of the first users in Germany,
thus making it one of the leading hospitals for musculo-

VEMO®, an AI-enabled robot, makes early neurological rehabilitation easier
for doctors and nurses at Schoen Clinic Bad Aibling Harthausen and contributes
to earlier mobilisation of severely ill patients

skeletal surgery in southern Germany.
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New construction and
Expansion projects
Pleased to receive the DWG certification for spinal surgery:
Chief Physicians Dr Markus Eichler (left), Priv.-Doz. Dr Marcus Rickert (right)
and Katja Warren, Patient and Surgery Hours Coordinator of the Centre for Spinal Surgery

Expansion of neurological care thanks to the modern
new building at Schoen Clinic München Schwabing
In 2021, there was not only a successful increase in the
number of beds in the psychosomatics department but
also in neurology. In May, the modern new building at

One of the new, bright, modern patient
rooms for people with neurological illnesses

Schoen Clinic München Schwabing was opened and ex-

Awards for best quality of treatment:
certifications and seals

tensive renovations at the clinic were completed. Since
then, a further 22 rooms have been available for the
treatment of patients with Parkinson’s disease, as well
as for early neurological rehabilitation. On the one hand,
this enhances neurological care at the Munich site and,
on the other hand, employees’ working conditions have

The efforts of all employees to provide the best treat-

also improved. During the planning and implementation

ment for patients on a day-to-day basis have been re-

of the building works, emphasis was placed on bright

cognised by specialist societies and assessment orga-

rooms, modern work equipment and short distances
needing to be covered by employees.
Schoen Clinic Düsseldorf opens Private Patient Clinic
Since August 2021, a separate treatment station, the Private Patient Clinic (PPK), has been available to persons
with private insurance at Schoen Clinic Düsseldorf. As
the main provider in the region, the Düsseldorf clinic has

The building is opened in the presence
of the Chairman of the Board of Directors
Dieter Schön and CEO Dr Mate Ivančić
(back row, left and right) by Clinic Director
Nicolai Bastmeyer (front row, 2nd from left),
Chief Physicians Dr Jürgen Herzog (left) and
Prof. Andrés Ceballos-Baumann (right),
as well as Director of Nursing Juliana Zentellini
and Head of Therapy Klaus Starrost

nisations.
Schoen Clinic Lorsch receives awards
and certifications for hip replacement
and spinal surgery
Schoen Clinic Lorsch, located in South Hesse, received
a quality award in the field of hip replacement from the
AOK Hessen. The clinic, which inserts more than 1,000

been working hard for some time to modernise the clin-

artificial joints a year, is thus one of the top 5 hospitals

ic building with the aim of optimising the quality of care.

for joint replacements in Hesse. The AOK evaluation con-

This includes not only renovated premises but also new

firms both the quality and the many years of distinction

structures for day-to-day hospital life that have been

as an endoprosthesis centre of maximum care (EPZmax),

adapted to better meet the needs of employees and pa-

which is awarded by the German Society for Orthopae-

tients. As a result of this fundamental restructuring, it

dics and Trauma Surgery and is linked to a continuous

has been possible to set aside an area for the exclusive

review of the treatment quality by external experts.

use of privately insured patients and self-paying patients. The work got underway a few years ago with the

In addition, the specialist centre for spinal surgery at

renovation of the facade and the redesigned entrance

Schoen Clinic Lorsch received certification as a spi-

area. This was followed by an increase in the overall sur-

nal unit of the German Spinal Society (DWG) following

face area and in the capacity of the operating theatres.

18

Managing Director of the clinic, Kerstin Pittman,
opens the new Private Patient Clinic (PPK)
at Schoen Clinic Düsseldorf with the Medical
Director of the PPK, Dr Christof Wald

Surrounded by seals and awards,
Prof. Georg Köster, Medical Director
of Schoen Clinic Lorsch,
presents the AOK Hessen quality award

extensive examinations. The society, which operates
nationwide, thereby confirmed the proven high quality
of medical care at the Lorsch clinic in the treatment of
spinal diseases.
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Focus seal of approval for
hospitals and rehabilitation clinics
Schoen Clinic Düsseldorf: certifications
as an endoprosthesis centre and an
award from the German Hernia Society
Schoen Clinic Düsseldorf received two certifications in
2021: it was certified by the endoCert initiative of the
German Society of Orthopaedics and Orthopaedic Surgery e. V. (DGOOC) as an endoprosthesis centre (EPZ)
and the German Hernia Society (DHG) also awarded the
clinic the Quality-Assured Hernia Surgery seal of quality.
Both seals of approval stand for the highest levels of
quality in the treatment and care of patients and at the
same time serve as a guide in the choice of clinic.

51 times at the top: the 2021 nationwide comparative
study by Focus Gesundheit gave awards to a dozen
Schoen clinics from Schleswig-Holstein to Bavaria for
their outstanding achievements in medical care. According to the annual national comparative study, Schoen
clinics are among the top hospitals in Germany, especially in the fields of psychosomatics and orthopaedics.
The Schoen clinics were awarded prizes in 25 categories,
and all the hospitals also achieved top-ranking positions
across all departments within their federal states. The
Schoen clinics of Hamburg Eilbek and München Harlaching are also listed as a Top National Hospital 2022.
In a nationwide comparison of all rehabilitation clinics,
conducted by Focus Gesundheit, the Schoen clinics
stand out especially in the fields of psychosomatics, orthopaedics and neurology. Furthermore, the award-winning pulmonology department at Schoen Clinic Berchtesgadener Land occupies a special top-ranking position

Facts and Figures

in that it is one of only two specialist pneumological hospitals in Germany for the rehabilitation of lung transplant
patients. In the field of early neurological rehabilitation,

51
40
20

Focus gives a particularly high ranking to the Bad Aibling
Harthausen, Bad Staffelstein and München Schwabing

Focus Seals in 25 categories have been awarded
to the Schoen Clinic in 2021

clinics. They offer therapies aimed at patients with severe damage to the nervous system. They make use of
robot technologies, specially equipped intensive care
units and specialised therapy methods such as deep
brain stimulation in patients with Parkinson’s disease.

million euro were invested in property,
plant and equipment in 2021

Every year, Focus magazine awards prizes
to the best hospitals and rehabilitation clinics.
The Schoen Hospitals have received multiple awards
for their range of treatment in orthopaedics, surgery,
neurology, psychosomatics and rehabilitation

21
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20 apartments will provide 450 families
a year with a temporary home while
their seriously ill children
are being treated in the clinic

Sustainable
improvements for

people and the
environment

A temporary home for relatives
of seriously ill children:
construction of the Ronald McDonald House
Schoen Clinic Vogtareuth is one of the most important

Children’s Aid Foundation will be built on the grounds of

hospitals in Bavaria for the care of children with severe

Schoen Clinic Vogtareuth by mid-2023. Each year, 450

neurological and orthopaedic illnesses and treats pa-

families whose seriously ill children are being treated

tients from all over Germany, often over several weeks or

at Schoen Clinic Vogtareuth will find a temporary home

months. At the end of October, the groundbreaking cere-

in one of 20 apartments. The future apartments can ac-

mony in Vogtareuth marked the start of another project

commodate up to four people, so that not only parents

that has been in the pipeline for a long time: another

but also siblings can be close to the sick child.

Ronald McDonald House provided by the McDonald’s

The Schoen clinics and their
employees have contributed
to creating more sustainable
surroundings by implementing
extensive measures to protect
the environment and improve
people’s living conditions.

The groundbreaking ceremony for the construction of the house for relatives took place in the presence of
Deputy District Administrator Josef Huber (5th from right) and the Mayor of Vogtareuth Rudolf Leitmannstetter
(4th from right) as well as Managing Director of the clinic Sven Schönfeld (4th from left) and representatives
of the Ronald McDonald Foundation
© McDonald’s Children’s Aid Foundation
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All the information on the
energy consumption of the
locations already integrated
is shown live on the monitor
in the energy centre.
Potential energy savings
can therefore be mapped
much more easily
than before

Facts and Figures

600,000
18,212

Reducing energy consumption and increasing
energy efficiency: certification of the energy
management system according to ISO 50001

kWh per year
Energy saved

Euro donations –
from employees for employees

standards
An energy management system (EnMS) can be used to

For 2020, the Schoen clinics had committed themselves

Quality, evidence and transparency:

record energy consumption in a company and to initiate

to saving one per cent of the electricity consumption

our new mission statement

measures to improve energy efficiency. The Schoen Clin-

per patient bed, compared to the previous year’s figure.

ic group has successfully set up its energy management

This goal was achieved, saving around 600,000 kWh of

In 2021, the Schoen Clinic group published a new mis-

The Schoen clinics are guided by the principle of provid-

system based on the globally valid ISO 50001 standard.

energy per year – equivalent to the energy consump-

sion statement. It expresses the values, beliefs and te-

ing top-quality medical care for all patients. With this in

To do this, an energy centre, among other things, was set

tion of around 167 three-person households. The goal

nets of the hospital Ggroup and describes the principles

mind, employees are encouraged to meet the challenge

up in 2021, so that the energy consumption in all hospi-

of saving one per cent of the heating consumption per

by which work is carried out every single day for the ben-

of making independent decisions and finding indepen-

tals can now be read in real time. Areas in which there

patient bed, compared to the previous year’s figure, was

efit of the patients. The guiding principle was to draw as

dent solutions, and mistakes are openly acknowledged.

is definite potential for saving energy can also be deter-

also achieved. This meant a saving of just under a fur-

realistic a picture as possible of the working methods

The hospital group is of the firm opinion that high-

mined. Energy teams were formed at all locations and

ther 525,000 kWh per year.

we have employed to date. For this reason, concepts

quality medical care and cost-effectiveness are directly

suggestions from each clinic were implemented. Further

such as quality, evidence and transparency are among

related. This is why we measure our results on an ongo-

energy meters for recording data are being purchased on

the core concepts of the new mission statement. These

ing basis and compare them with industry standards.

an ongoing basis.

are what characterise working in the Schoen clinics, re-

Financial stability is the basis for funding high-quality

gardless of position, discipline or location.

medical care.

Tobias Kuchler, Head of Building Services at
Schoen Clinic Bad Aibling Harthausen, Anja Dieterle,
Managing Director of Schoen Clinic Bad Aibling
Harthausen, Stephan Kittke, Energy Management
Officer of the Schoen Clinic group and Florian Dörschug
of e.con (from left to right) are delighted with
the successful certification of the
energy management system
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The word cloud emphasises the central concepts of the Schoen Clinic group’s new mission statement
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World Blood Donor Day blood donation initiatives
Every day, around 15,000 blood and plasma donations
are needed to provide medical care for people with
blood groups A, B, AB and 0. The Schoen clinics are official supporters of the Red Cross as part of the blood
donation campaign on International World Blood Donor
Day. On this day, the North-German Schoen clinics in
Hamburg Eilbek, Neustadt and Bad Bramstedt, along
with Schoen Clinic Düsseldorf, called for blood donations, and blood was actively donated by the employees
themselves.

For colleagues in need: fundraising campaign
Clinic challenge call for blood donations
at the North-German Schoen clinics.

Marcus Schweizer, Head of Technical Building
Management at Schoen Clinic Düsseldorf,
donates blood to support the German
Red Cross campaign.
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for victims of the flood disaster
Buildings collapsed, property destroyed, people injured

A fundraising campaign was launched in conjunction

and dead: the flood disaster of 2021 affected thousands

with the Schoen Clinic Foundation SchönHelfen. At the

of people, some of them seriously, and among those af-

end of July, employees were called upon via the intranet

fected were some Schoen Clinic employees. Colleagues

to make a donation for their colleagues and thus make

at Schoen Clinic Berchtesgadener Land and Schoen

good at least part of the material damage caused by the

Clinic Düsseldorf were the most affected, some of them

flood. The response was most impressive, and a total

quite severely. In a particularly tragic case, an employee

of 18,212 euros was raised. The Schoen Clinic group

lost his wife when they both tried to escape from their

doubled the amount donated and then increased the

flooded home. The house was also destroyed. Others

amount even further, so that a total of 40,000 euros was

were away on holiday when water coursed through their

made available for those affected.

homes and destroyed their belongings. One employee
was with her daughter who was undergoing a major op-

Even if there are many cases in which money cannot

eration in hospital when she found out that her home no

compensate for loss, the generosity of colleagues

longer existed.

during this difficult time is an uplifting sign of solidarity.
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Our clinic locations in
Germany and Great Britain
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München Harlaching

London

Neustadt i. H.

Lorsch

Bad Aibling

Chelsea

Bad Bramstedt

Bad Arolsen

Roseneck Prien

Newbridge Birmingham

Hamburg Eilbek

Bad Staffelstein

Vogtareuth

York

Düsseldorf

München Schwabing

Berchtesgadener Land

MindDoc
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*

General and visceral surgery

Trauma surgery

Urology

Geriatrics

Gastroenterology

Heart and
circulation

Internal medicine

Angiology

Vascular surgery

Pacemaker and defibrillator implantation

Paediatric
medicine

Invasive cardiology

Cardiac surgery

Neuro-orthopaedics

Paediatric scoliosis centre

Paediatric orthopaedics

Areas of
specialisation

Paediatric epileptology

Paediatric neurology (neuropaediatrics)

Otolaryngology

Pain therapy

Pneumology and rehabilitation

Plastic surgery

Nerves and brain

(Para)thyroid surgery

Treatment/surgery for obesity

Polyneuropathy

Neuroradiology

Neuromodulation

Neurosurgery

Epileptology and epilepsy surgery

Neurological intensive care medicine

Neurobiological (early) rehabilitation

Back and joints

Dementia

Movement disorders (in particular Parkinson's disease)

Stroke unit

Neurology

Orthopaedic rehabilitation

Rheumatology

Sports orthopaedics

Foot, hand, elbow and shoulder treatment

Spinal treatment

Schön Clinic Back Institute (SKRI)

Body and mind

Septic surgery and diabetic foot syndrome

Knee and hip endoprosthetics, endo-active

Psychiatry

Child and adolescent psychosomatics

Personality disorders

Tinnitus

Anxiety and obsessive-compulsive disorder

Depression

Outstanding treatment results through specialisation
in specific diseases. The following overview shows
our portfolio of services and selected specialities.
See more at www.schoen-klinik.de

Eating disorders

Psychosomatics

Annual Report 2021
Portfolio of medical services
Basic and
emergency care

Schoen Clinic Bad Aibling Harthausen

Schoen Clinic Bad Arolsen

Schoen Clinic Bad Bramstedt

Schoen Clinic Bad Staffelstein

Schoen Clinic Berchtesgadener Land

Schoen Clinic Düsseldorf

Schoen Clinic Hamburg Eilbek

Schoen Clinic Tagesklinik Hamburg

Schoen Clinic Lorsch

Schoen Clinic München Harlaching

Schoen Clinic München Schwabing

Schoen Clinic Tagesklinik München

Schoen Clinic Neustadt

Schoen Clinic Tagesklinik Prien

Schoen Clinic Roseneck

Schoen Clinic Vogtareuth

Schoen Clinic Newbridge

Schoen Clinic London

Schoen Clinic York

Schoen Clinic Chelsea

MindDoc
Status 31.12.2021
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2021 Group management report
of Schön Klinik SE, Munich

Simplified organizational chart
of the Schoen Clinic Group
CGP Peggy
S.á.r.l

Dieter Schön
family

Business and economic environment

Majority

Minority

Schoen Clinic Group

Overview
With 13 hospitals, 10 day clinics, 12 medical treatment
centers and 7 institutes, the Schoen Clinic Group is one
of the leading providers of inpatient and outpatient services in Germany. These facilities are complemented by
4 hospitals in the UK and the digital MindDoc clinic for
video-based psychotherapy. The Schoen Clinic Group
generated a total operating performance of EUR 986.1m
in 2021 and therefore claimed its place as the fifth-largest private hospital group.
The hospital group, which was founded by Franz-Josef
and Else Schoen in 1985 and has 11,300 employees,
treated 300,000 patients at its facilities in Bavaria, Hamburg, Hesse, North Rhine-Westphalia, Schleswig-Holstein and the UK in 2021. Depending on the clinical
pattern of the pathologies, the medical care provided
by Schoen Clinic’s hospitals covers the entire chain
of treatment from outpatient treatment through to intensive care and rehabilitation. The focus of care is on
acute inpatient care. Schoen Clinic’s hospitals mainly
draw patients regionally due to its medical specialization and expertise; however, they also attract patients
nationally and internationally on account of their unique
range of treatments offered in some areas. As part of
our healthcare mandate, we provide treatment to both
patients with statutory and private health insurance at
our inpatient and outpatient facilities.
In terms of the treatments offered, our activities have a
strong focus on mental health. At a total of 14 facilities,
Schoen Clinic’s hospitals offer spaces for the treatment
of psychosomatic illnesses including depression, anxiety, obsessive-compulsive disorder and eating disorders
in particular. In addition to treating acute disorders, the
rehabilitative treatment of psychosomatic illnesses in
order to enable patients to return to work is also offered.
In addition to mental health treatment, Schoen Clinic
has highly specialized clinics in the field of neurology
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for both adults with conditions related to Parkinson’s
disease, dementia, stroke or paraplegia and for children
with epilepsy, head injuries or infantile brain damage.
The Schoen Clinic Group’s third area of focus is orthopedics, which involves the treatment of all conditions
and injuries relating to the bones, joints, muscles, ligaments and tendons in adults and children. This includes both acute treatment and rehabilitation after surgery. With its three comprehensive care providers, the
Schoen Clinic Group also covers other treatment areas
of internal medicine with its subfields angiology, endocrinology, gastroenterology, cardiology, nephrology and
pneumology in addition to emergency care. COVID-19
patients became a strong focus in 2021, both for acute
treatment and for rehabilitation for those suffering from
post-COVID symptoms and symptoms of long COVID.
Structure
The Schoen Clinic Group is a privately owned hospital
operator, and as a family-owned company the majority
of its shares are held by the Schoen family. Schön Klinik
SE’s minority shareholder is the Carlyle Group via CGP
Peggy S.à.r.l. This global financial partner has extensive
international experience in the hospital sector.
The Executive Management is made up of the Executive Directors CEO Dr. Mate Ivančić, CFO Daniel Kunzi
and COO Christopher Schoen. The Administrative Board
is led by Dieter Schoen, Dr. Susanne Nolte-Schoen and
Constantin Schoen.
Schön Klinik SE, based in Munich, is the Group’s parent
company. It provides commercial services for the hospitals as well as specialist expertise for certain functional areas. Together with Schön Klinik Holding SE it also
holds and manages the equity investments in the individual hospitals. As the general partner, Schön Klinik
Geschäftsführungs SE manages the operating activities of numerous hospitals.

Schön Klinik SE

Schön Klinik
Geschäftsführungs
SE

Schön Klinik
Holding SE
Schön Klinik
Roseneck
SE & Co. KG

> Group holding
company
> Hospital holding
company
> Holding of hospital
shares
> Operational
hospitals

Strategy
The partial transfer of operations and spin-off of the
employment contracts with non-medical employees to
Schön Klinik Holding SE were completed on 1 July 2021.
The establishment of dedicated service and management entities has centralized the procurement, IT management, quality management, patient management,
HR, medical controlling technology and structural management, service and catering, and treasury functions,
allowing strong synergies and a transfer of know-how
for the benefit of all facilities. At the end of 2021, large
parts of the headquarters workforce were transferred to
Schön Klinik Holding SE in order to allow the transparent and logical allocation of costs and procurement of
services between the headquarters and the hospitals.
The Group’s strategic development plan envisions expanding business activities to further pillars in addition
to running hospitals in order to exploit opportunities for
growth beyond the medical treatments offered. Apart
from hospital operation, these include the Healthcare
IT Services, Catering/Cleaning, Procurement/Logistics and Facility Management divisions. By setting up
stand-alone business units, the hope is that external
customers in the healthcare sector will benefit from the
know-how gained by the Group in the future, and that
revenue streams will be diversified.
Since July 2021, Schoen Clinic Group’s values and principles have been guided by a new vision. Schoen Clinic’s
hospitals are guided by the aspiration to provide excellent medical quality for the wellbeing of our patients.
Schoen Clinic firmly believes that the best results are

achieved through constructive and open dialog, and
through consistent actions. High medical quality and
efficiency go hand in hand. Good medical expertise
comes about as a result of experience and learning.
High quality is measured on the basis of results and
checked against figures for the sector as a whole, and
the results are dealt with openly. Above-average quality boosts demand among patients, which in turn fuels
growth and therefore economic stability.
By systematically expanding the range of services offered by the hospitals with the aim of covering the entire
chain of treatment, and by placing a stronger focus on
comprehensive care providers, Schoen Clinic’s hospitals
also hope to expand their market position in Germany
for traditional hospital operation. The aim is to achieve
the triad of good utilization, excellent treatment quality,
and economically stable and sustainable results. The
Schoen Clinic Group is constantly developing its existing facilities by means of an extensive program of investment. By building and extending operating theaters
and wards, and continuing to invest in medical technology and infrastructure as well as innovative treatment
methods, such as for post-COVID-19 rehabilitation, the
Group is creating a framework for excellent medicine
and optimized procedures. This enables Schoen Clinic
to meet the needs of its patients and employees as well
as the growing demand for treatment in its hospitals.
At the same time, full use needs to be made of the potential offered by shifting care to the outpatient sector.
In the field of mental health in particular, this is being
done by focusing on expanding the range of outpatient
services on offer in the form of day clinics and alliances with other psychosomatic institutions. This range
of services is complemented by the medical treatment
centers, which are operated at certain locations in order
to provide graduated care and integrate inpatient and
outpatient treatment.
The international hospitals in the UK are also being developed organically. The somatic hospital in London is
expanding its target group, and creating a limited, basic
range of services for NHS patients. The coronavirus pandemic caused the waiting lists for elective treatments
to balloon, resulting in strong demand from the NHS for
patients with statutory health insurance to be treated in
private hospitals as well. This also allows fluctuations
in occupancy for self-payers and private patients to be
offset better.
The psychosomatic facilities in the UK are also being upgraded with additional beds on an ongoing basis. With respect to M&A, the focus in the UK is on
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psychosomatic facilities since demand is expected to
rise sharply in the years ahead.
In the future, the Schoen Clinic Group will pursue the
further expansion of the digital mental health services
offered by MindDoc. At present, MindDoc provides remote outpatient services, including an average of 4,500
hours of therapy each month. At the end of 2021, 2,800
patients had received remote medical care. The Schoen
Clinic Group is also planning to expand the MindDoc
app, which is to be made available as a digital health application. The MindDoc app is developed by an in-house
team of software developers and therapists, drawing on
the Schoen Clinic Group’s many years of experience in
the field of psychosomatic medicine.
Quality of treatment and quality management
Among other things, the high quality of the treatment
offered by Schoen Clinic’s hospitals is supported by regular certifications and audits carried out by specialists.
Here is a (non-exhaustive) selection of the most important certifications:
- Schoen Clinic’s various orthopedic centers have been
certified as Maximum Care EndoProsthetics Centers
by EndoCert, an initiative of the German Society for
Orthopedics and Orthopedic Surgery (DGOOC), which
represents the first global system for the certification
of medical facilities in the field of joint replacement.
- Some specialist Schoen Clinic centers are certified as
Maximum Care Spine Centers by the German Spine Society (DWG).
- Schön Klinik München Harlaching is the only certified
Maximum Care Foot and Ankle Center in southern Bavaria and one of few hospitals in Germany certified as
a European Hand Trauma and Reimplantation Center
by the Federation of European Societies for Surgery of
the Hand (FESSH). It is the first hospital in Bavaria to
be certified by the German Society of Shoulder and Elbow Surgery (DSVE) as a German Shoulder and Elbow
Hospital.
- In addition, Deutsche Parkinson Vereinigung e.V. (German Parkison’s Association) certified Schön Klinik
Neustadt and Schön Klinik München Schwabing as
Parkinson’s Clinics.
- The Schön Klinik Hamburg Eilbek obesity clinic is one
of five German clinics to be certified as a Center of Excellence for Obesity and Metabolic Surgery by the German Society for General and Visceral Surgery (DGAV).
It is also the first clinic in Hamburg to be certified by
both the DGAV and the Surgical Working Group for
Minimally Invasive Surgery (CAMIC) as a Competence
Center for Minimally Invasive Surgery. Moreover, vari-
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ous hernias can be operated by the Certified Center of
the German Hernia Society (DHG) in Hamburg Eilbek.
- Schön Klinik Bad Aibling Harthausen is a sleep laboratory that has been certified by the German Sleep Society (DGSM), and has also been certified as a Weaning
Center by the German Society of Anaesthesiology and
Intensive Care Medicine (DGAI).
- The center for orthopedic rehabilitation at Schön Klinik
Neustadt has been certified in accordance with the
standards of the German Federal Association for Rehabilitation (BAR) for many years. The RehaSpect seal
of quality is based on an internationally recognized
standard.
- Schön Klinik Neustadt is also certified as a Local Trauma Center by the German Society for Accident Surgery
(DGU), and in addition to its specialist expertise, has
also demonstrated that it has the specific personnel,
structural resources and equipment required to provide emergency care.
For years, the high quality of treatment at Schoen Clinic’s hospitals has been regularly and publicly reported
on by the German magazine “FOCUS Health”, which surveys resident consultants among others and analyzes a
variety of data on treatment quality for its lists of consultants and hospitals.
The Schoen Clinic Group maintains a transparent quality reporting function covering all of its facilities in order
to secure the existing quality standards and results, and
identify opportunities to improve quality. Schoen Clinic’s
hospitals have been analyzing their treatment outcomes
since 1986, and therefore for much longer than other
providers, and use the results to develop improvements
for their patients at all locations. To this end, they have
developed a dedicated measurement tool (the “Medical
Quality and Excellence Index” or MedQEX), which assesses the quality of hospital visits on the basis of three
parameters: quality of treatment, patient safety and patient experience. The existing, statutory standard procedures and quality indicators are used for this, which can
be compared at a national level. In areas where there
are not yet any established quality indicators, Schoen
Clinic has established and continuously refines its own
quality indicators (for example in the fields of mental
health or spinal surgery). The results are also regularly
presented in national and international specialist organizations in order to be able to draw comparisons with
other hospitals.
The focus for patients is on the quality of their everyday lives. That is why Schoen Clinic’s hospitals have
been recording, measuring and evaluating their medical
performance for years, not just in terms of treatment

outcomes, but also taking the patient’s perspective into
consideration. The hospitals conduct regular surveys of
both patients and their family members regarding their
satisfaction with their treatment and their stay at the
hospital, and continuously evaluate these results in addition to potentially using them as the basis for developing improvement measures.
Schoen Clinic’s hospitals bundle their experience in specific fields and between facilities in six practice groups,
and thanks to their large case numbers and transparency with regard to treatment outcomes, they are able
to help improve the quality of medical care. New forms
of therapy and treatment require excellent academic
research, which is why Schoen Clinic’s hospitals work
with a large number of university professors, private
lecturers and scientists. The hospitals work with universities and research groups in Germany and elsewhere,
contributing their experience to research and the sciences. This also ensures that patients receive the best
possible treatment for them that meets the latest medical standards.
Patient satisfaction
At Schoen Clinic’s hospitals, our patients are always at
the center of everything we do. Thus, measuring patient
satisfaction is a key component of our quality DNA as
well as the standard, direction and motivation of our daily work. Together with the pillars of high-quality medical
outcomes and hygiene management, it is the backbone
of our quality work and enables us to transform our patients’ impressions and opinions into concrete actions
as part of continuous improvement. By adequately addressing patient feedback, we in turn increase the level
of satisfaction and number of patient recommendations
that are of crucial importance to us.
In 2021, we adjusted the reporting structure for the results of the previously digitalized patient satisfaction
survey in collaboration with our hospital locations and
therefore made it more intuitive. Our hospitals receive a
consolidated report each month, which provides an aggregated presentation of the patient feedback submitted to wall-mounted and floor-mounted devices using
defined key performance indicators. The concise visual
representation with corresponding color codes provides
a rapid overview of patient satisfaction at several levels. It is also crucial that the reports point out noticeable areas across key categories (such as organization,
medical care, catering) in order to derive appropriate
measures. Furthermore, the reports are discussed by
the hospitals’ local panel of experts. An aggregated
top-level report is provided at the level of the Executive

Management, which summarizes the development at
group level and makes undesirable deviations from targets recognizable at a glance.
By introducing the digital measurement of patient satisfaction, we transformed a fairly static and analog process into a vibrant and quite dynamic process. Therefore, it is now possible to add questions to the digital
surveys and substitute areas covered by the surveys at
any time. We also made these adjustments in 2021, for
example, by integrating the question regarding how they
heard about our hospitals. In this context, our patients’
responses provide important information regarding our
marketing activities, public image and perception.
The continuous improvement and further development
of our digital patient satisfaction survey is also reflected in the fact that we equipped our psychosomatic clinics with the survey in 2021. It was important for us to
incorporate this survey into existing digital processes in
the most intuitive and efficient manner. Our efforts were
successful. Thus, our employees in the psychosomatic
clinics are now also included in the patient satisfaction
survey via existing software and prescription processes. Both the presentation and evaluation of results were
oriented towards applications that are already in use,
enabling us to successfully integrate the patient satisfaction survey in this regard.
Despite these positive developments, the ongoing and
in part intensifying COVID-19 pandemic continues to impact our business. As a result of the heavy workload in
our hospitals, limited visits and, in some cases, isolated
patients associated with the pandemic, the use of feedback cannot be compared with normal conditions in the
day-to-day operation of hospitals.
Nevertheless, the feedback received is positive again
this year and demonstrates a high degree of user acceptance. 75 per cent of our patients and their relatives are
once again very satisfied with us (scores of between 4
and 5 on the approval ratings) and respond to our questions regarding their overall satisfaction with an average
score of 4 out of 5. We recorded nearly 7,400 data sets
in our somatic clinics alone in 2021 (1 January 2021 to
31 December 2021). Interestingly, at 78 per cent in May
and 79 per cent in June, the levels of satisfaction were
higher after the 2021 lockdown than the average for the
year. We are awaiting the development of patient satisfaction under “normal”, if not less severe, pandemic
circumstances with anticipation.
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Employee satisfaction
In addition to patient satisfaction, the satisfaction of
the Company’s employees is another important indicator for measuring the Company’s success.
As in the past, Schoen Clinic’s hospitals also make use of
external audits of their appeal as employers. During the
past year, a cross-facility study conducted by the Stern
news magazine and the statista market research institute named the Group as “Germany’s Best Employer”.
The Company also monitors its staff turnover, and takes
suitable steps to reduce it further at certain facilities.
This is also done on the basis of interviews with employees regarding their motivation for transferring outside
the Group. The findings of these interviews are used to
define and implement employee retention measures.
In addition to an objective and neutral evaluation by third
parties, the Group sets a specific tone in its HR work, particularly in these times that are particularly challenging
for employees in both their private and professional lives
as a result of the pandemic. The focus is on expressing
recognition and appreciation by paying compensation
that is competitive and reflects the employee’s performance, particularly when it comes to nursing staff. Specifically, many facilities have brought pay in line with the
sector as a whole. As a special measure for the first year
of the pandemic in 2020, the Company gave each employee an additional day of vacation for 2021 as compensation and as a token of appreciation. This day of
vacation was awarded to all employees in addition to the
government-supported bonuses to nursing staff.
The Company also offered extensive incidental benefits
that benefited both employees and their relatives. The
granting of private patient status for treatment at one of
the many facilities operated by the Schoen Clinic Group
was particularly appreciated. The benefits offered also
include the leasing of various high-quality bicycles as
well as subsidized public transport tickets, sports offers, and supplementary insurance. The appeal and resonance of the various benefits are continuously monitored and improved where necessary.
The Company is also working on measures aimed at improving work-life balance. In addition to local support
initiatives for childcare during school vacations, these
include a brokerage and advice service offered by PME
for all family-related matters (childcare, nursing, etc.).
Irrespective of this, offering flexibility as an employer
1
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when it comes to individual weekly working hours is an
absolute priority for the Company. Employees can increase or reduce their working hours as they wish, and
also take isolated work-free days. This means that everyone at Schoen Clinic’s hospitals can strike their own
balance between their private lives and their work, in accordance with their needs.
As a company operating in the health sector, employees
are also offered a wide range of preventive healthcare
benefits such as sports classes in addition to the Company’s health management work. Particular mention
should be made of peer support, which is a measure for
the targeted and direct management of stressful situations aimed particularly at medical and nursing staff
in the aftermath of crisis situations. The final element
of the health program consists of targeted vaccination
programs against the flu and COVID-19, for employees
and even for their relatives.
Finally, in addition to the framework conditions provided
by the Company, in employees’ daily working lives it is
their tasks in a work setting, their team on site and their
managers that play a crucial role for their satisfaction and
their loyalty to the Company. Communication, feedback
and dialog are key, and the Company makes use of regular,
large-scale information sharing formats such as townhall
meetings, including on a virtual basis during the pandemic. Employees and managers hold bilateral and individual
discussions in the form of performance reviews. At these
meetings, they discuss their expectations of each other,
provide feedback, and help each other evaluate their personal performance and situation. Training and qualification measures are regularly agreed on in this context for
the sake of personal and professional development. But
sometimes it is also the small measures that enjoy the
most resonance among employees, such as an ice cream
van in the summer as a spontaneous expression of gratitude and recognition for their hard work.

Economic report
Market and competition
As a result of the ongoing coronavirus pandemic, the
importance of and attention given to the subject of
health remained high among decision-makers and the
general public alike. The German Federal Ministry of
Health has referred to health as a “megatrend”, which
the pandemic has made into a hot topic.1 According to

See https://www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/DE/Textsammlungen/Branchenfokus/Wirtschaft/branchenfokus-gesundheitswirtschaft.html

the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs, the
gross value added by the health sector in 2020 amounted to EUR 364.5b, which is 12.1 per cent of Germany’s
total gross value added. Together, inpatient and outpatient facilities accounted for almost 54 per cent of the
value added in the health sector.
The health sector employed around 7.4 million people in
2020. This is 16.5 per cent, or a sixth, of Germany’s total
workforce. The number of people working in the health
sector has also risen by one million over the last ten
years, which also serves as an indicator of the industry’s growth. More than 60 per cent of people working
in the health sector are employed in inpatient and outpatient facilities such as medical practices, outpatient
clinics and outpatient nursing.
The medical management of the high COVID-19 infection rates was an enormous challenge for the German
healthcare system. On 10 December 2021, the intensive
care register of the German Multi-Disciplinary Association for Intensive and Emergency Care (DIVI) recorded
4,947 cases of coronavirus patients in intensive care
throughout Germany. In around 55 per cent of cases the
patient was reliant on artificial ventilation. Throughout
Germany, the number of coronavirus infections had risen to 6.4 million cases by that point.2 In the first phase
of the pandemic (until the end of September 2020), the
German government introduced a financial rescue package as an instrument for ensuring the financial stability
of hospitals. This rescue package is to be continuously
reviewed by an advisory committee drawn from funds
and hospital representatives. On 18 November 2020,
the upper and lower houses of the German parliament
voted for “rescue package 2.0” in the form of the Civil Protection Act (Bevölkerungsschutzgesetz). The law
provides for graduated free capacity allowances that
give hospitals a certain degree of financial security if
they postpone non-urgent operations in order to keep
capacity free for COVID-19 patients. It also stipulates
compensation for the entire year to offset hospitals’
shortfall in revenue; this will be based on their revenue
in 2019.
The 2021 Healthcare Barometer published by the consulting firm PwC reports high levels of acceptance and

appreciation for the German healthcare system, despite or perhaps because of this exceptional situation.3
72 per cent of the citizens surveyed believe that Germany has one of the top three healthcare systems in the
world – a figure that is up by 20 points on the prior year.
Almost three quarters of respondents rated their hospital treatment as good or very good, and this was also a
significant year-on-year improvement.
On the occasion of the 125th German Medical Assembly
in early November 2021, the professional association for
doctors warned, however, of a grave shortage of specialists in the healthcare sector.4 According to the association’s president Klaus Reinhardt, the staffing situation
in hospitals, care homes and mobile nursing services
is getting worse. There are also significant shortages
of medical specialists, and between 3,000 and 5,000 extra study places are needed throughout Germany. The
system is “at risk of collapse”. Mr. Reinhardt reported
that a lot of inpatient facilities have only been able to
keep running by recruiting personnel from abroad. On
behalf of the German Council of Economic Experts on
the appraisal of macroeconomic development, the RWI
Leibniz Institute for Economic Research forecast back
in 2018 that in a worst-case scenario demand for specialists in the healthcare and social sectors would exceed the available supply by 1.3 million FTEs with 4.9
million FTEs in 2030.5 According to the report, this trend
can only be reversed if more is done to mobilize existing
specialists in the health and social care sector, if school
leavers are encouraged more than they are at present
to go into healthcare careers, and efforts to attract specialists from other countries are increased.
This year, the 2021 Hospital Rating Report, which was
published in June by the RWI Leibniz Institute for
Economic Research and the Institute for Healthcare
Business GmbH, also painted a gloomy picture of the
economic situation and financial outlook for German
hospitals.6 The report indicates that the economic situation and results of German hospitals deteriorated again
in 2019. Around a third of hospitals reported a net loss for
the year. Experts mainly attribute the negative trend to
stagnating service volumes and declining inpatient case
numbers as a result of the pandemic. The fact that many
hospitals have nevertheless done well economically in
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 ttps://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/1108578/umfrage/intensivmedizinische-versorgung-von-corona-patienten-covid-19-inh
deutschland/

3

https://www.pwc.de/de/gesundheitswesen-und-pharma/pwc-healthcare-barometer-2021.pdf

4

 ttps://www.bundesaerztekammer.de/aerztetag/125-deutscher-aerztetag-vom-01-02112021-in-berlin/eroeffnungsrede-baek-praesidenth
dr-klaus-reinhardt/

5

https://www.sachverstaendigenrat-wirtschaft.de/fileadmin/dateiablage/gutachten/jg201819/arbeitspapiere/Arbeitspapier_06-2018.pdf

6

https://www.rwi-essen.de/presse/mitteilung/442/
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2020, resulting in a positive net effect, is attributed to
compensation payments for income lost on account of
the pandemic. “However, the situation could deteriorate
significantly from 2022 on,” according to the RWI. The
RWI assigns better ratings to specialized clinics and
large hospitals with between 600 and 900 beds, and
revenue of between EUR 140m and EUR 190m. A high
degree of specialization and belonging to a chain also
have a positive effect on ratings. Hospitals run by charities or private organizations generally had much better
ratings than those in public ownership.
In September 2020, the Federal Ministry of Health
passed the KHZG [“Krankenhauszukunftsgesetz”: German Hospital Future Act], which essentially stipulates
the provision of investment funds for the modernization
of hospitals as well as the advancement of emergency
capacity and digital structures. In fiscal year 2021, the
Schoen Clinic Group submitted applications in this regard, for most of which it is still awaiting approval.
The UK health system is also being impacted by the
coronavirus pandemic, with between 30,000 and 50,000
new infections each day. Although there are now only a
few public restrictions remaining since “Freedom Day”
on 19 July 2021, 5.9 million people are on NHS waiting
lists for hospital treatment. The NHS is suffering from
personnel shortages associated with Brexit. The UK
government under Boris Johnson is hoping to reduce
the backlog of treatments and operations by investing
more in the healthcare system.7 Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi Sunak has announced a sum of GBP 6b
for new diagnostics centers and other improvements.
Given this situation, it is reasonable to assume that the
UK population will continue to be willing to pay privately
for the type of services offered by Schoen Clinic’s hospitals in the UK in the fields of orthopedics and mental
health.
Business performance
After fiscal year 2020, fiscal year 2021 was also shaped
by the coronavirus pandemic and the measures introduced to contain it. Germany’s second lockdown, which
lasted almost six months, ended in May 2021. Infection
rates calmed down in the summer of 2021, after which
the seven-day average rose to an unprecedented level
of nearly 500 cases per 100,000 people by the end of the
year (more than double the figure recorded at the start
of 2021), partly as a result of the emergence of the Omicron variant. At the same time, Germany launched its
7
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vaccination campaign at the start of 2021, as a result of
which around 70 per cent of German citizens had been
vaccinated against the virus by the end of 2021. This
reduced the number of deaths per 100,000 people from
7.3 at the start of the year to 2.15 at the end, despite
significantly less strict measures to limit contact at the
end of 2021 compared to the beginning of the year.
The performance of our hospital group’s business was
also shaped by infection trends in 2021. While the utilization of neurological and somatic services rose steadily in the run-up to the middle of the year in comparison
to the pandemic-free reference year of 2019, restrictions at the start of the year had almost no impact on
the (for the most part full) utilization of mental health
services. It was not until the end of the year that the
resurgence of the pandemic led to new official orders
that again restricted the performance of elective procedures. This caused the utilization of somatic services to
fall in December 2021 in particular. Increased infection
rates also led to isolated limitations on the availability
of personnel. The negative effects of official decrees
prohibiting planned surgeries were partly offset by pandemic-related compensation payments.
In addition to developments relating to the pandemic,
the fiscal year was characterized by various activities
to expand the focus areas of the treatment we provide
and our capacities. A building for treatment rooms was
largely completed at our facility in Bad Arolsen, for example, allowing 24 additional beds to be provided for
private patients. At our facility in Munich Schwabing as
well, an extension was largely completed that will allow
another 22 beds to be provided for the treatment of neurological conditions in Munich. Another 30 beds for the
treatment of acute mental health conditions were also
made available and occupied at our facility in Roseneck
in fiscal year 2021 following the commissioning of another building at the end of 2020. Our psychosomatic
hospital in York, UK, relocated into more modern premises at the end of February 2021, raising the quality of
the medical services provided. As part of this, the range
of treatment offered in York was focused on the treatment of eating disorders.
The pandemic-related restrictions on occupancy had a
negative overall impact on total operating performance.
Total operating performance increased by 3.6 per cent
on the prior year and was therefore almost in line with
expectations (budget: moderate growth of 4.5 per cent)
despite the effects of the pandemic on occupancy. The

https://www.reuters.com/world/uk/uk-plans-6-billion-pound-package-boost-health-service-capacity-2021-10-24/

forecasts from the prior year of a modest increase in
earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization were nevertheless exceeded, mainly as a result
of the reduced creation of provisions and stricter cost
discipline in comparison to fiscal year 2020.

Assets, liabilities,
financial position
and financial performance 8
Financial performance
In 2021, total operating performance (revenue plus other
operating income) rose by EUR 34.5m (up 3.6 per cent)
to EUR 986.1m. Hospital services increased by 1.4 per
cent to EUR 833.6m and made up the largest share of
total operating performance at 84.5 per cent (prior year :
86.4 per cent). This positive development is reflected
in the valuation ratio of discharged cases and in the
day mix (see section “Valuation ratios and case numbers” below). This includes compensation payments
and reimbursements in Germany and abroad totaling
EUR 31.6m. Elective services, which account for 8.0 per
cent (prior year : 7.6 per cent) of total operating performance at EUR 79.4m, increased slightly compared to
fiscal year 2020. Outpatient services as a percentage of
total operating performance also increased by 0.5 percentage points compared to the prior-year period.
Personnel expenses rose by EUR 4.6m or 0.8 per cent on
the prior year to EUR 588.0m (prior year : EUR 583.3m).
The ratio of personnel expenses to total operating performance came to 59.6 per cent in 2021 (prior year : 61.3
per cent). This development was primarily attributable to
the rise in wages and salaries as well as the higher shift
allowances in fiscal year 2021. Non-personnel expenses, comprising cost of materials and other operating expenses, decreased by EUR 23.8m to EUR 257.3m (down
8.5 per cent). The drop was mainly due to the change in
impairment losses from EUR 21.5m to EUR 1.2m and the
EUR 4.8m decrease losses on the disposal of fixed assets. By contrast and in proportion to revenue, expenses for medical needs and laboratory testing increased
by EUR 4.0m to EUR 33.1m. The ratio of non-personnel
costs to total operating performance therefore improved
by 3.5 percentage points to 26.1 per cent.

Considering the overall development of revenue and expenses, earnings from ordinary activities increased from
EUR 0.2m in the prior year to EUR 56.2m. The increase in
earnings chiefly stems from the EUR 24.1m rise in revenue from hospital services, elective services and outpatient services, lower expenditure for provisions for impairment losses and MDK risks (EUR -16.9m) as well as
from losses on the disposal of fixed assets (EUR -4.8m).
Earnings were also positively affected by the derecognition of liabilities of EUR 3.3m, the reduction of impairment losses of EUR 4.7m and revenue from the sale of
Klinik Nürnberg Fürth amounting to EUR 1.3m.

Consolidated income
statement in EUR m

2021

20209

Total operating performance

986,1

951,7

Cost of materials

-183,8

-177,5

Personnel expenses

-588,0

-583,3

Other operating expenses

-73,5

-103,6

Amortization, depreciation and
impairment of intangible assets, property, plant and equipment and right-of-use assets

-63,0

-64,2

Financial result

-21,6

-22,9

Earnings from ordinary
activities before taxes (EBT)

56,2

0,2

Taxes

-13,8

0,2

Consolidated profit/loss

42,4

0,4

As in prior years, there were long-term foreign currency
loans in Swiss francs (CHF) for four of our hospitals as
of 31 December 2021. These have been hedged in full
with respect to currency and interest risks until the respective agreements expire. As in the prior year, no currency effects from this were recognized in the reporting
year. Other currency effects of EUR -0.1m (prior year :

8	The prior-year figures have been adjusted in accordance with IAS 8. More information can be found under section 2.5 of the notes to the
consolidated financial statements.
9	The prior-year figures have been adjusted in accordance with IAS 8. More information can be found under section 2.5 of the notes to the
consolidated financial statements.
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EUR 0.1m) largely relate to financing the companies in
the UK. These are recognized in the financial result on
account of their occurrence in connection with financial
instruments.

EUR 74.3m and mainly relates to nursing budget compensation. Non-current assets held for sale increased
by EUR 24.2m in fiscal year 2021 and relate to real estate of a former hospital. The real estate, which was
recognized as held for sale in the prior year, was sold
in 2021.

Cash flow from investing activities amounted to
EUR -25.1m in the reporting year (prior year : EUR -23.4m).
The change on the prior year is mainly due to higher investments in property, plant and equipment (EUR -2.3m),
lower investments in intangible assets (EUR 2.4m) and
changes in subsidy payments (EUR -1.7m).

The total assets of the Schoen Clinic Group amounted to
EUR 1,975.9m on 31 December 2021. This is EUR 38.6m
or 2.0 per cent above the figure for 31 December 2020
(EUR 1,937.3m).

Financial position

The ratio of non-current assets to total assets decreased
from 89.5 per cent to 86.1 per cent during the fiscal year.
In addition to depreciation of fixed assets subject to depletion, the decrease in non-current assets was mainly
due to the reclassification of property, plant and equipment to current assets held for sale of EUR 24.2m.

As of 31 December 2021, group equity amounted to
EUR 902.7m, following EUR 852.1m as of the prior
year’s reporting date. The increase of EUR 50.6m or 5.9
per cent can largely be attributed to the consolidated
net income for the year of EUR 42.4m for 2021 and the
change in other reserves of EUR 8.2m. The equity ratio
stands at 45.6 per cent (prior year : 44.0 per cent) of total
assets, representing an improvement by 1.6 percentage
points compared to 31 December 2020.

Cash flow from financing activities amounted to
EUR -54.8m in fiscal year 2021 (prior year : EUR -74.1m).
Of the total change in cash flow from financing activities, EUR -42.0m stems from the repayment of maturing
promissory note loans. Moreover, cash flow from financing activities in 2021 is characterized by the repayment
of bank loans (EUR -33.1m), which are counterbalanced by cash inflows from short-term bank financing
(EUR 32.1m) and promissory note loans (EUR 20.5m).

Assets and liabilities

Net investment in property, plant and equipment as
well as maintenance and servicing expenses for property, plant and equipment amounted to EUR 40.1m
(prior year : EUR 37.9m) and EUR 22.6m (prior year :
EUR 21.6m) respectively in the fiscal year. Investment
was high at 4.1 per cent (prior year : 4.0 per cent) of total
operating performance, or 6.4 per cent (prior year : 6.3
per cent) including maintenance and servicing. The net
investment ratio (net investment in property, plant and
equipment/depreciation of property, plant and equipment) amounted to 51.2 per cent in 2021 (prior year :
42.3 per cent), or 98.1 per cent (prior year : 88.3 per cent)
including maintenance and servicing.
Much of this investment went toward expanding capacity and optimizing productivity. Constructions investments were also made in 2021 despite the pandemic.
These mainly include the renovation and expansion of
our facilities in Munich Schwabing, Bad Aibling, Neustadt
and Roseneck. Much of the planned investment will be
financed using funds from operating activities.
Current assets increased by a total of EUR 72.8m (36.1
per cent) to EUR 274.1m (prior year : EUR 201.4m). This
increase is attributable to the EUR 11.2m rise in trade
receivables to EUR 121.6m (prior year : EUR 110.5m),
the EUR 36.2m increase in other current financial assets to EUR 87.6m and the EUR 24.2m rise in assets
held for sale to EUR 29.3m. The increase in trade receivables mainly results from the revenue growth in the last
quarter of the reporting period and the decrease in impairment losses. The increase in other current financial
assets chiefly stems from the EUR 33.2m increase in
receivables pursuant to the KHG [“Krankenhausfinanzierungsgesetz”: German Hospital Financing Law] to
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Capital structure

Non-current liabilities decreased by EUR 26.7m or 3.6
per cent in comparison to the prior year’s reporting date,
from EUR 737.6m to EUR 710.9m. This development is
primarily attributable to the repayment of bank loans
(totaling EUR -31.8m), the refinancing of maturing promissory note loans (EUR 20.5m), the reclassification of a
bond tranche denominated in CHF that matures in May
2022 (EUR -29.0m) from non-current to current financial
liabilities, the increase of non-current lease liabilities
(EUR -8.4m) and EUR 3.8m lower negative fair values
of derivative financial instruments. In addition, deferred
tax liabilities increased by EUR 7.6m or 8.2 per cent,
while pension obligations decreased by EUR 1.8m.
Current liabilities amounted to EUR 362.3m as of 31 December 2021, compared with EUR 347.5m as of 31 December 2020. Of the material individual effects, EUR -42.0m
results from the repayment of maturing promissory note
loans, the increase in current bank liabilities by EUR 33.4m
and EUR 29.0m from the reclassification of the current
portion of the bond denominated in CHF.
Liquidity
In fiscal year 2021, the Schoen Clinic Group generated
positive cash flow from operating activities amounting
to EUR 80.2m (prior year : EUR 98.3m). Earnings before
taxes increased by EUR 56.1m to EUR 56.2m in 2021 (prior year : EUR 0.2m). The development of cash flow from
operating activities is attributable to changes in working capital (EUR -45.6m), in provisions (EUR -2.7m) and
in other non-cash expenses and income (EUR -6.9m).

As of 31 December 2021, the Group had access to working capital and money market trading lines totaling
EUR 160.0m (prior year : EUR 160.0m), some of which
can also be utilized in the form of a bank guarantee. The
utilization of working capital and money market trading
lines amounts to EUR -89.1m (prior year : EUR -56.5m).
A dedicated bank guarantee line with a volume of
EUR 1.5m (prior year : EUR 4.0m) is also available,
EUR 1.2m of which (prior year : EUR 1.2m) had been utilized as of 31 December 2021. The Schoen Clinic Group
has undertaken an obligation to lenders to comply with
financial covenants that are customary for the market in
debt transactions. These mainly relate to the equity ratio and net debt ratio of the Schoen Clinic Group. Based
on the current forecast, the Executive Directors expect
to have sufficient leeway in order to also comply with
the financial covenants in the following year.
The Group was in a position to meet its financial obligations at all times in the fiscal year.
Overall statement concerning the development
of business and position of the Group
Fiscal year 2021 was characterized by strict cost discipline with associated proportionately lower cost
increases, which resulted in higher income, a further
improvement in net profit and therefore a favorable
business development overall.
Following another increase in equity by EUR 50.6m
on account of positive earnings, the equity ratio now
comes to 45.6 per cent compared to 44.0 per cent.

At the same time, net debt, comprising non-current and
current bank liabilities, promissory note loans, bonds,
lease and hire-purchase liabilities as well as the fair
values of derivative financial instruments less cash and
bank balances, was reduced by EUR 22.7m. The ratio
of current assets to total assets increased to 13.9 per
cent due to a rise in assets held for sale and higher receivables pursuant to the KHG. By contrast, non-current
assets decreased to 86.1 per cent of total assets.

Non-financial indicators
The Schoen Clinic Group also uses non-financial in addition to financial indicators. These non-financial indicators
are established KPIs that are used for both controlling
and planning processes. Most non-financial indicators
are recorded on a case-by-case basis, aggregated by department, hospital, region and segment for management
purposes, and provided to managers each month.
Valuation ratios and case numbers
In the German DRG (Diagnosis Related Groups) system,
the sum of the valuation ratios is an established KPI for
determining performance. The valuation ratio indicates
the economic severity of a medical case. Multiplying
this by the state base rate gives the income per DRG,
also at the department or hospital level. The sum of the
valuation ratios is a good indicator for measuring economic performance before pricing effects, and therefore
also for assessing medical and commercial quality.
In addition to the sum of the valuation ratios, the number of inpatients and cases is also recorded. Dividing
the sum of the valuation ratios by the number of inpatient cases gives the case mix index (CMI). This figure
represents the average case severity, and correlates
with a department’s performance capacity during a particular period.
In order to measure psychiatric and psychosomatic
hospital services in Germany, services received are recorded on the basis of the PEPP system of lump-sum
remuneration for psychiatric and psychosomatic services, days in attendance, and the number of patients
and cases. The day mix index (DMI) is calculated in
the same way as for somatic therapy. In the UK healthcare market, only case numbers and patient days are
analyzed.
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Valuation ratios and case numbers
of the Schoen Clinic Group

Germany

Quality indicators

2021

2020

Sum of valuation ratios (CM)

94,237

99,405

Discharged cases (inpatient)

93,828

87,870

571,524

449,017

United Kingdom

2021

2020

Discharged cases (inpatient)

1,372

1,236

17,503

17,725

Day mix

Days of hospitalization
(inpatient)

Full-time equivalents
In addition to key performance indicators, we use the
number of full-time equivalents (FTEs) to analyze and
manage personnel expenses. A first distinction can be
made between medical and non-medical FTEs. This KPI
can be extended to include the types of services prescribed in the KHBV [“Krankenhausbuchführungsverordnung”: German Hospitals Accounting Regulation].
The figures in the table below are based on a 40-hour
week and presented as of the reporting date 31 December. The FTE statistic does not include temporary staff
or employee leasing.
Germany

2021

2020

Medical FTEs

5,928

5,911

 thereof service type 01
“nursing services”

2,514

2,429

Non-medical FTEs

1,590

1,637

United Kingdom

2021

2020

166

171

 thereof service type 01
“nursing services”

83

98

Non-medical FTEs

92

Medical FTEs

44

85

Our aim is to give every patient the prospect of a better quality of life. We have therefore been measuring
the success of our treatments and our medical quality,
particularly from the point of view of patients, for more
than 30 years. We learn from the results and continue
to develop. Using our internal quality assurance system,
we survey patients at the start of their hospital stay, following their treatment and after their hospital stay. We
use patient reported outcome measures (PROMs) to
gather data about our patients’ medical condition. We
determine these indicators using standardized and validated questionnaires, which are filled in by patients and
provide information about their health status. Some instruments are tailored to specific clinical patterns, other
instruments query general dimensions such as quality of
life. PROMs results are available on a case-by-case basis and provide general estimations regarding the quality
of our patients’ treatment via targeted comparisons and
statements on improvements in their condition.
Internal quality assurance is supplemented by mandatory external quality assurance. Diagnosis and procedure codes trigger the release of a QA survey in the
hospital’s information system. If a case is subject to
mandatory legally prescribed quality assurance due to
its specific constellation of diagnosis and procedure
codes, we record all prescribed quality indicators as
well as process and transparency indicators. All indicators and cases per hospital and QA module are listed in
a digital application. These indicators are analyzed in
the clinical context for the purpose of managing medical quality.

Forecast
Market observation and outlook
Many German hospitals already faced tough economic situations before the outbreak of the coronavirus
pandemic. In the late December 2021 edition of the
“Hospital Barometer”, an annual representative survey of German hospitals regarding current health and
hospitals policy issues that is conducted on behalf of
the German Hospitals Institute (DKI), 60 per cent of the
institutions with 100 beds or more that responded indicated that they anticipated losses for 2021. This was
up from just 29 per cent in the prior year. The negative
forecast relates to all hospital bed size categories, although it is slightly more moderate for medium-sized
hospitals (300-599 beds) than for small (100-299 beds)

and large hospitals (more than 600 beds).10 “There has
never been such a gloomy situation since the inception
of the Hospital Barometer” commented the German
Hospital Federation (DKG) regarding the publication of
the report.11

The hospital group will also continue along the path it
embarked on in 2019 to continuously improve operational processes in the hospitals and central structures
resulting in positive effects on earnings, and to exploit
reserves of efficiency.

The economic problems are due in particular to low
levels of utilization in 2021. Planned operations were
canceled in accordance with political requirements in
order to keep treatment capacities free for coronavirus patients. The total number of patients treated fell
as many patients were worried about catching the virus and avoided going to the doctor or to the hospital.
Thus, nearly 88 per cent of the hospitals surveyed said
that patients had decided against elective surgery and
surgical procedures because they were worried about
catching COVID.12

Empty beds and operation rooms are not just a result of
lower case numbers due to reticent patients, but also in
many cases a consequence of the shortage of specialists
in the healthcare sector. This is particularly true for the
nursing sector. According to the DKG, there are around
22,300 nursing vacancies across Germany.14 As a result,
four out of five hospitals are struggling to fill vacant nursing positions in their general and intensive care wards.
As reported by the DKG, this means that the number of
vacant positions has tripled since 2016.15 According to
the DKG, health insurers’ slow implementation of nursing
budgets for individual hospitals is causing delays to noticeable improvements in the availability of nursing staff.16

According to the DKI survey, just 11 per cent of hospitals consider their economic situation to be good. 22
per cent of hospitals expect their economic situation
to improve in 2022. Against this backdrop, the German
government’s decision to provisionally extend the free
capacity allowances until March 2022 should be seen
as a positive economic signal for hospitals.
Despite the negative trend for the sector as a whole, the
Schoen Clinic Group expects its economic performance
to be stable in 2022. The hospital group’s diversified
structure with a mixture of somatic, psychosomatic and
rehabilitation specializations means that fluctuations in
demand in one area can be offset by a positive trend
in another. In particular psychosomatic clinics are expected to see a high occupancy rate again in 2022, as
the number of patients with mental health issues has
increased not least as a result of the pandemic and the
effects will also be felt in the coming year based on high
demand.13 The early moves made by individual Group
hospitals to focus on pulmonary and neurological rehabilitation following a coronavirus infection helped to offset falling demand for elective procedures and allowed
them to respond to new treatment requirements.

Attracting nurses, but also therapists and, in some regions, doctors, will remain a constant challenge for the
Schoen Clinic Group as well in the year ahead. All of the
hospital group’s facilities have intensified their efforts
to fill vacancies promptly or make up for shortages in
personnel for example by recruiting more abroad, improving the financial conditions they offer, reducing
staff turnover rates, launching HR campaigns, and
continuing to work with temporary staff. Overall, these
measures increased the share of nursing staff working
at the hospital group by 3 per cent on the prior year. In
fiscal year 2022, HR and marketing activities will once
again have a strong focus on recruiting and retaining
medical personnel.
United Kingdom
The private healthcare sector in the UK, which was valued at GBP 6.17b in 2019, contracted by around 30 per
cent during the pandemic, as independent hospitals
provided the NHS beds, operating theaters and consultants “at cost” and elective surgery was virtually

10 S
 ee: German Hospital Institute (DKI): Hospital Barometer. 2021 survey, available (in German) at: https://www.dki.de/sites/default/
files/2021-12/20211221_Final_KH-Barometer-komprimiert.pdf, p. 9
11 “ Krankenhäuser finanziell und personell am Limit” (Hospitals reach their financial and personnel limit), press release of the DKG from
27 December 2021, available at: https://www.dkgev.de/dkg/presse/details/krankenhaeuser-finanziell-und-personell-am-limit/
12 See Hospital Barometer, p. 20
13 S
 ee Damian F. Santomauro et. al.: Global prevalence and burden of depressive and anxiety disorders in 204 countries and territories in
2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic, available at: https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(21)02143-7/fulltext
14 See https://www.dkgev.de/dkg/presse/details/krankenhaeuser-finanziell-und-personell-am-limit/
15 Ibid.
16 Ibid.
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discontinued.17 The overseas market collapsed due to
travel restrictions. However, the market has been recovering again since the end of 2020. According to the
Private Healthcare Information Network (PHIN), the
number of elective procedures carried out returned to
pre-pandemic levels in October 2020. Overall, the share
of self-paying patients increased by 30 per cent in 2021
compared to 2019.18 Patients are showing more interest
in self-paying for their treatment on account of the long
NHS waiting lists for diagnostic and elective surgery.
The total NHS waiting list is currently at a record high of
5.98 million people, and growing.19

ation and amortization to go up slightly as a result of
the slightly stronger increase in the cost of materials
and non-personnel expenses, as well as an associated,
proportionate increase in personnel expenses. The development in the first few weeks of fiscal year 2022 has
largely confirmed these expectations so far.

Outlook for the Schoen Clinic Group

The fourth wave of the coronavirus pandemic, which is
now starting to emerge in early 2022, may have more of
a negative impact on occupancy and therefore performance in 2022. This wave, which has now led to very
high infection rates, is being fueled by the Omicron variant of the coronavirus, which is more contagious than
the Delta variant. The vaccines available at the start of
2022 seem to be less effective against this variant, but
vaccines that have been tailored to the new variant are
now being produced. According to a UK study, 30 per
cent fewer of those infected with the Omicron variant
need to be referred to hospital. Almost none of the patients in intensive care have received three doses of the
vaccine. As a result of the tailoring of the vaccines to
the new variant and the less severe progression of the
disease, combined with rising immunity within the population, the virus is becoming endemic and will therefore
have less of a limiting impact on public life. However,
the possibility cannot be ruled out that new mutations
will change the course of the pandemic yet again, potentially resulting in the reintroduction of strict restrictions
on public life. The extent to which the potential effects
of the pandemic on occupancy can be compensated by
financial support from the Federal Government beyond
the current support measures running until mid-March
2022 is not currently possible.

The Schoen Clinic Group is still pursuing the goal of
providing excellent medical care in its hospitals while
retaining its performance level, and continuing to reinforce its market position at its various facilities. The
focus of growth activities is on expanding inpatient
emergency care in our core areas, as well as increased
connectivity with related stages of care.
The primary goal is to achieve internal growth and to
continue to develop the hospitals by means of past and
current investment measures, systematic communication of the offerings to the market, and tailoring the
treatments on offer to clinical patterns and therefore
to the patients’ needs. Further increases in income will
be achieved by consistently focusing on excellent medicine, combined with the high utilization of capacities
and stricter cost management. In addition, the possibilities of further acquisitions are reviewed continuously
and selectively in Germany and abroad. Furthermore,
growth is targeted by establishing specialized hospitals
outside Germany.
As an infection with the Omicron variant of the coronavirus presents milder symptoms than the Delta variant,
the Executive Directors expect a decrease in effects of
the pandemic and thus on healthcare facilities for fiscal
year 2022. The associated return to business as usual
is expected to lay the foundation for a successful fiscal
year 2022 with a modest positive increase in total operating performance fueled by price and volume effects.
This will cause earnings before interest, taxes, depreci-

Overall, this forecast is based on the assumption that
the market environment will stabilize. Actual trends
may differ from the forecast on account of the opportunities and risks described below, or if the assumptions
mentioned prove inaccurate.

17 United Kingdom Private Acute Healthcare Market Report 2021: Sector Shows Green Shoots of Recovery Following COVID-19, available at:
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/11/05/2328624/28124/en/United-Kingdom-Private-Acute-Healthcare-Market-Report-2021-Sector-Shows-Green-Shoots-of-Recovery-Following-COVID-19.html
18 S
 ee PHIN press release from 25 October 2021, available at: https://www.phin.org.uk/press-releases/more-people-self-funding-routineoperations-as-nhs-waiting-lists-reach-record-levels
19 B
 ritish Medical Association: Pressure points in the NHS, available at: https://www.bma.org.uk/advice-and-support/nhs-delivery-and-workforce/pressures/pressure-points-in-the-nhs
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Risk management system
Objective
The purpose of the risk management system is to protect the Schoen Clinic Group against events or developments that could jeopardize the Company’s ability to
continue as a going concern. Risk management at the
Schoen Clinic Group is based on the Company’s goals
and designed as an integrated risk management system that covers all of the Company’s divisions and hospitals. The responsibilities of the various divisions and
departments within the hospitals are preserved.
As part of a structured process throughout the Group,
risks are identified and evaluated in terms of their likelihood and potential severity, measures are implemented
to avoid or mitigate them, and both risks and the measures are monitored. In the field of clinical risk management, this is done by means of the CIRS (Critical
Incident Reporting System) implemented at all of our
hospitals, as well as systematic case analyses.
The assessment of hazards is calculated by multiplying the probability score by the severity assessed with
regard to patients, employees, reputation, image, monetary losses and legal risks. At the same time, corresponding countermeasures are implemented.
This structured process is carried out every six months.
The focus is on the ongoing monitoring and management of the countermeasures in order to prevent or at
least mitigate the negative consequences of the identified risks if possible.
All departments must work together closely on the basis of trust in order to ensure this. That is why enhancing the Schoen Clinic Group’s error management culture
is crucial in this regard. Specifically, risk management at
the Schoen Clinic Group means:
- The greatest possible patient safety during medical care
- Optimizing employee safety
- Protecting facilities and other material assets
- Safeguarding long-term commercial success
Structure
Risk management is an essential element of the specific
tasks of every specialist department, which is why there
are already both central and decentralized structures

in place with primary responsibility for reporting and
evaluating risks. The Law department is responsible for
monitoring reported risks and activities, coordinating
all risk management activities, advising the heads of
departments and hospitals, analyzing risk-related activities and reporting to the Executive Management.
Avoiding and mitigating risk
Insurance has been taken out to cover potential liability risks and claims in order to ensure that risks arising
during ongoing operations are limited and prevent consequences from claims that could jeopardize the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern. Based on
experience of the insurance industry during the coronavirus crisis, it is safe to assume that pandemic risks
can only be hedged by loss-of-profits insurance to a
very limited extent in the future. In terms of finances,
the risk management goals and methods are defined by
the Schoen Clinic Group’s financial risk policy. The goal
of financial management with respect to the monitoring
and management of market price risks is to conclude
suitable financing and hedging instruments to offset
these risks.
Financial risks are covered by means of professional financial management and treasury activities. The
Schoen Clinic Group demonstrates its financial stability
by means of the sustainable and conservative structuring of financial instruments as well as a regular company rating. Interest fluctuation and market price risks
are evaluated centrally for the entire Group. The main
instruments used to limit interest rate fluctuation risks
are interest rate swaps (which convert variable interest flows into fixed interest flows) and currency and
cross-currency swaps (which mitigate unfavorable exchange rate trends in the relevant foreign currencies).
Integrated planning and reporting systems are used to
calculate the relevant indicators. This is used as the
foundation for internal management and internal and
external reporting to the financing partners.
The Executive Management of the Schoen Clinic Group
bears overall responsibility for the internal control and
risk management system with regard to the financial
reporting process of the companies included and the
group financial reporting process. All consolidated entities are included in a defined management and reporting structure.
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Market-related risks

Economic environment

Regulatory risks

Like any other company, the Schoen Clinic Group is dependent on general economic conditions such as the
rate of inflation, unemployment, population growth and
the appeal of location factors in a regional, national and
international comparison. The risks posed by general
economic conditions are reduced, however, because
Schoen Clinic’s hospitals operate in the healthcare
sector, which is fundamentally resistant to economic
factors. Nevertheless, a lasting economic crisis, a deterioration in the government debt crisis in Europe or macro-political shifts in the relationship with the Arab gulf
states could change patients’ behavior patterns and
their preferences for healthcare and insurance services.

The German hospital market faced fundamental structural problems in the healthcare sector in the past fiscal
year, in which a demographically induced increase in demand and ongoing medical progress came up against
limited and increasingly tight public budgets for health
services. The Schoen Clinic Group is largely active in the
field of acute care and provides treatment to all patients
with statutory and private health insurance as part of
the statutory healthcare mandate. The Group sees regulatory risks arising in particular with respect to statutory changes in the compensation paid for hospital
services, structural requirements (including implicit and
explicit personnel requirements), case documentation
requirements or settlement processes. These affect
all hospitals in Germany with a public healthcare mandate. There are signs of the tightening and increasing
uncertainty of regulations, particularly as a result of
the KHSG [“Krankenhausstrukturgesetz”: German
Hospital Structure Act], the PpSG [“PflegepersonalStärkungsgesetz”: Nursing Staff Support Act] and the
PpUGV [“Pflegepersonaluntergrenzen-Verordnung”: Nursing Staff Minimum Ratio Directive in Germany].
The PpSG also led to the introduction of the PpKAV
[“Pflegepersonalkostenabgrenzungsvereinbarung”:
Nursing Staff Cost Demarcation Agreement], which
excludes nursing staff expenses from the DRG system. Hospitals must now calculate their own individual
nursing budgets, and reach a separate agreement with
the payers. Despite a nationwide definition of health
care, there are still interpretation differences between
hospitals and health insurers, which is why the fourth
amendment agreement to the nursing staff demarcation agreement has now been introduced. Nevertheless,
hospitals that have not yet been able to agree on the
nursing budget with health insurers face the risk that
their calculated nursing-budget-relevant costs will not
be reimbursed in full. Due to its specialization, Schoen
Clinic’s hospitals are currently affected by the introduction of minimum staffing ratios, particularly in the field
of intensive care. Efforts to recruit nursing personnel
were and will be ramped up considerably in order to
ensure that the minimum staffing ratios are complied
with and the planned services can be provided. If the
minimum staffing ratios are extended to other areas of
nursing, given the tight situation on the employment
market for nurses, Schoen Clinic’s hospitals could find
it increasingly difficult to meet the requirements in the
long term.
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The COVID-19 pandemic and the associated restrictions, including hiring freezes imposed by authorities,
had a negative impact on economic conditions. However, the legislator responded to this and implemented
measures to offset the economic burden on hospitals
(including subsidies, compensation for empty beds), as
a result of which economic risks associated with the
COVID-19 pandemic were mitigated in fiscal year 2021.
Competition
The environment in which the Schoen Clinic Group
operates is characterized by intense competition. It is
competing with other private, public and charitable hospitals, both with respect to the treatment offered to patients and attracting and retaining specialists.

Risks to the Company
Management of growth
The Schoen Clinic Group intends to grow organically
in the future with its existing hospitals and in addition
through selective acquisitions in Germany and abroad,
and by establishing facilities in other countries. Both
organic growth and growth through acquisition always
entail risks to the Company, which the Schoen Clinic
Group manages by means of systematic planning and
implementation processes at every stage of growth.
Liability, legal and reputation risks
Healthcare institutions regularly face lawsuits relating
to breaches of the duty of care, errors in treatment or
other claims, for example in connection with viral or
bacterial infections. Irrespective of their outcome, legal
proceedings tie up the Company’s resources, and can

entail substantial claims for damages and legal costs
as well as damage to the Company’s reputation. Provisions for ongoing and pending litigation are calculated
based on a realistic estimate of cash outflow according
to the information available. Depending on the outcome
of these proceedings, claims may arise against the
Schoen Clinic Group that are not or only partially covered by provisions or insurance benefits. These risks are
addressed by means of quality management and clinical risk management, as well as the active management
of insurance claims.
Attracting and retaining employees
The shortage of qualified managers and employees, and
nursing and medical staff in particular, is fueling competition for specialist personnel. This situation has the
potential to raise personnel costs or temporarily impact
treatment capacities. By offering compensation that is
in line with the market, and implementing broad personnel development and retention measures, the Schoen
Clinic Group is constantly endeavoring to attract new
employees and retain existing staff.
Infrastructural risks
The implementation of necessary measures with regard
to structural, technical and medical infrastructure may
entail substantial investment on the part of the Schoen
Clinic Group. While most hospitals do not have any
shortcomings in this regard for the most part, Schön
Klinik Lorsch in particular is in need of extensive maintenance and modernization that will also require corresponding investment.
Risks relating to climate change
The risks associated with climate change are growing
worldwide and in all sectors. We see potential for direct,
negative effects on the Schoen Clinic Group, particularly with regard to hospitals and facilities in exposed geographic locations. In addition to increased storm damage to buildings, other specific indications include the
additional investment required despite lasting negative
trends to ensure patient safety and comfort. There is
also a danger that indirect cost risks will rise as a result of climate change. In addition to increased energy
prices, these may also include additional regulations for
new builds and the renovation of buildings. The Schoen
Clinic Group monitors climate-related and political developments in order to be able to introduce corresponding measures at short notice as necessary.

Financial risks
The financial risks faced by the Schoen Clinic Group
mainly consist of financing and market price risks. Financing risks are determined by trends on the money and
capital markets and by the Company’s own credit rating
as a requirement for taking out finance. The central treasury function is in charge of the strategic alignment of
the Group’s financing and the management of its shortterm and long-term liquidity and financing risks.
With respect to market price risks, the Schoen Clinic
Group is above all exposed to potential negative trends
in interest and currency exchange rates. Interest risks
mainly stem from financing using variable-rate loans,
most of which have been taken out by Schön Klinik SE
and only some of which are in place at the level of individual hospitals. In order to reduce these risks, the Schoen
Clinic Group has concluded contracts for derivative interest rate hedging instruments (payer interest rate swaps)
that are adequate in terms of their term and amount. This
means that the interest rate risks arising from the variable-rate loans are limited by offsetting effects from the
hedging transactions. Currency risks stem from liabilities
in foreign currencies as well as Schoen Clinic’s hospitals’
business activities in the UK.
Foreign currency loans denominated in Swiss francs, and
the bond issued in 2019, are hedged in full with respect
to currency and interest rate risks until the end of their
terms. The hospitals in the UK are now financed by means
of internal loans issued by Schön Klinik SE to the holding company in the UK. For trade receivables that were
neither impaired nor overdue, there were no indications
that defaults will occur that could lead to a reduction in
the Schoen Clinic Group’s assets. Overdue financial instruments are always impaired at the portfolio level for
the losses incurred in the portfolios in question. If there
are any indications of anticipated, significant delays in
payment, overdue financial instruments are assessed individually for any additional necessary impairment and
impairment losses are recognized accordingly.
IT security
As in other sectors, cyber attacks remain a risk. While
Schoen Clinic’s hospitals are well equipped to defend
themselves against such attacks, they are also constantly working to improve their protection. Security loopholes
in third-party applications are closed without delay using
patches. The website is also secured using a firewall, and
not connected to any other solutions. In 2021 we carried
out an assessment of the IT landscape in order to find
out what other improvements need to be implemented.
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This resulted in the implementation of data loss prevention, which prevents the sharing of data via USB. A solution that identifies and addresses anomalies in systems
is to be implemented in 2022.
IT resources
The market for qualified IT specialists is highly competitive. It is especially difficult to find suitable colleagues
who are involved in the implementation of projects in
medical applications. There is a risk that not enough internal human resources will be available to implement
the subsidies of the KHZG, and that contracts will need
to be awarded externally.
Overall assessment of the risk situation
The Executive Directors do not currently see any risks
that could jeopardize the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern. In the opinion of the Executive
Directors, the risk management system that is in place
ensures that all identified risks are managed.

Market-related opportunities
The healthcare market is expected to continue growing in the years ahead due to demographic trends. The
financing provided by statutory insurance funds will
remain under pressure, which could result in the emergence of alternative systems of compensation as it has
in other European countries. In this environment, the
Schoen Clinic Group is focusing on high-growth indications with its core areas of mental health disorders,
neurology and orthopedics. Schoen Clinic’s hospitals
use their competitive advantages, such as high case
volumes for certain clinical patterns and the development of innovative therapy and treatment methods, to
gain advantages in terms of costs and differentiation.
The Schoen Clinic Group seeks to become actively involved
in all specialist committees and bodies that it considers to
be relevant in order to be able to participate in regulatory changes. This presents an opportunity to identify new
developments at an early stage and respond accordingly.

Company-related opportunities
The Schoen Clinic Group offers excellent medical care
while remaining highly profitable at an operating level
(earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization). One of our core strengths is our ability to
achieve medical quality and profitability thanks to our
experience and intelligent management. This gives rise
to opportunities for growth both in Germany and internationally.
The Company will continue to invest in expanding its
infrastructure in order to support internal opportunities
for growth in the years ahead. By optimizing their hospitals’ internal procedures, Schoen Clinic’s hospitals are
increasing their capacities to provide treatment in their
core areas of medicine. The Schoen Clinic Group does
not consider growth to be an end in itself, however, and
it is only achieved on the basis of a solid economic foundation. Integrating and supporting acquired hospitals is
just as important as the constant and ongoing development of hospitals already belonging to the Group.
Continuous improvement processes and a culture of
quality are integral components of the Company’s everyday activities that are put into practice locally by its
employees. The network of hospitals is also an effective
foundation for making further improvements to efficiency
by means of the targeted transfer of know-how and the
bundling of activities.
Schoen Clinic’s hospitals have developed and implemented targeted measures in order to combat the shortage of specialists, for example recruiting abroad. This is
an issue that will become even more important in the future, and therefore the subject of ongoing development.
As a robust provider with strong operations (earnings
before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization),
we believe that the Schoen Clinic Group is in a good
position to achieve further targeted growth as a specialized hospital group at both a national and an international level, and to prevail on the market as an independent company in the long term.

Munich, 28 February 2022
The Executive Directors

Dr. Mate Ivančić
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Daniel Kunzi

Christopher Schön
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Exhibit 1

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
OF SCHÖN KLINIK SE, MUNICH

CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT OF
SCHÖN KLINIK SE, MUNICH
EUR k

Note

2021

2020
– adjusted –

Revenue*)

4.1

947,691

923,627

Other operating income

4.2

38,432

28,026

986,123

951,653

Total operating performance
Cost of materials

4.3

-183,790

-177,483

Personnel expenses

4.4

-587,974

-583,327

Other operating expenses

4.5

-73,475

-103,625

6.1 / 6.2

-62,995

-64,181

Amortization, depreciation and impairment of intangible assets, property, plant and equipment and
right-of-use assets
Finance income

4.6

3,692

1,532

Finance costs

4.6

-25,340

-24,391

56,241

178

-13,813

172

42,428

350

Earnings before taxes
Income taxes*)
Consolidated net income/loss for the year**)

4.7

In EUR k

Note

2021

2020
– adjusted –

42,428

350

1,099
-259

-152
79

Total changes in value not reclassified to profit or loss

1,099

-152

Exchange differences

2,268

-3,249

4,800
-1,823

3,516
-1,110

Total changes in value reclassified to profit or loss

7,068

267

Other comprehensive income after taxes

8,167

115

50,595

465

Consolidated net income/loss for the year*)
Remeasurement of defined benefit pension plans
thereof: effects of income taxes

Fair value changes of derivative financial instruments / cash
flow hedge
thereof: effects of income taxes

Total comprehensive income of the Group*)**)

4.7 / 6.8 / 6.9

4.7 / 6.8

*)	The prior-year figures have been adjusted in accordance with IAS 8. More information can be found under section 2.5 of the notes to the
consolidated financial statements.
**) relates solely to the shareholders of Schön Klinik SE

*)	The prior-year figures have been adjusted in accordance with IAS 8. More information can be found under section 2.5 of the notes to the
consolidated financial statements.
**) relates solely to the shareholders of Schön Klinik SE
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Exhibit 4

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION OF
SCHÖN KLINIK SE, MUNICH

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY OF
SCHÖN KLINIK SE, MUNICH

In EUR k
Assets
Goodwill
Other intangible assets
Property, plant and equipment
Shares in affiliates
Other non-current financial assets
Deferred tax assets
Non-current assets
Inventories
Trade receivables*)
Receivables from income tax assets
Other current financial assets*)
Other assets
Cash and bank balances
Current assets
Assets held for sale
Total assets
In EUR k
Equity and liabilities
Issued capital
Capital reserves
Revenue reserves*)
Other reserves
Equity**)
Non-current financial liabilities*)
Pensions and similar obligations
Other non-current provisions
Deferred tax liabilities*)
Non-current liabilities
Current financial liabilities*)
Trade payables
Liabilities from income taxes
Other current provisions
Other current liabilities and deferred income
Current liabilities
Total equity and liabilities

Note
6.1
6.1
6.2
6.3
4.7
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.6
5
6.7

Note
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.11
6.9
6.10
4.7
6.11

6.10
6.12

31 Dec 2021

31 Dec 2020
– adjusted –

1 Jan 2020
– adjusted –

392,960
25,597
1,272,896
877
9,445
1
1,701,776
17,756
121,632
1,932
87,601
8,576
7,333
244,830
29,292
1,975,898

391,905
29,134
1,308,043
906
5,901
1
1,735,890
14,130
110,471
4,736
51,398
8,486
7,021
196,242
5,123
1,937,255

391,551
31,840
1,348,947
981
6,284
0
1,779,603
11,678
129,654
2,201
19,872
6,447
6,402
176,254
7,807
1,963,664

31 Dec 2021

31 Dec 2020
– adjusted –

1 Jan 2020
– adjusted –

144
707,695
214,258
-19,388
902,709
531,994
62,492
16,375
100,033
710,894
242,269
16,477
2,860
16,181
84,508
362,295

144
707,695
171,830
-27,555
852,114
564,779
64,321
16,081
92,415
737,596
226,317
17,207
2,862
18,029
83,130
347,545

144
707,695
171,480
-27,670
851,649
589,964
64,190
14,835
102,255
771,245
218,984
17,704
1,565
18,281
84,237
340,771

1,975,898

1,937,255

1,963,664

Issued
capital

Capital
reserves

Revenue
reserves*)

144

707,695

178,449

-27,670

858,618

0

0

-6,969

0

-6,969

Equity as of 1 January 2020 – adjusted

144

707,695

171,480

-27,670

851,649

Consolidated net income/loss for 2020

0

0

350

0

350

Other comprehensive income for 2020

0

0

0

115

115

 -thereof currency translation-

0

0

0

-3,249

-3,249

144

707,695

171,830

-27,555

852,114

Consolidated net income/loss for 2021

0

0

42,428

0

42,428

Other comprehensive income for 2021

0

0

0

8,167

8,167

 -thereof currency translation-

0

0

0

2,268

2,268

Equity as of 31 December 2021

144

707,695

214,258

-19,388

902,709

In EUR k
Equity as of 1 January 2020
Adjustments on account
of error corrections
(after taxes)

Equity as of 31 December 2020 – adjusted

Other
reserves

Group
equity*)**)

*)	The prior-year figures have been adjusted in accordance with IAS 8. More information can be found under section 2.5 of the notes to the
consolidated financial statements.
**) relates solely to the shareholders of Schön Klinik SE

We also refer to the comments under section 6.8 of the notes to the consolidated financial statements with regard
to equity and its development.

*)	The prior-year figures have been adjusted in accordance with IAS 8. More information can be found under section 2.5 and 3. of the notes to
the consolidated financial statements.
**) relates solely to the shareholders of Schön Klinik SE
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS OF
SCHÖN KLINIK SE, MUNICH
In EUR k
Earnings before taxes*)
[+] Net finance income
[+] Amortization, depreciation and impairment
[+/-] Other non-cash expenses/income
[+/-] Loss/gain on the disposal of non-current assets
[+] Increase in pension provisions
[+] Increase in other provisions
[-/+] Increase/decrease in working capital*)
[-] Income tax payments
[+] Income tax refunds
Cash flow from operating activities
[-] Cash paid for investments in property, plant and equipment

Note

2020
– adjusted –

2021
56,241
21,649
62,995
-6,864
-22
-1,829
-908
-45,569
-8,173
2,711
80,231
-40,126

178
22,870
64,181
14,209
4,426
132
1,461
2,742
-11,989
54
98,264
-37,861

48

1,495

-1,670
0
112

-4,053
22
184

1,500

0

14,835
136
20
-25,145
20,500
-75,091
-535
32,169
-10,934
-20,936
-54,827
259

16,516
218
64
-23,415
61,830
-95,199
-13,043
4,162
-9,750
-22,071
-74,071
778

 Changes in cash and cash equivalents
due to changes in the basis of consolidation

-57

0

 Changes in cash and cash equivalents
due to exchange rates and valuation

110

-159

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period

7,021

6,402

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period

7,333

7,021

4.6
6.1 / 6.2

6.9
6.10
4.7
4.7

[+] Cash received from disposals of property,
plant and equipment
[-] Cash paid for investments in intangible assets
[+] Cash received from disposals of intangible assets
[+] Cash received from disposals of fixed financial assets
[+] Cash received from the disposal of entities from the basis
of consolidation
[+] Cash inflows from investment subsidies
[+] Interest received
[+] Dividends received
Cash flow from investing activities
[+] Cash inflows from bank loans and promissory note loans
[+] Cash outflows from bank loans and promissory note loans
[-] Cash outflows from other financial borrowings
[+/-] Cash inflows/outflows from current liabilities to banks
[-] Repayment of lease liabilities
[-] Interest paid
Cash flow from financing activities
Change in cash and cash equivalents

5 / 6.11
5 / 6.11
5 / 6.11
5 / 6.11
5

*) The prior-year figures have been adjusted in accordance with IAS 8. More information can be found under section 2.5 of the notes to the
consolidated financial statements.
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1. Corporate information
These consolidated financial statements relate to
Schön Klinik SE with its registered offices in Munich,
Germany, and its subsidiaries (“the Group” or “Schoen
Clinic”). Schön Klinik SE is entered in the commercial
register B of Munich Local Court under HRB no. 264451.
Until 18 March 2021, Schön Klinik SE was based in Prien
am Chiemsee, Germany, and was entered in the commercial register B of Traunstein Local Court under HRB
no. 26811.
Schoen Clinic is Germany’s largest family-run hospital
group specializing in mental health, neurology, orthopedics, surgery and internal medicine. Schoen Clinic and
its subsidiaries operate primarily on the German market
and mainly in the clinical acute-care sector. The Group’s
only locations abroad are in the UK.
Schön Klinik SE, Munich, prepares consolidated financial
statements for the smallest group of companies. The
Schön Klinik SE Group is included in the consolidated
financial statements of Apollon SE, Elsbethen, Austria,
which prepares the consolidated financial statements
for the largest group of companies. The consolidated
financial statements of Apollon SE, Elsbethen, Austria,
are filed electronically with the Austrian commercial register.

2. Accounting policies
2.1 Rules applied
Exercising the option in Sec. 315e (3) HGB [“Handelsgesetzbuch”: German Commercial Code], Schoen Clinic
prepared these consolidated financial statements in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) as adopted by the European Union (EU)
and the additional requirements of German commercial
law pursuant to Sec. 315e (1) HGB. All standards and
interpretations effective for the 2021 reporting period
have been observed.
The consolidated financial statements are prepared in
euro, which is the functional and reporting currency of
the Group. All values are rounded to the nearest thousand (EUR k), unless otherwise indicated. Due to rounding, it is possible that some figures do not add up precisely to the sums stated.
The consolidated financial statements are based on the
historical cost principle, except for items reported at fair
value, in particular financial instruments for hedging
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interest and currency risks. The consolidated financial
statements were prepared in accordance with the going
concern assumption.
2.2 New standards
2.2.1 New and amended standards and interpretations
The Schoen Clinic Group applied all standards and
amendments deemed effective by the standard-setting
body for annual reporting periods beginning on or after
1 January 2021. The Group has not early adopted any
standards, interpretations or amendments that have
been issued but are not yet effective.

New standard / interpretation
Amendments to IFRS 9,
IAS 39, IFRS 7, IFRS 4 and
IFRS 16: Interest Rate Benchmark Reform (IBOR) (Phase 2)
Amendments to IFRS 16 –
Covid-19-Related Rent
Concessions beyond
30 June 2021

relating to the application of IFRS 16 guidance on lease
modification accounting for rent concessions arising as
a direct consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic. Based
on this practical expedient, a lessee could elect not to assess whether a COVID-19-related rent concession from a
lessor is a lease modification. A lessee that makes this
election accounts for any change in lease payments resulting from the COVID-19-related rent concession the
same way it would account for the change under IFRS
16, if the change were not a lease modification.
The application period for this practical expedient was
extended until 31 June 2022 by these amendments. This
does not have any impact on the Group, as the practical
expedient was not applied.

2.2.2 Standards issued but not yet effective
The IASB issued the following standards, interpretations and amendments to existing standards before the
date on which the consolidated financial statements
were published. However, their adoption is not yet mandatory. The Schoen Clinic Group intends to adopt these
new and amended standards and interpretations when
they become effective/mandatory. The Group examines
the effects of the new standards on the consolidated
financial statements on an ongoing basis.

Effective from

1 January 2021

Endorsed by
the EU

Effective for
all annual reporting periods
beginning on or
after

Expected to
be relevant for
the Schoen
Clinic Group

Issued

1 January 2023

no

IFRS 17: Initial Application of IFRS 17 and IFRS 9 –
Comparative Information

Open

1 January 2023

no

Amendments to IAS 1: Classification of Liabilities
as Current or Non-current and Disclosure
of Accounting Policies

Open

1 January 2023

yes

Amendments to IAS 1 and IFRS Practice Statement 2:
Disclosure of Accounting Policies

Open

1 January 2023

yes

Amendments to IAS 8:
Definition of Accounting Estimates

Open

1 January 2023

yes

Amendments to IFRS 3:
Reference to the Conceptual Framework

Issued

1 January 2022

yes

Amendments to IAS 16: Proceeds before Intended Use

Issued

1 January 2022

no

Amendments to IAS 37: Onerous Contracts –
Cost of Fulfilling a Contract

Issued

1 January 2022

yes

IFRS 1 First-time Adoption of International Financial
Reporting Standards –
Subsidiary as a First-time Adopter

Issued

1 January 2022

yes

Amendment to IFRS 9: Fees in the ‘10 per cent’
Test for Derecognition of Financial Liabilities

Issued

1 January 2022

yes

Standard / interpretation

IFRS 17: Insurance Contracts
1 April 2021

Interest Rate Benchmark Reform (IBOR) (Phase 2)
The amendments as part of IBOR II to IFRS 9, IAS 39,
IFRS 7, IFRS 4 and IFRS 16 aim to mitigate the effects
on financial reporting resulting from replacing an existing refinancing rate with an alternative interest rate. It
allows a practical expedient relating to modifications required by the IBOR. In addition, it should be possible for
hedge accounting to continue with adjusted documentation despite the replacement of the refinancing rate.
The transitional arrangements also provide for certain
previously discontinued hedging relationships to be reinstated.
The impact on the Group is immaterial. We refer to our
comments in 6.13.1.
Amendments to IFRS 16 – Covid-19-Related Rent Concessions beyond 30 June 2021
On 28 May 2020, the International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) issued Covid-19-Related Rent Concessions (Amendments to IFRS 16). Until 30 June 2021, the
amendments provided practical expedients to lessees
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Standard/interpretation

Amendment to IAS 41:
Taxation in Fair Value Measurements
Amendments to IAS 12: Deferred Tax related to Assets
and Liabilities arising from a Single Transaction

IFRS 17: Insurance Contracts
IFRS 17 is effective from 1 January 2023. This will not
have any impact on the consolidated financial statements.
IFRS 17: Initial Application of IFRS 17 and IFRS 9 –
Comparative Information
The amendment is effective from 1 January 2023. This
will not have any impact on the consolidated financial
statements.
Amendments to IAS 1: Classification of Liabilities
as Current or Non-current and Disclosure
of Accounting Policies
With the publication of adjustments to paragraphs 69
to 76 of IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements, the
IASB has tightened the rules for classification of liabilities as current and non-current.
The amendments to IAS 1 comprise the following clarifications:
1.	The right to defer settlement of a liability is explained.
2.	The right to defer settlement of a liability must exist
at the end of the reporting period.
3. C
 lassification is unaffected by the likelihood that an
entity will exercise its deferral right.
4.	Only if an embedded derivative in a convertible liability is itself an equity instrument that must be recognized separately do the terms of a liability not impact
its classification.

Endorsed by
the EU

Effective for
all annual reporting periods
beginning on or
after

Expected to
be relevant for
the Schoen
Clinic Group

Issued

1 January 2022

no

Open

1 January 2023

yes

The amendments from the adjustment of IAS 1 must
be applied retrospectively. The Schoen Clinic Group is
assessing the impact the amendments will have on the
consolidated financial statements and whether existing
loan agreements may require adjustment.
With the amendment to IAS 1 Disclosure of Accounting
Policies, the standard-setting body regulates that only
the “material” accounting policies will be disclosed in
the notes to the financial statements in future. It clarified that material accounting policies must relate to
material transactions or other events that need to be
disclosed. For instance, this may be the case when the
policy was changed, it relates to an option, the policy
is complex or requires significant judgment or was developed in accordance with IAS 8.10 et seq. The aim
is to ensure that the future focus is on entity-specific explanations instead of standardized information.
The guidance in Practice Statement 2 was adjusted
accordingly.
The amendments are not expected to have a material
impact on the consolidated financial statements of the
Schoen Clinic Group.
Amendments to IAS 1 and IFRS Practice Statement 2:
Disclosure of Accounting Policies
The amendments to IAS 1 and IFRS Practice Statement
2 should help preparers of financial statements to decide which accounting policies they must disclose in
the consolidated financial statements. In future, entities
will disclose material information relating to accounting
policies, rather than the significant accounting policies.
The term ‘material’ is based on the usefulness of the
information for decision-making by users of financial
statements.
The Schoen Clinic Group will apply the amendment from
its effective date.
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Amendments to IAS 8:
Definition of Accounting Estimatesn
The adjustment to IAS 8 clarifies how entities can better
distinguish changes in accounting policies from changes in accounting estimates. In addition, it defines that
an accounting estimate is always based on monetary
amounts in financial statements that are subject to
measurement uncertainty. An entity uses measurement
methods in addition to input parameters to develop an
estimate. These methods may be estimation or measurement techniques.

contract. These can either be incremental costs of fulfilling that contract (e. g., direct labor, materials) or an allocation of other costs that relate directly to fulfilling the
contract (e. g., the allocation of the depreciation charge
for an item of property, plant and equipment used in fulfilling several contracts).
The Schoen Clinic Group will apply these amendments
to contracts for which it has not yet fulfilled all its obligations at the beginning of the annual reporting period
in which it first applies the amendments. This is not expected to have any significant impact.

The amendments are not expected to have a material
impact on the consolidated financial statements of the
Schoen Clinic Group.

IFRS 1 First-time Adoption of International
Financial Reporting Standards –
Subsidiary as a First-time Adopter

Amendments to IFRS 3:
Reference to the Conceptual Framework

As part of its 2018-2020 annual improvements to IFRS
standards process, the IASB issued an amendment to
IFRS 1 First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards.

The amendments to IFRS 3 specify that all references
refer exclusively to the current 2018 Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting. No material changes were
made to the other existing rules in IFRS 3.
The Board also added an exception to the recognition
principle of IFRS 3 to avoid the issue of potential ‘day 2’
gains or losses arising for liabilities and contingent liabilities that would be within the scope of IAS 37 or IFRIC
21 Levies, if incurred separately.
With the amendments, the standard-setting body added a specific clarification to IFRS 3 that an acquirer is
prohibited from recognizing contingent assets acquired
in a business combination. The amendments must be
applied prospectively.
Amendments to IAS 16: Proceeds before Intended Use
The amendment is effective from 1 January 2022. This
will not have any impact on the consolidated financial
statements.
Amendments to IAS 37: Onerous Contracts –
Cost of Fulfilling a Contract
With the amendments to IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent
Liabilities and Contingent Assets, the IASB has specified which costs an entity should include as the cost of
fulfilling a contract when assessing whether a contract
is onerous.

The details of this amendment relate to cumulative translation differences. On the date of first-time adoption of
IFRSs, subsidiaries are permitted to measure cumulative
translation differences using the amounts reported by the
parent, based on the parent’s date of transition to IFRSs.
Early adoption is permitted, but the Schoen Clinic Group
has chosen not to early adopt this amendment.
Amendment to IFRS 9: Fees in the ‘10 per cent’
Test for Derecognition of Financial Liabilities
As part of its 2018-2020 annual improvements to IFRS
standards process, the IASB issued an amendment to
IFRS 9.
The amendment clarifies that when a borrower applies
the ‘10 per cent’ test, it includes only fees paid or received between it (the borrower) and the lender, including
fees paid or received by either the borrower or the lender on the other’s behalf. Cash flows paid to or received
from parties other than the borrower or the lender are not
included.
The amendments are not expected to have any significant impact on the consolidated financial statements of
the Schoen Clinic Group.

According to the amendments, the cost of fulfilling a
contract comprises all costs that relate directly to the
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Amendment to IAS 41:
Taxation in Fair Value Measurements
The amendment is effective from 1 January 2022. This
will not have any impact on the consolidated financial
statements.
Amendments to IAS 12: Deferred Tax related to Assets
and Liabilities arising from a Single Transaction
The amendment to IAS 12 narrows the scope of the initial
recognition exemption provided in IAS 12.15/IAS 12.24
and the circumstances under which no deferred tax assets or deferred tax liabilities are recognized upon initial
recognition of an asset or a liability. If deductible and
taxable temporary differences arise simultaneously in a
transaction in the same amount, the initial recognition
exemption no longer applies. In this case, deferred tax
assets and deferred tax liabilities must be recognized as
of the effective date of this amendment. Schoen Klinik
will apply the amendment from its effective date, but
does not expect any significant impact on the Group’s
assets, liabilities or financial performance.
2.3 Reporting period
The reporting period is the calendar year.
2.4 Approval of the financial statements
The consolidated financial statements of Schön Klinik
SE were authorized for issue by the Executive Directors
when they were signed on 28 February 2022.
2.5 Correction of errors
Inpatient hospital services are mainly billed using a
diagnosis-based billing method based on lump sums
(DRG system) and reimbursed by the statutory payers.
With the PpSG [“Pflegepersonal-Stärkungsgesetz”:
Nursing Staff Support Act] dated 11 December 2018,
it was decided to withdraw the nursing staff costs previously reimbursed via DRG from the DRG system and
to rearrange the hospital reimbursement from 2020 onwards to a combination of fees per case and reimbursement of nursing staff costs (aDRG).
As a result, the nursing costs accumulated up until
that date for patients receiving inpatient care in the
hospitals of the Schoen Clinic Group and who have not
been discharged as of midnight on 31 December 2019
(“Überlieger”) were recognized as contract assets in
trade receivables. The same applies to the nursing costs
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for patients receiving inpatient care and who have not
been discharged as of midnight on 31 December 2020.
These were also recognized as contract assets.
The nursing costs relating to these patients were no
longer reimbursed by the statutory payers from 2020
as a consequence of the PpSG, as from 1 January 2020
all nursing costs were reimbursed for all patients discharged from that date, regardless of the services actually provided. This means that the amount recognized
for contract assets as of 31 December 2019 and 31
December 2020 was overstated. This change resulted
in repercussions, on the one hand, for the price equalization entitlements for those patients that should have
been charged in accordance with the aDRG catalog and,
on the other hand, for the nursing budget compensation
for the year 2020. The adjustment of the price equalization entitlements for those patients and/or the nursing
budget compensation led to an increase in both liabilities and receivables in accordance with the KHEntgG
[“Krankenhaus-entgeltgesetz”: German Hospital Fees
Act] as of 31 December 2020. The allocation of the total effect from adjusting price equalization entitlements
and nursing budget compensation to the prior year and
to the reporting period is subject to a small degree of
cut-off uncertainty and estimation imprecision based
on the available data. The provisions recognized against
the backdrop of uncertainty regarding the nursing compensation for 2020 on 31 December 2020 did not need
to be adjusted when correcting errors.
The error was corrected in accordance with IAS 8.42 by
restating the affected items in the consolidated statement of financial position and consolidated income
statement for earlier reporting periods as follows:

Effects on equity

31 Dec 2020

1 Jan 2020

EUR k

EUR k

Trade receivables

-8,939

-8,279

Other current
financial assets

9,639

0

-17,354

0

2,635

1,310

-14,019

-6,969

Current financial
liabilities
Deferred tax
liabilities
Net effect
on equity*)

Effects on the income statement

2020
EUR k

Revenue

-8,375

Income taxes

1,325

Net effect on net income/
loss for the year*)

-7,050

*) relates solely to the shareholders of Schön Klinik SE

The correction did not have any impact on other comprehensive income for the period or the Group’s cash
flows from operating, investing and financing activities.

3. Consolidation, accounting
and measurement methods
The annual financial statements of entities included in
the consolidated financial statements have been prepared on the basis of uniform accounting policies. The
financial statements of all entities included are prepared
as of the cut-off date of the consolidated financial statements.
Assets and liabilities are presented in the statement of
financial position in line with their maturity. Accordingly,
a distinction is made in the consolidated statement of
financial position between current and non-current assets and liabilities. Assets and liabilities are classified
as current if they are due within one year. This means
that assets are expected to be realized within one year
or within the normal business cycle. For liabilities, it
means that the liability is expected to be fulfilled within
one year or within the normal business cycle and that
the Group does not have an unconditional right to defer
settlement for at least 12 months after the end of the
reporting period.
As an exception to this principle, deferred tax assets and
liabilities are always presented as non-current in accordance with IAS 12. Furthermore, Schoen Clinic presents
its obligations from defined benefit plans and similar obligations under non-current liabilities in accordance with
IAS 19.
The consolidated income statement has been classified
using the nature of expense method.
The recognition, measurement and presentation methods as well as the explanations and notes to the consolidated financial statements for the 2021 reporting
period follow the consistency principle, apart from the
presentation of the maturities of the market values of
the derivative financial instruments.
Up until and including 31 December 2020, these were
reported as a current or non-current asset or liability,
depending on their overall term. As of 31 December
2021, the market value of a derivative has been broken
down for the first time according to its cash flows. This
means that derivatives are recognized in current and
non-current assets and liabilities as appropriate. While
the change does not affect the derivatives with positive
market values, the prior-year figures were adjusted as
follows for those with negative market values:
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In EUR k

31 Dec 2020

Negative market value of derivatives
non-current
current

1 Jan 2020

adjusted

before adjustment

adjusted

before adjustment

11,307

16,734

14,770

20,979

6,261

834

8,179

1,970

3.1 Consolidation
3.1.1 Basis of consolidation
The consolidated financial statements include Schön
Klinik SE as well as all entities over which Schön Klinik
SE can exercise direct or indirect control as defined by
IFRS 10. This is the case if Schön Klinik SE has power
over the subsidiary in question. This is the case if it has
existing rights that give it the current ability to direct the
relevant activities. Relevant activities are the activities
that significantly affect the investee’s returns.
In addition, Schön Klinik SE is exposed to variable returns from its involvement in the investee, directly and
indirectly via the respective parent, or has rights to these
and has the ability to affect those returns through its
power over the investee.
Structure of the Group:

of totaled EUR 56k. In addition, non-current liabilities of
EUR 171k and current liabilities of EUR 7,885k were sold.
The above figures relate to the annual financial statements of the entity sold (prior to consolidation entries).
Schön Klinik Nürnberg Fürth SE & Co. KG contributed
EUR 18,983k to the Group’s total operating performance
in the 2020 reporting period. In 2021, its contribution totaled EUR 217k prior to deconsolidation. The entity accounted for a loss of EUR 255k (prior year : loss of EUR
15,413k) in the Group’s total operating performance in
the reporting period. Its share in the Group’s total assets was EUR 2,137k as of 31 December 2020 and EUR
1,777k as of the date of its deconsolidation.
3.1.3 Acquisitions
3.1.3.1 Acquisitions in the reporting year
No acquisitions took place in the reporting period.
3.1.3.2 Acquisitions in the comparative period

2021

2020

Group entities (including parent)

50

54

thereof in Germany

47

51

3

3

thereof abroad

Please refer to the list of shareholdings (section 9).
3.1.2 Changes in the basis of consolidation
Schön Klinik Nürnberg Fürth SE & Co. KG, Prien am
Chiemsee, was sold on 1 March 2021 for EUR 1,500k
and removed from the basis of consolidation. The purchase price was paid in full in cash.
Non-current assets of EUR 513k and current liabilities of
EUR 7,716k were disposed of in the deconsolidation process. The amount of cash and cash equivalents disposed
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Through Schön Klinik Medizinisches Versorgungszentrum GmbH, Munich, Schoen Clinic acquired an orthopedic and general medical practice (practice A) as of 1
January 2020 and an orthopedic practice (practice B) as
of 1 July 2020.
Through Schön Klinik Medizinisches Versorgungszentrum Psychosomatik GmbH, Prien am Chiemsee, a practice for psychological psychotherapy (practice C) was
taken over as of 1 February 2020 and a practice for child
and adolescent psychiatry (practice D) as of 1 April 2020.
A general practice (practice E) was acquired through
Medizinische Versorgungszentrum Dres. Tesch, Bromisch & Kollegen GmbH, Lütjenburg, as of 24 July 2020.
In addition, Schoen Clinic took over an orthopedic practice (practice F) as of 1 April 2020 through Schön Klinik
Medizinisches Versorgungszentrum Düsseldorf GmbH,
Munich, which had been consolidated for the first time
as of 1 May 2020.

All of the transactions listed took place in asset deals,
and each included the transfer of the business operations including the sellers’ registered panel doctors/registered statutory health insurance doctors.



Taking the aforementioned into account, the final fair
values of the identifiable assets (liabilities were not
assumed in the asset deals), which correspond to the
previous carrying amounts immediately prior to the acquisition date, are as follows:

By taking over the practices, Schoen Clinic can grow
along the value chain in the regions in question and can
offer patients the best health care possible through out-

In EUR k

patient medical care as well as close links to Schoen
Clinic’s hospitals established in the respective locations.

Fair value of the practices as of the acquisition date

Orthopedic
practice
(practice
F)

Child and
adolescent
psychiatric
practice
(practice
D)

Practice for
psychological
psychotherapy
(practice
C)

General
practice
(practice E)

270

15

0

0

0

0

270

15

0

0

0

less fair value of consideration transferred

500

650

290

20

28

28

Goodwill

500

380

275

20

28

28

Orthopedic
practice
(practice
B)

General and
orthopedic
practice
(practice
A)

Property, plant
and equipment
(previous carrying
amount = fair value)

0

Acquired net assets
at fair value

Assets

The value of the practice and goodwill resulting from
the transactions is attributable in particular to the
synergy effects expected to arise from integrating the
respective registered doctors/practices into the Group
(or the medical treatment center in question), from
referral effects, quality improvements in patient
treatment and the resulting increases in patient numbers. This is deductible for tax purposes.
The disclosed value of the practice and goodwill was
allocated to the cash-generating unit of Schoen Clinic



whose catchment area covers the respective practices.
This cash-generating unit is tested for impairment at
least once a year as part of impairment testing in accordance with IAS 36.
It was not possible to determine the impact on the
consolidated income statement resulting from the acquisition of the business operations or the revenue for
the 2020 reporting period because the transactions
were carried out as asset deals.
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3.1.4 Non-controlling interests

An operating segment is a component of an entity:

Non-controlling interests represent the portion of profit
or loss and net assets attributable to shares not held
by shareholders of the parent. Non-controlling interests
are disclosed separately in the consolidated income
statement and statement of comprehensive income
and consolidated statement of financial position. They
are presented in equity in the consolidated statement of
financial position.

- that engages in business activities from which it may
earn revenues and incur expenses (including revenues
and expenses relating to transactions with other components of the same entity);

If the Group’s ownership interest in a subsidiary decreases and the Group does not lose control over the subsidiary, or if the ownership interest in entities that are already
controlled increases, these transactions are treated as
equity transactions. This relates to transactions with
owners that are acting in their capacity as owners.
3.1.5 Consolidation principles
All business combinations are accounted for using the
acquisition method pursuant to IFRS 3. This involves allocating the cost of the acquired entity (consideration
for the acquisition) to all identifiable assets and liabilities as well as contingent liabilities. When doing so, the
items of the statement of financial position are measured at fair value on the date of first-time consolidation. Any remaining positive difference between the cost
of the acquired entity and its equity as determined from
fair value measurement is capitalized as goodwill. Any
remaining negative difference is reassessed and then
recognized directly as income.
Intercompany profits and losses, sales, expenses and
income as well as receivables and liabilities between
the consolidated entities and intercompany profits and
losses from trade with associates are eliminated. In
the case of consolidation procedures affecting profit or
loss, their impact on income taxes are accounted for by
recognizing deferred taxes.
3.1.6 Notes on the operating segments
Pursuant to IFRS 8, the presentation of segment information for the operating segments must take place in
accordance with the internal reporting to the chief operating decision makers (management approach).
The chief operating decision makers at Schoen Clinic are the Members of the Directorate. The Directorate
takes the main strategic decisions for the Group. Regular reports are submitted to the Directorate in respect of
the key performance indicators and results of the operating segments, i. e., the individual hospitals.
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- whose operating results are regularly reviewed by the
entity’s chief operating decision maker to make decisions about resources to be allocated to the segment
and assess its performance; and
- for which discrete financial information is available.
As part of our analysis, we have identified our hospitals
as operating segments and aggregated these into a single operating segment taking into account the rules in
IFRS 8.12. At the same time, this is the only reportable
segment of the Group. Although there are locations in
different countries, Executive Management assumes
that the resulting differences in the billing logic do not
entail any materially different opportunities and risks
and these therefore do not conflict with aggregating the
hospitals into a single segment.
The other areas (medical treatment centers, service
businesses, holding companies) either do not meet the
definition of an operating segment or do not exceed, individually and in total, the quantitative thresholds set in
IFRS 8 in order to qualify as a reportable segment.
Virtually all revenue for all of our activities is recorded in
Germany. The majority of revenue is generated with the
statutory health insurance funds, with a small portion
recorded with private health insurance funds, self-payers and international patients.
3.2 Revenue recognition
The Group’s revenue stems chiefly from running the hospitals and thus constitutes revenue from the provision
of services. The hospitals are subject to the national
statutory payment regulations in the countries in which
the respective hospitals are located. The basic structure
of these regulations is quite similar.
Revenue from contracts with customers (patients) is
recognized once a performance obligation has been
satisfied through the transfer of assets. The transfer of
assets is deemed completed and the performance obligation satisfied as soon as a customer (patient) has
obtained control of the asset.

Control of an asset is transferred over time if one of the
following criteria is met:
1. T
 he customer (patient) simultaneously receives
and consumes the benefits provided by the entity’s
performance as the entity performs
2.	The entity’s performance creates or enhances an asset that the customer (patient) controls as the asset
is created or enhanced
3.	The entity’s performance does not create an asset
with an alternative use to the entity, and the entity
has an enforceable right to payment for performance
completed to date
If a performance obligation is not satisfied over time, it
is a performance obligation satisfied at a point in time.
To determine when control is deemed to have been
transferred in this case, the following indicators must
be taken into account:
1.	The entity has a present right to payment from the
customer (patient) for the asset
2. The customer (patient) has legal title to the asset
3.	The entity has transferred physical possession
of the asset to the customer (patient)
4. T
 he customer (patient) has the significant risks
and rewards of ownership of the asset
5. The customer (patient) has accepted the asset
In the case of performance obligations satisfied over
time, the revenue recorded is recognized in accordance
with the stage of completion. In any case, revenue recognition is subject to the existence of a contract with
enforceable rights and obligations between the service
recipients and Schoen Clinic and to the probability that
the agreed consideration will be received.
Schoen Clinic records the vast majority of its revenue
from the provision of full or partial inpatient hospital services for patients with statutory health insurance as well
as from outpatient treatments. For somatics, the fees
for general hospital services are based on the KHEntgG [“Krankenhausentgeltgesetz”: German Hospital Fees
Act], while psychiatric services are remunerated based
on the PEPP system of lump-sum remuneration for
psychiatric and psychosomatic services in accordance
with the BPflV [“Bundespflegesatzverordnung”: German
Federal Healthcare Tariff Law]. The fees are based on a

catalog of Diagnostic Related Groups agreed at federal
level. However, the amount of fees is limited by a revenue budget that is agreed annually between the hospital
owners and social security carriers. In the event of variances from the agreed revenue and/or nursing budget,
the fee is marked up or down in the following year via
a calculation of revenue equalization prescribed by law.
Revenue from hospital services thus stem chiefly from
transaction prices stipulated by law. With regard to allocating revenue to the appropriate period, the aforementioned mark-ups/mark-downs (budget overrun/shortfall
adjustment) that are offset against the subsequent-year
remuneration, are deferred as of the reporting period.
These items are reported in the consolidated statement
of financial position under financial assets or financial liabilities. Revenue is corrected accordingly in the income
statement.
The scope of services to be provided by the hospital to
an insured patient is regulated in SGB V [“Sozialgesetzbuch”: Fifth Book of the German Social Security Code].
Revenue recognition from hospital services is based on
a treatment contract between the hospital and the patient. However, the services provided under the contract
are generally paid for by the patient’s health insurance.
The hospital provides a treatment service for the patient
that is not distinct as defined by IFRS 15 and serves to
restore the patient’s health. A continuous benefit accrues to the patient from the treatment provided by the
hospital. As a result, revenue is recognized over time. If
a patient is admitted to the hospitals as an inpatient and
the treatment is still ongoing at midnight on the reporting date (the patient has not yet been discharged), contract assets are recognized from the treatment of that
patient and reported under trade receivables.
With the PpSG [“Pflegepersonal-Stärkungsgesetz”: Nursing Staff Support Act] dated 11 December 2018, it was
decided to withdraw a large share of the nursing staff
costs previously reimbursed via DRG from the DRG system and to rearrange the hospital reimbursement from
2020 onwards to a combination of fees per case and
reimbursement of nursing staff costs. Up until the end
of the first-time nursing budget negotiations and calculation of the nursing payment at the individual hospitals,
a nursing payment of EUR 146.55 per day of hospitalization and inpatient case applied for the period from
1 January 2020 to 31 March 2020. Against the background of the COVID-19 pandemic, the provisional nursing payment was increased to EUR 185.00 per day of
hospitalization and inpatient case from 1 April to 31 December 2020. As this relates to daily rates, patients who
are admitted to the hospital as inpatients for treatment
before the end of the year and whose treatment is still
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ongoing as of midnight on the reporting date, i. e., who
have not yet been discharged (“Überlieger”) are not recognized as contract assets on the remuneration portion
attributable to the nursing budget, but as a receivable
under trade receivables. Furthermore, the law stipulates
that hospitals are reimbursed for the nursing staff costs
actually incurred in each hospital. If this amount is not
achieved by billing the daily rates, a compensation claim
(receivable) is recognized. If the actual nursing staff
costs are lower than the billed daily rates, a compensation liability is recognized. As far as the definition of
nursing staff costs or what defines nursing staff is concerned, there are still different interpretations in some
areas on the part of the hospitals and the health insurers, even taking into account the regulations in the latest
version of the agreement on the demarcation of nursing
staff cost, the ‘Pflegepersonalkostenabgrenzungsvereinbarung’. Without a budget having being agreed there
is therefore uncertainty surrounding the actual cost
reimbursements to be expected for nursing staff. The
amount recognized is the expected figure.
In accordance with IFRS 15.121, the transaction price allocated to the remaining performance obligations does
not need to be disclosed, as treatment contracts generally do not have an original expected duration of more
than one year.
In addition, Schoen Clinic provides outpatient services
for patients with statutory health insurance which are
remunerated in accordance with the doctor’s fee scale
(Uniform Evaluation Standard). The Uniform Evaluation
Standard is agreed upon nationally by the committee
for rating “office-based doctors’’ services (“Bewertungsausschuss der Ärzte”) of the National Association of
SHI-Accredited Physicians and the National Association
of Statutory Health Insurance Funds (“GKV-Spitzenverband”). This forms the basis for payment for all outpatient services provided by panel doctors. In addition
to patients with statutory health insurance, outpatient
services are also provided to patients on the basis of
private treatment contracts. In this case, payments are
based on the GOÄ [“Gebührenordnung für Ärzte”: German Regulations on Scales of Fees for Medical Doctors]. This revenue is recognized at a point in time.
In general, Schoen Clinic does not apply payment conditions for any of the aforementioned rendered services
that contain significant financing components or payment terms that are unusual for the industry. Patients
with statutory health insurance are also governed by the
regulations of Sec. 417 SGB V. This means that the services invoiced by Schoen Clinic must be paid by the health
insurance funds within five days of receiving the invoice.
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3.3 Intangible assets
Intangible assets are initially measured at cost (for internally generated assets – see 3.8). The cost of an intangible asset acquired within the scope of a business
combination is its fair value on the date of acquisition.
After initial recognition, intangible assets are carried at
amortized cost. The useful lives of these intangible assets are assessed to be either finite or indefinite.
Schoen Clinic amortizes intangible assets with a finite
useful life on a straight-line basis over the expected useful life. The expected useful life for patents, licenses and
similar rights is generally three to five years.
Registered statutory health insurance doctor’s licenses
acquired for a consideration (registered doctors with a
license from the Association of SHI-Accredited Physicians to treat patients with statutory health insurance)
with an indefinite useful life are not amortized. Instead,
an impairment test is performed annually and/or if triggered by certain indicators. If the test shows that the recoverable amount is lower than the carrying amount, an
impairment loss is recognized to the carrying amount.
3.4 Goodwill
Goodwill arising from a business combination (both asset and share deals) is measured at cost on initial recognition. This goodwill cost equates to the excess of the
cost of the business combination over the Group’s share
in the fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities and
contingent liabilities acquired in the transaction.
After initial recognition, goodwill is not subject to amortization. Instead, an annual impairment test is performed.
A test is also performed if events or circumstances occur which indicate that the carrying amount may not be
recoverable. Goodwill is recognized at cost less accumulated impairment losses.
The impairment test of goodwill is performed at the level
of the cash-generating unit. The cash-generating unit is
the lowest level at which goodwill is monitored for internal management purposes. At Schoen Clinic, it generally corresponds to the individual hospitals (location
with the regionally connected medical treatment centers including existing rehabilitation facilities). There is
also one other cash-generating unit, which generates its
cash inflows from health-related services.

synergies arising from the business combination. If the
carrying amount of the cash-generating unit to which the
goodwill is allocated exceeds its recoverable amount, an
impairment loss is recognized for the goodwill allocated
to that cash-generating unit.
The recoverable amount is the higher of the fair value
less costs to sell and the value in use of the cash-generating unit.
In accordance with IAS 36.124, an impairment loss recognized for goodwill cannot be reversed.
Determining the recoverable amount of a cash-generating unit with goodwill allocated to it involves estimates
by management. The result forecast on the basis of
these estimates is influenced for example by successful integration of acquired entities, volatility on the capital markets, interest rate developments, volatility of
exchange rates or expected economic development.
Discounted cash flow valuations to determine the recoverable amount are based on five-year plans, which
in turn are based on financial forecasts. Cash flow forecasts take into account past experience and are based
on the best estimate of future developments. Cash flows
outside of the planning period are extrapolated using individual growth rates. The most important assumptions
underlying the determination of fair value less costs to
sell and value in use are the estimated growth rates as
well as weighted average cost of capital. These estimates and the underlying method can have a material
impact on the respective values and ultimately on the
amount of any goodwill impairment.
We also refer to 3.24.
3.5 Third-party grants
Schoen Clinic receives various government grants, i. e.,
from federal or state authorities, but also from municipal bodies. These serve either to finance the cost of assets or to finance current expenses.
Where third-party grants are used to purchase items of
property, plant and equipment, they are deducted from
the cost of the assets in question on the date the conditions in IAS 20.7 are met and reduce the depreciation
base accordingly. The funds are recognized as a separate obligation under financial liabilities in the consoli-

dated statement of financial position until such time as
they are used for the earmarked purpose. If approved
funds have not been paid out by the funding provider by
the reporting date, a corresponding financial receivable
is recognized in the consolidated statement of financial
position.
The grants used to finance current expenses are recognized in income on the accrual basis and reported as a
gross figure in the income statement.
Like many healthcare providers, in 2020 Schoen Clinic
received grants put in place by the legislator in response
to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. Special mention should be made of the COVID-19-Krankenhausentlastungsgesetz [“Gesetz zum Ausgleich COVID-19 bedingter finanzieller Belastungen der Krankenhäuser und
weiterer Gesundheitseinrichtungen”: German Law to
Equalize COVID-19-related Financial Burdens on Hospitals and other Healthcare Providers] in this regard. Under that law, lump sums of EUR 50k were made available
for new ICU beds, among other things.
3.6 Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment are recognized at cost
and depreciated on a straight-line basis over their estimated useful lives. Useful lives are reviewed annually
and adjusted to reflect any changes in expectations. In
addition to the purchase price, cost comprises incidental purchase costs as well as any costs for demolition,
dismantling and removal of the item of property, plant
and equipment from its location and for restoration of
the location. Purchase price deductions reduce cost.
Ongoing repair and maintenance costs are recognized
directly in profit or loss.
An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognized
upon disposal or when no future economic benefits are
expected from its use or disposal. The gain or loss on
derecognition is determined as the difference between
the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount and
is recognized in consolidated profit or loss in the period
in which the item is derecognized.
The above also relates to real estate (e. g., individual
practice rooms, apartments, parking spaces, etc.) rented by Schoen Clinic.

To carry out the impairment test, the goodwill acquired
as part of a business combination is allocated to the
cash-generating unit expected to benefit from the
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Depreciation of property, plant and equipment is based
on the following useful lives:

Useful life in years
Office buildings

normally 10 to 33;
in individual cases to 66

Land improvements

normally 10 to 58;
in individual cases to 66

Technical equipment
and machinery

5 to 25

Other equipment,
furniture and fixtures

3 to 15

3.7 Non-current assets held for sale

3.8 Research and development costs
Research is original and planned investigation undertaken with the prospect of gaining new scientific or technical knowledge and understanding. Development is the
technical and commercial application of research findings.
Research costs are expensed as incurred. The portion
of development costs for which the prerequisites for
recognition as an intangible asset pursuant to IAS 38
(Intangible Assets) are met in full is recognized as an
intangible asset.
Research and development costs are incurred in particular in the development of proprietary software solutions for online therapies and other digital health platforms. These are linked to the provision of services by
Schoen Clinic. In the reporting period and the prior year,
capitalized development costs pertained to refinements
of the internally developed web-based therapy platform
“MindDoc”.

Schoen Clinic classifies non-current assets (or disposal
groups) as held for sale if their carrying amounts will be
recovered principally through a sale transaction rather
than through continuing use. For this to be the case, the
asset (or disposal group) must be available for immediate sale in its present condition subject only to terms
that are usual and customary for sales of such assets
(or disposal groups) and its sale must be highly probable. A sale is highly probable when the appropriate level
of management is committed to a plan to sell the asset
(or disposal group), and an active program to locate a
buyer and complete the plan has been initiated. Further,
the asset (or disposal group) must be actively marketed
for sale at a price that is reasonable in relation to its current fair value. In addition, the sale should be expected
to qualify for recognition as a completed sale within one
year from the date of classification and actions required
to complete the plan should indicate that it is unlikely
that significant changes to the plan will be made or that
the plan will be withdrawn.

3.9 Borrowing costs

Non-current assets held for sale and disposal groups are
recognized at the lower of the carrying amount and fair
value less costs to sell. Depreciation is discontinued. The
calculation of the fair value less costs to sell involves estimates and assumptions that are subject to uncertainty.

3.10 Leases

The disclosures in the notes to the consolidated financial statements – where they refer the consolidated
statement of financial position – generally relate to assets that are not held for sale.
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Schoen Clinic recognizes financing costs incurred in
connection with the acquisition, construction or production of certain qualifying assets and that can be allocated to those assets, directly or indirectly, as part of
the cost of those qualifying assets. Qualifying assets
include major long-term investment measures at hospital locations (construction of new buildings, conversion
measures or extensions) that exceed a planned investment volume of EUR 1,500k and the implementation of
which is expected to take place over a period of more
than 12 months.
With regard to the borrowing costs capitalized in the
2021 reporting period (and prior year) and the underlying interest rate, we refer to 6.2.1.
All other borrowing costs are expensed in the period in
which they were incurred (IAS 23.10).

A lease within the meaning of IFRS 16 exists if the lessee is contractually granted the right by the lessor to
control the use of an identified asset for a determined
period and the lessor in return receives a consideration
from the lessee.
The lessee recognizes a right-of-use (ROU) asset and a
lease liability at the inception date. The right-of-use asset

is recognized at cost and amortized over the shorter of
the lease term and the economic life. The amount of the
asset corresponds to the amount of the lease liability
plus any initial direct costs incurred by the lessee. Adjustments may be necessary due to lease incentives, for
payments on or before the inception date of the lease
and for restoration and comparable obligations. The
lease liability is measured as the present value of all future lease payments. All lease payments are discounted
at the incremental borrowing rate of the Schoen Clinic
Group on the inception date of the lease, as the interest
rate implicit in the lease cannot be readily identified.
Variable lease payments that depend on an index or a
rate are taken into account upon initial measurement of
the lease liability. Any residual value guarantees are also
taken into consideration. Variable lease payments that
are not taken into account in the measurement of the
lease liability are recognized through profit or loss in the
period in which they are incurred.
A lease liability is remeasured (while at the same time
adjusting the corresponding right-of-use asset) to reflect
changes to the lease payments: a) if there is a change in
the lease term; b) if there is a change in the assessment
of an option to purchase the underlying asset; c) if there
is a change in the amounts expected to be payable under a residual value guarantee; or d) if there is a change
in future lease payments resulting from a change in an
index or a rate. Lease liabilities are reported in financial
liabilities.
In the case of short-term leases with a term of no more
than 12 months (and no purchase option) and leases for
which the underlying asset is of low value, the associated lease payments are recognized as an expense on a
straight-line basis over the lease term.
The lessor classifies each lease as a finance lease or
an operating lease. Leases where the lessor retains substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership of the leased asset are classified as operating leases. In this case, payments made are recognized in the
income statement over the period of the lease using the
straight-line method. Leases where the significant risks
and significant rewards incidental to ownership are
transferred to the lessee are classified and recognized
as finance leases.
All of the leases entered into, and thus recognized, by
Schoen Clinic are operating leases (the related assets
are still recognized by Schoen Clinic accordingly). The
operating leases relate mostly to apartments, garages
and parking spaces let to employees of the hospitals

and practice rooms at the hospitals let to therapists and
consultants.
3.11 Inventories
Inventories are measured at the lower of cost and net
realizable value in accordance with IAS 2, using their average cost price as a simplified method of valuation –
partly also based on fixed values. Adequate allowances
provide for all identifiable inventory valuation risks resulting from slow-moving goods and reduced usability.
3.12 Financial instruments
(excluding derivative financial instruments)
Financial instruments are contracts that give rise to both
a financial asset of one entity and a financial liability or
equity instrument of another entity. After assessing the
business model and cash flow conditions, Schoen Clinic
recognizes its financial assets in the form of debt securities exclusively in the “at amortized cost” categories.
It does not make use of the option to recognize debt instruments at fair value in the income statement. Receivables to be sold to factoring companies are measured at
fair value through profit or loss in the income statement.
Regular way purchases or sales of financial assets are
recognized on the trade date. Financial instruments are
initially measured at fair value. Schoen Clinic takes the
transaction costs into account in the calculation of the
carrying amount only if the financial instruments are not
measured at fair value through profit or loss.
Subsequent measurement of financial assets and liabilities depends on their classification into the following
categories:
- Financial assets and liabilities at amortized cost are
amortized less impairment losses using the effective
interest method
- Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income are amortized outside of profit or loss.
Only dividends received are recognized in profit or loss
3.13 Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include all highly liquid assets that can be readily converted to cash and have a
residual term of less than three months on the acquisition date.
Cash and cash equivalents make up the cash funds in
the consolidated statement of cash flows.
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3.14 Trade receivables
Financial assets resulting from hospital services and
other supplies and services by Schoen Clinic are recognized at amortized cost less impairment losses using
the effective interest method. Impairment losses are
recognized in separate allowance accounts. The loss allowance is calculated based on the expected loss model
using the simplified approach provided by IFRS 9.5.5.15.
The calculation of the loss allowances on receivables is
based to a large extent on estimates and assessments of
individual receivables, which depend in turn on the creditworthiness of the respective payer (patient, statutory
health insurance fund, private health insurance fund, the
state), the current economic developments, the analysis
of historical default rates and the consideration of prospective information on a portfolio basis. Because the
Group derives most of the loss allowances on a portfolio
basis from historical default rates taking into account
prospective information, a drop in receivables volume
generally reduces provisions accordingly, and vice versa.
Receivables are deemed to have defaulted if insolvency
proceedings have been opened against the debtor.
As part of the aforementioned simplified approach for
the calculation of expected losses, receivables that are
not written down individually on an item-by-item basis
are written down based on their maturity band (age
classification by maturity/past due). The amount of the
write-down is based on the corresponding historical default rates (taking prospective information into account)
of the receivables in the individual maturity bands.
Trade receivables also include the contract assets from
the treatment of patients (= work in process with regard
to the patients in inpatient care as of midnight on 31 December 2020). Contract assets are measured taking into
account among other things the case mix points of the
DRGs expected to be charged as well as the respective
applicable state base rates.

amount and they cannot have been requested for review
by the MDK [“Medizinischer Dienst der Krankenkassen”:
Medical Review Board of the Statutory Health Insurance
Funds]. Nor may they be subject to an impairment loss
recorded by Schoen Clinic, and they must not be past
due or defaulted.
The sale/transfer of the receivables from Schoen Clinic to the Bank meets the conditions for the transfer of
financial assets in IFRS 9.3.2.4 (b) in conjunction with
IFRS 9.3.2.5. Substantially all risks and rewards in connection with the receivables sold are transferred; this
applies specifically to the credit risk.
Due to the fact that the late payment risk (interest rate
risk) remains with Schoen Clinic in respect of the receivables sold, Schoen Clinic recognizes a continuing involvement in the assets sold until such time as payment
has been received pursuant to IFRS 9.3.2.16 f. This is
reported under financial assets (trade receivables) and
under financial liabilities (liabilities to banks).
3.16 Shares in affiliates
The shares in affiliates that were not consolidated on
grounds of immateriality relate mainly to the Group’s
service companies. These equity investments are measured at cost less any impairment losses.
The equity investments are regularly tested for impairment.
3.17 Financial liabilities
With the exception of the derivative financial instruments, Schoen Clinic measures financial liabilities at
amortized cost using the effective interest method.
3.18 Derivative financial instruments

Schoen Clinic entered into an agreement for the sale of
trade receivables with Nord/LB Luxembourg S.A. Covered Bond Bank, Luxembourg (“the Bank”). Under that
agreement, Schoen Clinic can sell receivables from statutory payers as defined by Sec. 4 (1), (2) SGB V to the
Bank. Schoen Clinic made use of this possibility up until
mid-2020.

Schoen Clinic uses interest rate swaps and cross-currency swaps to hedge against interest rate risks and currency risks. These derivative financial instruments are
initially recognized at fair value on the date on which the
corresponding contract is entered into and subsequently remeasured at fair value. Derivative financial instruments are recognized as assets if their fair value is positive and as liabilities if their fair value is negative. Unless
they are designated as a hedging instrument in a hedging relationship, the derivative financial instruments are
classified as “at fair value through profit and loss”.

The receivables sold must be free from third-party
rights, they must by legally enforceable for the entire

The fair value of the interest rate swap (IRS) and
cross-currency swap contracts is determined based on

3.15 Transfer of financial assets (factoring)
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a generally accepted and validated measurement method. The measurement is based on the yield curves determined on the measurement date from the IRS curves for
each currency area (currently EUR and CHF) by means of
bootstrapping and, in the case of cross-currency swaps,
additionally on the cross-currency basis spreads. These
result firstly to the forward rates and secondly in the discount factors used to determine the present values of
the future cash flows for each swap.
Hedges that meet the criteria for hedge accounting and are
designated as such are recognized as presented in 4.18.
3.19 Hedge accounting
Schoen Clinic enters into derivative financial instruments solely for cash flow hedge accounting purposes.
This involves hedging against risks from fluctuating
cash flows that can be allocated to a recognized asset,
a recognized liability or a forecast transaction and that
could have an effect on profit or loss for the period. The
effective portion of the change in market value on a hedging instrument is recognized directly in equity, while the
ineffective portion is recognized immediately through
profit or loss. Amounts recognized in equity are transferred to the income statement in the period in which the
hedged transaction affects profit or loss, such as when
hedged finance income or costs are recognized. If the
forecast transaction is no longer expected to occur, the
amounts previously recognized in equity are transferred
to profit or loss. The hedging relationships are accounted for using the forward-to-forward method.
3.20 Offsetting financial assets
against financial liabilities
Financial assets and financial liabilities are offset if, and
only if, the Group has an enforceable legal right as of
the end of the reporting period to offset the recognized
amounts and the Group intends to settle the financial assets and financial liabilities on a net basis, or to realize
the asset in question and settle the corresponding liability simultaneously. We refer to 6.13.3.
3.21 Income taxes
The tax items are calculated using the respective local
tax laws as well as the relevant administrative opinions;
due to their complexity, they are potentially subject to
differing interpretation by taxpayers on the one hand
and by the local tax authorities on the other. Differing
interpretations of tax laws may lead to subsequent tax
payments for past years; these are included based on
the assessment by management.

Current tax assets and liabilities for the current and prior
periods are measured at the amount expected to be recovered from or paid to the taxation authorities.
Deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are recognized at the expected future tax effect using the balance
sheet liability method for all temporary differences as of
the end of reporting period. This results from the differences between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and
their carrying amounts for financial reporting purposes
multiplied by the tax rate expected to apply in the period
in which an asset is realized or a liability is settled.
Deferred tax assets for deductible temporary differences and unused tax losses are recognized if sufficient
taxable income is available in the future. These take account, among other things, of the budgeted result from
operating activities, the impact on earnings from the
reversal of taxable temporary differences as well as potential tax strategies.
The following tax rates are used to calculate deferred
taxes:

31 Dec 2021

31 Dec 2020

Hospital
partnerships*)

15.83 %

15.83 %

Schön Klinik SE

31.33 %

29.47 %

Other corporations, in particular
holding companies and MVZ
companies**)

29.47 %

29.47 %

19.00 % /
25.00 %

19.00 %

UK companies

*)  Corporate income tax and solidarity surcharge
**)  Corporate income tax, solidarity surcharge and trade tax

As far as the German entities are concerned, these tax
rates correspond to those used to calculate current taxes. For the UK companies, the tax rate used to calculate
current taxes is 19 per cent, while the rate used to calculate deferred taxes is 25.00 per cent. The increase to
the tax rate in the UK did not impact earnings, as there
are equal amounts of deferred tax assets and deferred
tax liabilities.
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Income taxes relating to items recognized directly in
equity are recognized in equity and not in the income
statement.
Deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are offset if the Group has a legally enforceable right to offset
current tax assets and current tax liabilities and these
relate to income taxes levied by the same taxation authority on the same taxable entity.
Deferred taxes are not discounted.
3.22 Pension obligations
On the one hand, Schoen Clinic has defined contribution
pension plans, where the Group pays defined contributions to an independent entity and has no legal or constructive obligation to make any other payments beyond
the obligation to pay these contributions.
On the other, the Group also has defined benefit pension
plans, where the Group has an obligation to grant a defined benefit that the employee will receive upon retirement. The amount generally depends on one or more
factors such as age, length of service and salary.
The provision for defined benefit plans recognized in the
statement of financial position corresponds to the present value of the defined benefit obligation (DBO) as of
the end of the reporting period. The DBO is calculated
annually by an independent actuary using the projected unit credit method. The present value of the DBO is
calculated by discounting the future expected cash outflows using the interest rate on high-quality corporate
bonds with the same maturities as the pension obligation. Pension obligations are measured on the basis of
a pension report. Actuarial gains and losses based on
experience adjustments and changes in actuarial assumptions are recognized immediately. They are reported as components of comprehensive income outside of
the consolidated income statement in the statement of
comprehensive income and are posted directly to revenue reserves after initial recognition in comprehensive
income. These amounts are not reclassified through
profit or loss in subsequent periods.
Past service cost is recognized immediately and in full
in the income statement when incurred.
Under collectively bargained agreements, Schoen Clinic
pays contributions for a defined group of employees to
the Pension Institution of the Federal Republic of Germany and the Federal States [“Versorgungsanstalt des
Bundes und der Länder”: VBL], to public-law supplemen-
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tal pension plans [“Zusatzversorgungskassen”: ZVK] or
to the Catholic supplemental pension plan [“Katholische
Zusatzversorgungskasse”: KZVK]. These plans are
multi-employer plans (IAS 19.8), as the entities involved
share both the credit risk and the biometric risk.
The VBL and ZVK plans qualify as defined benefit plans
(IAS 19.30), since the employees are legally entitled to
payments stipulated in the statutes, regardless of the
contributions actually made. VBL / ZVK are mainly funded with a pay-as-you-go system, under which the contribution rate for a specific covered period is determined at
the level of the entire pool of insured people and not at
the level of the individual insured risk. With this pay-asyou-go system the member company aims to cover any
funding gaps. Schoen Clinic is therefore also exposed
to the risks (biometrics, capital investment) of other
member companies of VBL / ZVK. As the necessary information for detailed calculations of the portion of future benefit obligations is not available, the criteria of
IAS 19.34 apply. There are no arrangements as defined
in IAS 19.37, and as a result no corresponding asset or
liability is recognized.
The ongoing contribution payments to VBL / ZVK are
reported as pension costs for the respective years as
post-employment benefits in personnel expenses. Outstanding contributions are accrued through profit or
loss. The contributions to the plan due in 2022 are expected to be roughly on a par with 2021 (we refer to 6.9).
In addition, Schoen Clinic as an employer pays contributions to the statutory pension insurance scheme and
to direct insurance policies, which are recognized as defined contribution plans.
3.23 Other provisions
Other provisions are recognized when the Group has a
present legal, contractual or constructive obligation as a
result of a past event, it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be required
to settle the obligation and a reliable estimate can be
made of the amount of the obligation. The expense relating to a provision is presented in the consolidated
income statement net of a highly probable reimbursement. Non-current provisions are discounted. Where discounting is used, the increase in provisions due to the
passage of time is recognized as an interest expense.

3.24 Accounting judgments
and measurement uncertainties

estimated for the past reporting period and prior years.
Corresponding quantitative disclosures are made in 6.5.

The preparation of the consolidated financial statements
requires that assumptions or estimates be made which
have an effect on the values stated in the Company’s
statement of financial position, the recognition of contingent liabilities and the disclosure of income and expenses.

Estimates of revenue budgets in the case of unapproved
fee arrangements: Schoen Clinic’s hospitals are subject
to the legal provisions of the German Hospital Financing
Act [“Krankenhausfinanzierungsgesetz”], the Hospital
Fees Act [“Krankenhausentgeltgesetz”] and the German
National Hospital Rate Ordinance [“Bundespflegesatzverordnung”]. The volume of inpatient and outpatient hospital services is determined on the basis of agreed budgets.
If services exceed or fall short of the budget within the
term of the agreement, revenue offsets are determined in
accordance with the statutory regulation and recognized
as revenue as of the end of the reporting period. In the
prior reporting period, most of the Group’s hospitals did
not have final approval or complete final approval for their
payment agreements. In some cases, a final agreement
has not yet been reached for prior years either. In these
cases, any existing budget risks are taken into account
with an effect on revenue based on the respective current estimates of the expected final budgets. These also
include risks from the nursing budget, which for accounting purposes reduce the corresponding budget claims.

The key assumptions concerning the future and other
key sources of estimation uncertainty at the end of the
reporting period that have a significant risk of causing a
material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets
and liabilities within the next reporting period are discussed below:
Goodwill impairment tests: The Group determines
whether goodwill is impaired at least once a year. This
involves an estimate when determining the fair value
less costs to sell of the cash-generating units to which
goodwill is allocated. To calculate the fair value less
costs to sell, the Group must estimate the expected future cash flows from the cash-generating unit including
the costs of disposal and must also select an appropriate discount rate to determine the present value of the
cash flows. We also refer to 6.1.
Assumptions for pension obligations: The cost of defined benefit pension plans and other post-employment
benefits is determined using actuarial calculations. The
actuarial valuation involves making assumptions about
discount rates, future wage and salary increases, mortality rates and future pension increases. As these plans
are of a long-term nature, such estimates are highly uncertain. We also refer to 6.9.
Estimates of potential repayment claims/invoice adjustments by the payers (revenue recognition): Services are
billed to payers based diagnosis related groups and, in
certain areas, based on same-day care rates. The health
insurers are required to have the MDK follow up and review amounts already billed by means of standard spot
checks or, if there are doubts concerning the legitimacy
of billing of the services rendered with regard to prerequisites, nature and scope. This review can take place before or after the receivables are paid. Accordingly, there
is an accounting effect from potential invoice adjustments for trade receivables and from potential repayment claims for other provisions. The resulting potential
invoice adjustments/repayment claims of the payers
are calculated using appropriate standardized estimation techniques and adjusted as necessary. Under this
calculation method, the number of cases queried by the
payers and the expected repayment amount per case are

Estimates when setting the term of leases with options:
Leases may contain options that allow the lessee to extend the lease term or to terminate the lease early. In accordance with IFRS 16.18, the management of Schoen
Clinic must estimate on the inception date of the lease
(and thereafter at least at the end of each reporting period) whether it is reasonably certain that an option to extend will be exercised, or that an option to cancel will not
be exercised. The lease term and thus the amount of the
lease liability recognized are significantly influenced by
this decision, as is the corresponding right-of-use asset.
In its assessment, management must consider all relevant facts and circumstances that create an economic
incentive for the lessee to exercise, or not to exercise,
the option, including any expected changes in facts and
circumstances from the commencement date until the
exercise date of the option. For example, some of the
factors to consider are how lease payments are expected to develop compared to the market level during the
period of the option, what costs would be incurred if the
lease were canceled as well as the significance of the
leased item for the business activities of Schoen Clinic.
Quantitative disclosures about this are made in 6.2.2.
Estimates for the impairment of receivables: Impairment losses are recognized on all trade receivables
as of the end of the reporting period for the amount
of the expected loss based on their maturity date. The
expected loss is based on historical default rates and
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forward-looking estimates. In addition, impairment losses
are recognized on individual receivables or receivables
from certain payers based on management’s current information. The process of calculating the impairment
loss derived from historical and forward-looking data
and of calculating the impairment losses based on management’s individual estimates is subject to judgments
and measurement uncertainties. We refer to 6.5.
Estimates when determining the operating segments /
operating segment: The Group’s hospitals were identified as operating segments and aggregated into a single operating segment taking into account the rules in
IFRS 8.12. The type of services provided by the hospitals, the operational processes, the customer groups,
the distribution channels and the respective regulatory
framework conditions in place were taken into account.
Executive Management assessed the above criteria and
came to the conclusion that the economic features of
the operating segments allow for them to be aggregated
into a single operating segment. With regard to this, we
also refer to the comments in 3.1.6.
Assumptions in the context of the purchase price allocation for business combinations: In the case of acquisitions, assumptions and estimates have an influence on
the purchase price allocation, especially when identifying and measuring intangible assets.
3.25 Currency translation
Transactions denominated in a currency other than the
functional currency are recognized in the functional currency as of the mean spot rate on the date of initial recognition. At the end of the reporting period, the Company
measures monetary assets and liabilities denominated in

In EUR k

foreign currency in the functional currency using the applicable mean spot rate, regardless of whether or not exchange rates are hedged. Gains and losses from the foreign currency measurements are recognized through profit
or loss. Non-monetary items of the statement of financial
position are amortized at historical exchange rates.
SKS translates the assets and liabilities of foreign subsidiaries with a functional currency that is not the euro
using the mean spot rate at the end of the reporting period. By contrast, income and expenses are translated using average exchange rates. Exchange differences are
recognized directly in equity. The items in the consolidated statement of cash flows are translated at average exchange rates during the year, while cash and cash
equivalents are translated at the mean spot rate at the
end of the reporting period.

4. Notes to the consolidated
income statement

Germany

Revenue of EUR 947,691k (prior year : EUR 923,627k)
breaks down into EUR 910,921k (prior year : EUR
885,724k) generated in Germany and EUR 36,770k
(prior year : EUR 37,903k) in the UK.
It comprises the income resulting from the Group’s primary business activities and includes income from inpatient
hospital services, from outpatient services and elective
services, fees paid by chief physicians for the usage of
hospital facilities and the change in work in process.
Revenue breaks down as follows:

Total

Germany

UK

Total*)

Revenue from hospital services

635,450

29,624

665,074

557,414

24,169

581,583

Revenue from elective services

79,379

3

79,382

72,012

0

72,012

270

0

270

0

0

0

715,099

29,627

744,726

629,426

24,169

653,595

General revenue
Revenue recognized over time

Germany
Revenue from hospital services

Total

Germany

UK

Total*)

168,509

0

168,509

232,302

8,352

240,654

26,100

7,143

33,243

21,963

5,381

27,344

1,213

0

1,213

2,033

1

2,034

Revenue recognized
at a point in time

195,822

7,143

202,965

256,298

13,734

270,032

Total

910,921

36,770

947,691

885,724

37,903

923,627

Revenue from outpatient
hospital services
Fees paid by consultants
for the usage of hospital facilities

Revenue recognized at a point in time from hospital services primarily relate to nursing staff costs which, due
to the PpSG dated 11 December 2018, have been withdrawn from the DRG system and are now remunerated
as a nursing payment per day (we also refer to 3.2.). In
addition, reimbursements from the legislator in connection with the COVID-19 pandemic, which total EUR
30,204k (prior year : EUR 128,140k) in the 2021 reporting
period and relate chiefly to compensation payments for

keeping beds free pursuant to Sec. 21 (1a) and (2a) KHG
[“Krankenhausfinanzierungsgesetz”: German Hospital
Financing Law], are also recognized as revenue from
hospital services recognized at a point in time.
4.2 Other operating income
Other operating income consists of the following:

Reporting period
2021

2020

Remuneration, reimbursements and other income

24,974

21,483

Income from the reduction of bad debt allowances

4,763

0

Derecognition of liability pursuant to KHG

3,309

0

Income from rental and leases

2,610

3,351

Income from the deconsolidation of Schön Klinik Nürnberg Fürth SE & Co. KG

1,301

0

Own work capitalized (software)

875

1,277

Government subsidies

600

1,915

38,432

28,026

Total
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UK

In EUR k

2020
– adjusted –

UK

2020
– adjusted –

2021

*) The prior-year figures have been adjusted in accordance with IAS 8. More information can be found under section 2.5 of the notes to the
consolidated financial statements.

4.1 Revenue

2021

In EUR k
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The item remuneration, reimbursements and other income includes personnel cost reimbursements, chiefly
for wage continuation payments in the event of illness
as well as maternity benefits of EUR 11,339k (prior year :
EUR 8,301k).
After completion of subsidized construction measures
at Schön Klinik Düsseldorf and taking into account new
facts and matters arising in 2021, a liability recognized
in prior years based on the KHG of EUR 3,309k was released to income.



Government subsidies of EUR 575k (prior year : EUR
1,900k) relate to subsidies in connection with the
COVID-19 pandemic, mainly in the form of reimbursements for newly created ICU capacities.
Schoen Clinic’s income from rent and lease arrangement that do not include any variable portions breaks
down as follows:

In EUR k
Rent from practice rooms and hospital workshops (excluding ancillary costs)
Rent from letting out parking spaces (excluding ancillary costs) including short-term lets

Reporting period
2021

2020

1,008

1,518

736

785

Rent from other spaces and other (excluding ancillary costs)

662

771

Ancillary costs

204

277

2,610

3,351

Total rental income

The remaining terms of the lease agreements are either
shorter than five years from the end of the reporting period or they can be canceled at short notice. This means
the leases are tacitly extended on a rolling basis unless
they are canceled subject to a certain period of notice
(less than a year).  

Cost of materials breaks down as follows:

Materials and supplies
Purchased services
Total cost of materials

4.4 Personnel expenses
Personnel expenses come to EUR 587,974k (prior year :
EUR 583,327k) with an average number of 10,402 employees (prior year : 10,859). Of the personnel expenses, EUR
496,120k (prior year : EUR 494,067k) pertains to wages
and salaries, while EUR 91,854k (prior year : EUR 89,260k)
relates to social security costs (thereof EUR 8,924k for retirement pensions (prior year : EUR 8,993k)).

Reporting period
2021

2020

111,810

107,413

71,980

70,070

183,790

177,483

In EUR k

4.5 Other operating expenses
Other operating expenses break down as follows:

Reporting period
2021

2020

Consulting and audit fees

9,774

9,744

Other administrative expenses

6,781

7,014

Personnel recruitment

3,983

2,927

Rent and leases

3,030

3,910

Advertising costs

2,045

3,675

930

1,055

Administrative costs

26,543

28,325

Maintenance and repairs

31,040

28,287

Insurance

4,317

5,118

Training measures

2,824

2,648

Other operating expenses

1,881

1,725

40,062

37,778

Other expenses

3,422

8,902

Loss allowances and write-offs of receivables

3,432

23,757

16

4,864

6,870

37,523

73,475

103,626

Operating expenses

Accounting losses on the disposal of assets
Total other expenses
Total other operating expenses
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The retirement benefit costs include employee benefits
payable by the Group under defined contribution and defined benefit plans as well as similar benefit obligations.
For company pensions, (former) employees have claims
under supplemental pension plans (ZVK), federal or state
benefit plans (VBL) in addition to the pension provisions.
The employees are also covered by the statutory pension
insurance.

Personnel expenses as a percentage of revenue (personnel expenses / total operating performance) amount to
59.6 per cent after 61.3 per cent in 2020.

Travel expenses

4.3 Cost of materials

In EUR k

Materials and supplies and purchased goods include
income from cash and trade discounts, bonuses and rebates of EUR 6,656k (prior year : EUR 6,713k).
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In addition to expenses for short-term leases and leases of low-value assets, expenses for rent and leases include variable lease payments and VAT portions from
lease payments made and also consumption-based incidental rental expenses.
The significant decrease in expenses for loss allowances
and write-offs of receivables year on year is largely related to a special effect in the prior year at the hospital in
Hamburg Eilbek. Provision was made there for various
MDK structural topics – we refer to our comments in 6.5.
4.6 Finance income and finance costs
In addition to interest expenses of EUR 21,947k (prior
year : EUR 23,049k) and interest income of EUR 136k (prior
year : EUR 222k), finance income and finance costs chiefly
comprise income of EUR 3,536k (prior year : EUR 1,247k)
and expenses of EUR 3,393k (prior year : EUR 1,342k) from
currency translation of financing transactions.



In addition, interest expenses contain expenses of EUR
690k (prior year : EUR 756k) from unwinding the discount on provisions as well as of EUR 2,620k (prior year :
EUR 2,363k) from interest on leases.
4.7 Income taxes

Reporting period

Income taxes relate to current and deferred income
taxes. Income taxes encompass corporate income tax
including solidarity surcharge as well as trade tax for
holding companies, MVZ GmbH and other companies.
This item also includes the following pursuant to IAS 12:
- Deferred taxes for differing carrying amounts under
IFRS and in the tax accounts
- Deferred taxes on realizable unused tax losses, which
can generally be carried forward indefinitely
Income tax expenses break down as follows:

Interest expenses of EUR 773k (prior year : EUR 715k)
were recognized as borrowing costs for qualifying assets
in the construction phase in accordance with IAS 23.

Reporting period
In EUR k

2021

2020
– adjusted –

Current taxes

8,281

10,696

Deferred taxes*)

5,532

-10,868

13,813

-172

Income tax expense*)

*) The prior-year figures have been adjusted in accordance with IAS 8. More information can be found under section 2.5 of the notes to the
consolidated financial statements.

Current taxes include tax expenses totaling EUR 726k
(prior year : EUR 3,486k) for current taxes from prior
reporting periods. Deferred taxes include tax expenses of EUR 3,217k (prior year : deferred tax income of
EUR 9,420k) in connection with the development of the
temporary differences; the remaining expense of EUR
2,315k (prior year : income of EUR 1,448k) relates to
the recognition and / or impairment of deferred tax assets on unused tax losses. With regard to the tax rates
used to calculate current and deferred taxes, reference
is made to 3.21.
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The expected income tax expenses (current and deferred) based on the German aggregate tax rate of 15.83
per cent deviate from the reported expenses as follows:

In EUR k

2020
– adjusted –

2021
8,900

28

2

3

971

3,486

effect from differing tax rates (trade tax and taxes in the UK)

-1,216

-1,630

effect from the recognition / non-recognition and use of unused tax losses for which
deferred tax assets were recognized

5,224

5,028

effect from adjustments to deferred taxes (with regard to temporary differences)

0

-1,484

effect from first-time recognition of supplementary tax accounts

0

-5,392

-68

-211

13,813

-172

Expected income taxes*)
Increase / decrease in income taxes due to
non-deductible business expenses
taxes relating to prior years

other, net
Recognized income taxes*)

*) The prior-year figures have been adjusted in accordance with IAS 8. More information can be found under section 2.5 of the notes to the
consolidated financial statements..

The adjustment item “Effect from first-time recognition of
supplementary tax accounts” recognized in the prior year
relates to the subsequent recognition of additional acquisition costs following tax restructuring in prior years.
The tax rate change in the UK (see 3.21) did not have any
impact.
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Deferred tax assets and liabilities relate to the following
items of the statement of financial position:

Deferred taxes developed as follows on a net basis:

31 Dec 2021

31 Dec 2020
– adjusted –

Deferred tax assets
  Non-current assets

8,295

10,349

752

2,311

29,178

20,494

  Current liabilities*)

8,521

12,240

  Unused tax losses

3,515

5,829

  Subtotal – gross –

50,261

51,223

  Netting

-50,260

-51,222

1

1

146,802

140,871

436

2,247

2,849

453

206

66

  Subtotal – gross –

150,293

143,637

  Netting

-50,260

-51,222

100,033

92,415

  Current assets*)
  Non-current liabilities

Total deferred tax assets – net –
Deferred tax liabilities
  Non-current assets
  Current assets*)
  Non-current liabilities
  Current liabilities

Total deferred tax liabilities – net –

*) The prior-year figures have been adjusted in accordance with IAS 8. More information can be found under section 2.5 of the notes to the
consolidated financial statements.
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Reporting period
(„−“ = net deferred tax asset)

2020
– adjusted –

2021

Balance of deferred tax assets/liabilities at the beginning of the reporting period*)

92,414

102,255

Deferred taxes recognized in the consolidated income statement

5,532

-10,868

Changes in items of the consolidated statement of comprehensive income

2,082

1,031

4

-4

100,032

92,414

Exchange differences
Balance of deferred tax assets/liabilities at the end of the reporting period*)

*) The prior-year figures have been adjusted in accordance with IAS 8. More information can be found under section 2.5 of the notes to the
consolidated financial statements.

Deferred tax assets were recognized for unused interest
and tax losses of EUR 17,764k (prior year : EUR 36,117k).
Unused tax losses for which no deferred taxes were
recognized amount to EUR 121,056k (prior year : EUR
101,683k). Of this, EUR 46,716k (prior year : EUR 49,233k)
relates to unused tax losses in Germany and EUR 74,340k
(prior year : EUR 52,769k) to unused tax losses in the UK.
These are available to the Group for an indefinite period
to offset against future taxable income of those entities
in which the losses were incurred. The rules on minimum
taxation must be observed. For example, in Germany
taxable income of EUR 1,000k can only be offset in full
against unused tax losses. For amounts in excess of that
figure, only 60 per cent can be offset. If the Group were
able to recognize all unrecognized deferred tax assets,
the consolidated net income / loss would increase by EUR
25,504k (prior year : EUR 17,085k).
Schoen Clinic did not recognize deferred tax liabilities
on differences between the tax base of the subsidiary
in the parent’s financial statements and the net assets
in the subsidiary’s financial statements, as these differences – which stem from profits accumulated but not
distributed of EUR 67,880k (prior year : EUR 48,257k) –
are to be reinvested in the subsidiary for an indefinite
period.

5. Notes to the statement
of cash flows
Cash flows from operating activities are determined using the indirect method. When performing the indirect calculation, changes in items of the statement of financial
position are adjusted to eliminate effects from exchange
rate and from changes in the basis of consolidation. The
changes in the relevant statement of financial position
items cannot therefore be reconciled with the relevant
values based on the consolidated statement of financial
position.
Capitalizable construction period interest (borrowing
costs pursuant to IAS 23) were deducted from the interest
payments reported in cash flow from financing activities.
These increase investments in cash flow from investing
activities in the amount specified in 6.2.1.
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The balance of cash and cash equivalents comprises
cash and bank balances as reported in the statement of
financial position. Cash and cash equivalents break down
as follows:

In EUR k

In EUR k

31 Dec 2021

31 Dec 2020

122

220

Bank balances

7,211

6,801

Total

7,333

7,021

Cash on hand

Liabilities to banks
Participation capital/
subordinated capital
Bond payable

In addition, Schoen Clinic has undrawn credit facilities
at its disposal as of the reporting date. We refer to our
comments in 6.11.

In EUR k

Liabilities to banks
Bond payable

Cash changes

1 Jan
2021

Borrowings /
cash
receipts

Repayment /
cash
payments

265,130

32,625

74,552

Promissory note loans

276,633

20,500

Shareholder loans and
liabilities to affiliates

362

3

Obligations from
leases
Other financial
liabilities
Negative market value
of derivatives
Total

A reconciliation of the total cash inflows and outflows
and other non-cash changes in financial liabilities including liabilities from finance leases pursuant to IAS
7.44A ff. results in the following overview:

Amortization /
unwinding of the
discount

Other
changes

-33,268

2,034

109

138

266,768

-861

3,367

152

861

78,071

35

2,158

255,107

-44,219

365
-10,934

2,633

-741

17,569

-5,035
53,128

31 Dec
2021

-95,058

3,939
52

9,340

348

13,683*)

87,625

-8

1,936

-822

11,712

16,010

701,584

1 Jan
2020

Borrowings /
cash
receipts

Repayment /
cash
payments

314,063

66,473

-115,821

2,700

-2,700

74,047

-861

Promissory note loans

256,445

Shareholder loans and
liabilities to affiliates

10,757

-10,395

Obligations from
leases

89,614

-9,750

3,259

-693

22,949

-6,907

Other financial
liabilities

Changes due
to exchange
rates

80,937

717,816

Non-cash changes

Cash changes

Negative market value
of derivatives
Total

773,834

20,000

86,473

Non-cash changes
Changes due
to exchange
rates

Amortization /
unwinding of the
discount

Other
changes

127

165

123

265,130
0

351

-2,209

-149,336

31 Dec
2020

154

861

74,552

179

2,218

276,633
362

-3,354

4,427
67

-2,876

565

80,937
2,633

1,527

17,569

9,156

717,816

Although there is a financial liability, the liabilities pursuant to the KHG are not classified as part of the cash
flow from financing activities. This is why these items
are not included in the above statement of reconciliation
in accordance with IAS 7.44C.

*) A partial amount of EUR -2,048k relates to the deconsolidation of Schön Klinik Nürnberg Fürth SE & Co. KG
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6. Notes to the consolidated
statement of financial
position

In EUR k
Cost as of 1 January 2020

The carrying amount of goodwill and of other intangible
assets developed as follows in the 2021 reporting period:

In EUR k
Cost as of 1 January 2021

Other intangible
assets

Goodwill

Prepayments on
intangible assets

391,905

64,569

335

Change in the basis of consolidation

0

-1,980

0

Additions

0

1,093

22

Reclassification

0

30

-142

1,056

208

0

392,960

63,919

214

Accumulated amortization and impairment
as of 1 January 2021

0

-35,769

0

Change in the basis of consolidation

0

1,980

0

Amortization and impairment
in the reporting period

0

-4,570

0

Currency translation

0

-177

0

Accumulated amortization and impairment
as of 31 December 2021

0

-38,536

0

Carrying amounts as of 31 December 2021

392,960

25,383

214

Carrying amounts as of 1 January 2021

391,905

28,799

335

Currency translation
Cost as of 31 December 2021
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Prepayments on
intangible assets

391,551

62,255

549

1,231

2,430

183

Disposals

0

-350

0

Reclassification

0

398

-398

-877

-164

0

391,905

64,569

335

Accumulated amortization and impairment
as of 1 January 2020

0

-30,964

0

Amortization and impairment
in the reporting period

0

-5,214

0

Accumulated amortization and impairment
on disposals

0

328

0

Currency translation

0

82

0

Accumulated amortization and impairment
as of 31 December 2020

0

-35,769

0

Carrying amounts as of 31 December 2020

391,905

28,799

335

Carrying amounts as of 1 January 2020

391,551

31,291

549

Additions*)

6.1 Goodwill and other intangible assets

Other intangible
assets

Goodwill

Currency translation
Cost as of 31 December 2020

*) This includes additions from acquisitions in 2020 (see 3.1.3.2)

Other intangible assets contain those assets with indefinite useful lives. As in prior years, these assets with
indefinite useful lives are acquired trademarks (EUR
7,522k) and registered statutory health insurance doctors (EUR 3,886k; prior year : EUR 3,831k). The useful life
of the trademarks and the registered statutory health insurance doctors is indefinite, as Schoen Clinic can use
them without any time limit and there are no plans to give
up the trademarks and the registered statutory health
insurance doctors in the future. These assets are sub-

ject to an annual impairment test within the cash-generating unit to which they are allocated. In addition to this,
capitalized development costs (software development)
of EUR 2,406k are recognized as of 31 December 2021
(prior year : EUR 2,054k).
The total carrying amount of goodwill is allocated to the
cash-generating units presented below. Goodwill impairment testing is also carried out at this level.
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In EUR k
Cash-generating unit

Carrying amount of goodwill
31 Dec 2021

31 Dec 2020

Schoen Clinic Neustadt SE & Co. KG

68,621

68,621

Schoen Clinic Hamburg SE & Co. KG

60,595

60,595

Schoen Clinic Roseneck SE & Co. KG

51,649

51,649

Schoen Clinic Bad Aibling SE & Co. KG

40,798

40,798

Schoen Clinic Bad Bramstedt GmbH

31,658

31,658

Schoen Clinic München Harlaching SE & Co. KG

31,445

31,445

Schoen Clinic Bad Arolsen GmbH

28,684

28,684

Schoen Clinic Vogtareuth SE & Co. KG

24,514

24,514

Schoen Clinic München Schwabing SE & Co. KG

12,739

12,739

Schoen Clinic Bad Staffelstein SE & Co. KG

10,976

10,976

Newbridge Care Systems Limited*)

11,578

10,523

Schoen Clinic Düsseldorf SE & Co. KG

9,360

9,360

Schoen Clinic Berchtesgadener Land SE & Co. KG

7,333

7,333

MindDoc Health GmbH

3,010

3,010

392,960

391,905

operating results and that are also based on the current
statutory, macroeconomic and market-specific developments and framework conditions as well as the best
estimate of how these will develop going forward. In
detail, the revenue planning of relevance for calculating the value breaks down revenue by medical specialization (mental health, neurology, orthopedics, internal
medicine, surgery), by type of treatment (inpatient, partly inpatient, outpatient), by revenue type (hospital rates,
DRG, other) and by insurer (statutory/private health insurance, self-payer, other). Revenue is calculated based
on the respective price (national base rates for each
federal state, basic fee amounts for individual hospitals,
fixed prices for self-payers) and quantity structures (valuation ratios, PEPP points, attendance days, number of
cases). The price structure is rolled forward using average historical growth rates.
The fair value calculated for the cash-generating units
was allocated to Level 3 in the fair value hierarchy.
The fair value calculated for each cash-generating unit
less costs to sell is mainly determined by the end figure (present value to perpetuity), which responds particularly sensitively to changes in the assumptions
for the long-term growth rate and the discount rate.
Both assumptions are assessed individually for each
cash-generating unit. The discount rates are based on
the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) for the
cash-generating units. The discount rate is calculated
on the basis of a risk-free interest rate and a market
risk premium. In addition, the discount rate reflects the
current market of the specific risks of the cash-generating units by taking into consideration the beta factor,
the debt-to-equity ratio and the borrowing costs of the

specific peer group. The parameters for determining the
discount rate are based on external sources of information. The peer group is subjected to an annual review
and is adjusted as necessary.
A sensitivity analysis was carried out to assess how the
changes in the key parameters affecting value, the discount rate and the amount of cash flows in the perpetual
annuity, affected the test for impairment. The amount of
cash flows is dependent in particular on the planned revenue, which is ultimately reflected in a higher (or lower)
cash flow via the planned margin. The sensitivity analysis assumes a reduction in cash flows (after taxes) in
the perpetual annuity to 90 per cent of the planned figure
and an increase in the discount rate (after taxes) by one
percentage point. Based on this, Schoen Clinic comes
to the conclusion that the goodwill would not need to be
impaired for any of the cash-generating units. This applies to the two parameter changes mentioned, whether
they occur separately or together.
If the cash flow forecast to the perpetual annuity remains
unchanged, an impairment loss would have to be recognized if the discount rate were to increase by 1.43 percentage points (38.80 per cent). Assuming the discount
rate stays the same, an impairment loss would need to
be recognized if cash flows in the perpetual annuity were
to decrease to 60.45 per cent or less. Both necessary
impairment losses would relate to the cash-generating
unit Schön Klinik Vogtareuth SE & Co. KG.
For all other cash-generating units, the sensitivity analyses do not indicate a need to recognize an impairment
loss based on those changes in significant assumptions
that are considered to be realistically possible.

*) The goodwill of Newbridge Care Systems Limited is presented in GBP and is subject to currency fluctuations.

Schoen Clinic carried out the mandatory annual impairment test in accordance with IAS 36 in the fourth quarter
of the reporting period. The Group did not identify any
events during the year that would have required additional testing for impairment. The COVID-19 pandemic, which
has continued throughout 2021, does not represent a
significant trigger because of the Group’s business activities. The test showed that the recoverable amounts
for the cash-generating units were estimated at a higher
amount than the corresponding carrying amounts.

cent and 1.00 per cent (prior year : 0.00 per cent) and a
discount rate (after taxes) of 3.69 per cent for Germany
(prior year : 3.60 per cent) and 4.66 per cent for the UK
(prior year : 3.98 per cent). In addition, investment costs
of between 0.5 per cent and 3 per cent of the total operating performance of the cash-generating unit in question are included in the perpetual annuity. The costs to
sell were calculated at 3 per cent (prior year : 3 per cent)
of fair value. No market prices were available for the calculation.

The underlying assumptions used by Schoen Clinic to
determine the recoverable amount (fair value less costs
to sell) of the cash-generating units included a growth
markdown to the perpetual annuity of between 0.15 per

Calculating the fair value less costs to sell of the
cash-generating units involves forecasting cash flows
for the next five years. Planning assumptions are used
that take into account past experience and current
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6.2 Property, plant and equipment
In EUR k

6.2.1 Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment developed as follows in the
2021 reporting period:

In EUR k

Cost as of 1 January 2021

Cost as of 1 January 2020

Land and
buildings

Technical
equipment
and
machinery

Furniture
and fixtures

Prepayments
and assets
under
construction

1,746,573

45,112

232,286

36,147

Change in the basis of consolidation

-6,187

-150

-5,791

0

Additions

15,620

-187

5,889

25,931

Disposals

-2,550

0

-2,086

-3

Reclassification

10,570

2,220

2,099

-14,777

7,932

14

578

148

-49,380

0

0

0

1,722,578

47,009

232,975

47,446

-531,948

-29,901

-189,768

-457

6,146

147

5,322

0

Amortization and impairment
in the reporting period

-43,675

-3,116

-11,634

0

Accumulated amortization
and impairment on disposals

1,610

0

1,586

0

Currency translation

-1,231

-5

-275

0

Reclassification to assets held for sale

20,088

0

0

0

Accumulated amortization and impairment
as of 31 December 2021

-549,010

-32,875

-194,769

-457

Carrying amounts as of 31 December 2021

1,173,568

14,134

38,206

46,989

Carrying amounts as of 1 January 2021

1,214,625

15,211

42,518

35,690

Currency translation
Reclassification to assets held for sale
Cost as of 31 December 2021
Accumulated amortization and impairment
as of 1 January 2021
Change in the basis of consolidation
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Land and
buildings

Technical
equipment
and
machinery

Furniture
and fixtures

Prepayments
and assets
under
construction

1,736,006

42,816

227,314

40,095

Additions*)

23,308

931

6,729

4,815

Disposals

-2,740

0

-2,008

-3,755

Reclassification

2,876

1,377

708

-4,961

Currency translation

-6,262

-11

-458

-46

Reclassification to assets held for sale

-6,615

-2

0

0

1,746,573

45,112

232,286

36,147

-490,651

-27,216

-178,961

-457

-44,027

-2,690

-12,250

0

Accumulated amortization
nd impairment on disposals

701

0

1,287

0

Currency translation

537

3

155

0

1,493

1

0

0

Accumulated amortization and impairment
as of 31 December 2020

-531,948

-29,901

-189,768

-457

Carrying amounts as of 31 December 2020

1,214,625

15,211

42,518

35,690

Carrying amounts as of 1 January 2020

1,245,354

15,601

48,354

39,638

Cost as of 31 December 2020
Accumulated amortization
and impairment as of 1 January 2020
Amortization and impairment
in the reporting period

Reclassification to assets held for sale

*) This includes additions from acquisitions in 2020

The capital expenditures of Schoen Clinic were partly financed by subsidies (construction subsidies and general subsidy), with the subsidies being provided mainly by
the German federal states in which the individual hospitals are located. As of the end of reporting period on 31
December 2021, subsidies totaling EUR 177,558k (prior
year : EUR 184,429k) were deducted from fixed assets in
accordance with the option offered in IAS 20.

The subsidy ratio (subsidies deducted from assets as a
percentage of gross fixed assets) for the Group’s investments in property, plant and equipment and intangible
assets is 12.0 per cent (prior year : 12.1 per cent).
Interest expenses of EUR 773k were capitalized in the
2021 reporting period (prior year : EUR 715k), which
relate entirely to company buildings and assets under
construction. The average group financing rate underlying the amount capitalized was 3.07 per cent (prior year :
3.44 per cent).
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Of the total carrying amount of non-current assets, a
partial amount of EUR 54,190k (prior year : EUR 55,705k)
is encumbered with real property liens to secure bank
loans.
6.2.2 Rights of use for property,
plant and equipment from leases
The main leased assets are the leased hospital property
of Schoen Clinic London, the administrative building of

In EUR k

Schön Klinik SE as well as additional longer-term leases
for properties. In addition, Schoen Clinic leases vehicles,
medical devices, technical equipment and office equipment, furniture and fixtures. However, these are immaterial compared to the aforementioned hospital real estate
and other real estate.
The following rights of use are reported in the statement
of financial position, which developed as presented in
the reporting period:

Technical
equipment
and
machinery

Land and
buildings

Furniture and
fixtures

135

2,944

75,222

0

-3

0

-3

Additions

14,044

12

2,754

16,810

Disposals

-2,145

0

-716

-2,861

Depreciation and impairment

-8,705

-41

-1,626

-10,372

691

0

227

918

3,684

0

17

3,701

79,712

103

3,600

83,415

Change in the basis of consolidation

Disposals of depreciation and impairment
Currency translation
As of 31 December 2021

In EUR k

Land and
buildings

Technical
equipment
and
machinery

Furniture and
fixtures

Total

83,367

158

2,999

86,524

Additions

4,022

15

1,663

5,701

Disposals

-516

0

-11

-527

Reclassification

-294

0

0

-294

-11,235

-38

-1,682

-12,955

-3,202

0

-25

-3,226

72,143

135

2,944

75,222

As of 1 January 2020

Depreciation and impairment
Currency translation
As of 31 December 2020
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In EUR k

31 Dec 2021

31 Dec 2020

79,201

70,814

8,424

10,123

87,625

80,937

Lease liabilities – non-current
Lease liabilities – current

The maturities of the lease liabilities break down as
follows:

Total

72,143

As of 1 January 2021

Lease liabilities are as follows (see also 6.10):

In EUR k

2022
8,424

2023
9,086

2024
8,030

A number of the Group’s real estate and equipment lease
agreements contain extension options. Such contractual terms and conditions are used to afford the Group
maximum flexibility in relation to the assets used by the
Group. If it is reasonably certain that the respective option will be used, the lease term is extended accordingly.
The volume of cash outflows from extension options
not included in the measurement of the lease liabilities
amounts to EUR 114,975k as of 31 December 2021 (prior
year : EUR 108,879k). It is assumed that maximum use
will be made of all options, including those contained in
leases that have already been entered into but not yet
commenced.

2025
7,622

2026
6,863

2027 and
thereafter
47,600

Total
87,625

and it is reasonably certain that this option will be exercised. If the cancellation option is not exercised, lease
payments would be EUR 1,527k (EUR 1,427k) higher.
The obligations from leases (nominal value of the payments) that have been entered into by Schoen Clinic but
not yet commenced are immaterial as of 31 December
2021 (EUR 8,136k as of 31 December 2020 for the lease
agreement in Munich).
In principle, Schoen Clinic does not grant residual value
guarantees.

Cancellation options are provided for mainly in the lease
for the day clinic in Chelsea (Newbridge Care Systems),
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6.5 Trade receivables

The income statement of the Schoen Clinic Group in the
2021 reporting period and in the prior year contains the
following expenses in connection with leases which,
with the exception of depreciation on right-of-use assets, also essentially led to cash outflows:

Trade receivables are recognized at amortized cost.
All trade receivables are due in less than one year.

In EUR k

2021

2020

In EUR k

Expenses relating to short-term leases (less than 12 months)*)

1,693

1,794

Contract assets*)

Expenses amounting to the VAT portion of lease payments made

1,407

1,366

Receivables – gross

191

261

75

61

3,366

3,482

10,372

12,955

2,620

2,363

16,358

18,800

Expenses relating to leases of low-value assets (less than EUR 5,000)
Expenses relating to variable lease payments (not included in the lease liabilities)
Subtotal of operating expenses
Depreciation of rights of use
Interest expenses
Total expenses from leases
*) The expenses relating to short-term leases also contain a small number of leases of low-value assets.

As a hospital group, Schoen Clinic and a large number
of group companies are not entitled to deduct input VAT
from the lease installments. Because input VAT and / or
VAT does not qualify as income for the provision of a
specified asset over a defined period, it cannot be included when calculating the lease liability. The VAT thus
remains as a cost component in the income statement.



6.3 Other non-current financial assets
As of the end of the reporting period, this item chiefly
includes positive market values of derivative financial
instruments held for hedging purposes (EUR 8,577k;
prior year : EUR 4,946k).
6.4 Inventories
Inventories, which exclusively comprise materials and
supplies, break down as follows:

in EUR k

31 Dec 2021

31 Dec 2020

17,041

13,323

Food and other items

404

472

Cleaning, laundry, gardening

166

186

Office, postage, bank, telecommunications, travel, IT

145

149

17,756

14,130

Medical supplies
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Loss allowances – related to creditworthiness
Loss allowances – related to validity (MDK risks)
Receivables – net

31 Dec 2021

31 Dec 2020
– adjusted –

15,735

13,958

133,711

127,520

-6,350

-7,497

-21,464

-23,510

121,632

110,471

*) The prior-year figures have been adjusted in accordance with IAS 8. More information can be found under section 2.5 of the notes to the
consolidated financial statements.

The change in contract assets is primarily due to the
hospitals with patients with neurological issues who are
often in the hospital for a long time and some of whom
are on ventilators long term. This has a major impact
on the figures. EUR 1,074k of the year-on-year increase
relates to Schön Klinik in Hamburg.
The rise in gross receivables is due in particular to the
hospitals in Vogtareuth, Munich Harlaching, Düsseldorf,
Munich Schwabing and Bad Staffelstein and is partly
offset by the reduction in receivables at other hospitals.
The deconsolidation of Schön Klinik Nürnberg Fürth
SE & Co. KG in the reporting period also had a significant
offsetting effect (EUR -1,764k).

Of the loss allowances related to the legal validity of the
claims an amount of EUR 20,260k concerns the hospital
in Hamburg Eilbek and is connected to disputed results
of structural reviews by MDK in the fields of intensive
care complex treatment (SAPS), increased-effort intensive care complex treatment (Super-SAPS), neurological early rehabilitation, geriatric early rehabilitation and
semi-residential geriatric complex treatment.
The loss allowances related to creditworthiness and
validity developed as shown in the table below in the
2021 reporting period.
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In EUR k

2021
Creditworthiness
risks

31 Dec 2020

2020
Creditworthiness
and validity risks

Validity risks

Loss allowances as of 1 January

7,497

23,510

14,846

Utilization

-2,203

-1,342

-2,248

Reversal

-2,725

-3,437

-54

Addition

3,781

2,733

Loss allowances as of 31 December

6,350

thereof creditworthiness risks

5.75 %

10.00 %

18,463

Carrying amount of the receivables per maturity (EUR k)

13,068

1,638

467

242

1,341

1,516

21,464

31,007

Expected credit loss (EUR k)

121

48

22

14

77

152

6,350

-

7,497

-

21,464

23,510

0.18 %

0.30 %

0.34 %

0.45 %

0.64 %

1.00 %

1,197

613

173

101

250

1

2

2

1

0

2

0

Maturities
Past due
> 30 < 91
days

Past due
> 90 < 181
days

Past due
> 180 < 361
days

Past due
> 360
days

Arab payers
Expected credit loss rate
Carrying amount of the receivables per maturity (EUR k)
Expected credit loss (EUR k)

Regardless of maturity, loss allowances are recognized
on receivables from statutory payers in Germany and
the UK using the debtor default risk in the Federal Republic of Germany and in the United Kingdom respec-

5.24 %

6.00 %

6.63 %

9.20 %

Carrying amount of the receivables per maturity (EUR k)

14,791

2,829

935

268

215

2,345

157

118

92

54

46

227

Arab payers
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tively. This risk is derived from the respective five-year
credit default swap (CDS) as of the end of the reporting
period and is accounted for as follows:

Federal Republic of Germany

3.49 %

Expected credit loss (EUR k)

Past due
> 360
days

5.09 %

1.06 %

Carrying amount of the receivables per maturity (EUR k)

Past due
> 180 < 361
days

4.41 %

Expected credit loss rate

Expected credit loss rate

Past due
> 90 < 181
days

Self-payers, private patients, international patients and payers

Self-payers, private patients, international patients and payers

Expected credit loss (EUR k)

Past due
> 30 < 91
days

2.93 %

maturities of the underlying receivables, for each payer
(except for statutory payers):

Past due
< 31
days

Past due
< 31
days

0.93 %

31 Dec 2021
Not past
due

Not past
due

Expected credit loss rate

thereof validity risks

After taking the individual specific bad debt allowances
of EUR 5,574k (prior year : EUR 7,005k) into account,
the expected credit loss is as follows, based on the

Maturities

0.46 %

0.75 %

0.84 %

1.11 %

1.53 %

1.94 %

3,614

241

361

614

192

393

17

2

3

7

3

8

31 Dec 2021

United Kingdom

31 Dec 2020

31 Dec 2021

31 Dec 2020

Expected credit loss rate (CDS)
in BPS

8,800

10,700

10,000

17,259

Carrying amount of the related
receivables (EUR k)

50,770

47,064

236

397

45

50

0

1

Expected credit loss (EUR k)
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6.6 Other current assets and
other current financial assets
Other assets and other (current) financial assets comprise
the following main items:

In EUR k

31 Dec 2021

31 Dec 2020

Other current assets
Creditors with debit balances

2,922

3,425

Prepaid expenses

4,291

4,139

Sundry other

1,363

922

8,576

8,486

In EUR k

31 Dec 2021

31 Dec 2020
– adjusted –

Other current financial assets
Market values of derivatives (currency hedges)
 Receivables from hospital budget matters and other receivables*)
Receivables from approved subsidies for investment projects
Receivables pursuant to the KHG
Receivables from supplier bonuses
Receivables from affiliates
Sundry other receivables
Other receivables and assets

2,798

236

72,656

38,359

1,655

2,737

74,311

41,096

4,578

3,252

908

968

5,006

5,846

10,492

10,066

87,601

51,398

*) The prior-year figures have been adjusted in accordance with IAS 8. More information can be found under section 2.5 of the notes to the
consolidated financial statements.

The significant rise in receivables from hospital budget
matters is chiefly attributable to the recognition of receivables in connection with compensation for nursing
costs in the years 2020 and 2021.
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6.7 Assets held for sale

6.9 Provisions for pensions

As of 31 December 2021, the assets held for sale presented in the statement of financial position relate to
a plot of land including buildings and external facilities
(EUR 29,292k) in Kempfenhauen. It is highly probable
that the sale will be concluded in the short term; the
purchase agreement under the law of obligations was
concluded in 2021. Transfer of title in rem including the
transfer of risks, benefits and encumbrances is scheduled to take place in 2022, after official approval (considered to be highly probable) of a minimum building right
defined between the contracting parties.

Schoen Clinic has issued defined benefit pension commitments for employees at four group companies.
These mostly relate to a direct (group) commitment for
retirement, invalidity and surviving dependents benefits
in accordance with the regulations of the Hamburg law
on supplemental pensions [“Hamburgisches Zusatzversorgungsgesetz”: HmbZVG] and the statutes of the Pension Institution of the Federal Republic of Germany and
the Federal States [“Versorgungsanstalt des Bundes
und der Länder”: VBL]. There is also a total of five (prior
year : six) individual agreements.

The assets held for sale presented as of the end of the
prior-year reporting period concerned real estate of
Schön Klinik SE that has since been sold in 2021. The
real estate comprised sites including buildings and external facilities (EUR 5,122k) as well as technical equipment and machinery (EUR 1k).

As of 31 December 2021, the group commitment covers 685 persons (prior year : 687), of whom 283 are still
in active employment (prior year : 302), 181 have left the
company with vested benefits (prior year : 173), and 221
are pensioners (prior year : 212). The weighted average
term of the benefit obligations is 18.0 years (prior year :
18.7 years), while the average remaining period of service until retirement of the employees is 7.0 years (prior
year : 7.4 years). Three of the five individual agreements
recognized as of the reporting date relate to Schön Klinik
Düsseldorf SE & Co. KG (unchanged on the prior year : two
active employees and one employee who left the company with vested benefit obligations) and two individual
commitments to Schön Klinik SE (unchanged on the prior
year : two pensioners). The weighted average term of the
benefit obligations for the employees at Schön Klinik Düsseldorf SE & Co. KG is 19.6 years (prior year : 20.7 years),
while the average remaining period of service until retirement is 4.4 years (prior year : 5.2 years). The weighted average term of the benefit obligations for the pensioners
at Schön Klinik SE is 16.3 years (prior year : 16.9 years).

6.8 Equity
As in the prior year, issued capital amounts to EUR 144k
and comprises no-par value registered shares held by
the shareholders. In total there are 144,079 shares of
EUR 1 each.
The capital reserves stem mainly from the conversion of
profit participation rights into equity as well as corporate
transactions in prior years (mergers, mergers by accrual).
The revenue reserves of EUR 214,258k (prior year : EUR
171,830k) contain retained earnings from prior reporting periods, the IFRS/HGB difference of EUR 289,835k
added as part of the transition to IFRSs as of 1 January
2019 and the statutory reserve required under German
stock corporation law of EUR 16k (prior year : EUR 16k).
Alongside currency differences from the translation of
financial statements of subsidiaries outside of the eurozone, other reserves chiefly contain a hedge reserve
of EUR 12,158k less deferred taxes of EUR 3,782k (prior
year : EUR 18,782k less deferred taxes of EUR 5,605k). In
2021, EUR 11,005k (prior year : EUR 7,929k) was reclassified from the hedge reserve to the income statement.
Other reserves also contain actuarial gains and losses
recognized directly in equity from the measurement of
pension provisions of EUR 7,558k (EUR 9,495k less deferred taxes of EUR 1,937k). In the prior year, the corresponding figure was EUR 8,657k (EUR 10,853k less
deferred taxes of EUR 2,196k).

The obligations are financed internally within the Group by
recognizing provisions based on actuarial calculations.
Additionally, Schoen Clinic pays contributions to the VBL
or public-sector or church pension funds (ZVK / KZVK).
Contributions of EUR 3,421k were recognized in profit or
loss in the reporting period for this purpose (prior year :
EUR 3,407k).
Employer’s contributions to the German statutory pension insurance scheme came to EUR 28,719k in the reporting period (prior year : EUR 27,786k).
The following tables summarize the components of expenses for defined benefit obligations recognized in the
consolidated income statement and the amounts recognized in the consolidated statement of financial position
for the respective plans.
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The present value of the defined benefit obligation
developed as follows:

Expenses in connection with defined benefit plans of
EUR 1,342k as well as benefit payments of EUR 1,780k
are expected for 2022.

In EUR k

2021

Defined benefit obligation as of 1 January

64,190

Current service cost

644

789

Interest cost

627

642

Benefits paid by employer

-1,743

-1,531

Actuarial gains and losses

-1,357

231

62,492

64,321

Of the actuarial gains and losses, EUR -1,884k (prior year :
EUR 347k) stems from the change in the interest rate,
while EUR 527k (prior year : EUR -116k) stems from the
experience adjustments of actuarial assumptions from
the calculation of the present value obligation (e. g., actual retirement taking place earlier or later than originally



assumed, or deaths of eligible persons). Actuarial gains
and losses are recognized in other comprehensive income.
The principal assumptions used in determining pension
obligations for both the group commitment and the individual agreements are shown below:

as a %

2021

Discount rate (interest rate)

2020
1.16 %

0.99 %

Future salary increases

0.00 % – 2.00 %

0.00 % – 2.00 %

Future pension increases

1.00 % – 2.00 %

1.00 % – 2.00 %

The “2018 G mortality tables” by Professor Dr. Klaus
Heubeck were used for mortality and invalidity rates.
Employee turnover probabilities were calculated specifically by age group and range between 0 per cent and
3.5 per cent.

Discount rate (interest rate)



A change in the key parameter for the amount of the
benefit obligation, the interest rate, by a half a percentage point in each case would have the following effect:

2021

6.10 Other provisions
Other provisions developed as follows in the 2021
reporting period:

2020

64,321

Defined benefit obligation as of 31 December



2020

In EUR k

1 Jan
2021

Utilization

Reversal

Addition

Disposals
from
deconsolidation

Discounting
effect

Currency
translation

31 Dec
2021

Provision for restoration obligations

9,852

0

0

502

0

44

592

10,990

Provision for
retention obligations

2,099

0

0

119

-119

0

2

2,101

Provisions for longservice awards

1,967

-311

-182

101

0

18

0

1,593

Provisions for
loyalty bonuses

1,753

-912

-44

101

0

0

0

898

Provisions for the
special German
phased retirement
scheme

410

-410

0

793

0

0

0

793

Other non-current
provisions

16,081

-1,633

-226

1,616

-119

62

594

16,375

Provisions for
MDK risks

14,149

-892

-6,179

8,371

-73

0

9

15,385

Provisions for
onerous contracts

1,435

-314

-108

60

-1,012

0

10

71

Sundry other
current provisions

2,445

-1,069

-1,199

603

-107

0

52

725

Other current
provisions

18,029

-2,275

-7,486

9,034

-1,192

0

71

16,181

Total provisions

34,110

-3,908

-7,712

10,650

-1,311

62

665

32,556

Changes in the defined benefit obligation by
EUR k

%

EUR k

%

-0.5 percentage points

5,786

9.3 %

6,217

9.7 %

+0.5 percentage points

-5,093

-8.2 %

-5,450

-8.5 %
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The provision for restoration obligations mostly relates
to the hospital building of Schoen Clinic London. The
restoration work will take place by 2035 at the latest, as
planned.



The provision for retention obligations covers the expenses expected to be incurred by Schoen Clinic in the
future from the statutory requirement to retain business
documents (including patient files).
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In accordance with agreements at individual hospitals within the Group, employees receive long-service
awards upon reaching certain periods of service. These
awards can comprise special vacation days and monetary payments.
The provisions for loyalty bonuses are linked to contractually agreed bonuses for employees who remain in employment with the Group for individually set periods.

In EUR k



The provisions for MDK risks relate to amounts recognized for potential invoice adjustments/curtailments resulting from spot-check reviews by the MDK. They also
take into account mark-ups on the adjustment amount
pursuant to Sec. 275c (3) SGB V.

The financial liabilities of Schoen Clinic break down as
follows:

Total
Liabilities to banks

31 Dec 2020
– adjusted –

thereof
current

Total

thereof
current

266,768

123,967

265,130

90,558

78,071

29,870

74,552

861

255,107

2,158

276,633

44,210

365

365

362

362

87,625

8,424

80,937

10,123

1,936

632

2,633

661

Negative market values of
derivative financial instruments*)

11,712

4,174

17,569

6,261

Liabilities pursuant to the KHG*)

72,679

72,679

73,280

73,280

774,263

242,269

791,096

226,316

Bonds
Promissory note loans
Liabilities to affiliates
Lease liabilities
Other financial liabilities

*) The prior-year figures have been adjusted in accordance with IAS 8. More information can be found under section 2.5 and 3. of the notes to
the consolidated financial statements.

In addition to liabilities to banks, there were also unused
lines of working capital at banks of EUR 70,851k as of
the reporting date (prior year : EUR 100,915k) that can
also be utilized in the form of a bank guarantee. Furthermore, there was an additional dedicated bank guarantee
amounting to EUR 1,500k (prior year : EUR 4,000k) as of
the reporting date, EUR 1,225k (prior year : EUR 1,225k)
of which has been drawn.
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The item breaks down as follows:

In EUR k

6.11 Financial liabilities including liabilities from
finance leases

31 Dec 2021

6.12 Other current liabilities and deferred income

31 Dec 2021

31 Dec 2020

Outstanding invoices

23,699

20,788

Bonuses / management bonuses

15,930

17,172

Liabilities to tax authorities (wage tax and VAT)

8,726

8,989

Other personnel liabilities

5,215

7,063

Accrued vacation

6,837

6,861

Accrued liabilities from overtime

6,370

4,648

Severance payments

2,444

3,977

Prepayments received

2,655

2,285

12,632

11,347

84,508

83,130

Other

The deferred amount for outstanding invoices is included in “other financial liabilities” in 6.13.3 and 6.16.6, as it
potentially could lead to a financial liability after the end
of the reporting period.
6.13 Additional information on financial instruments

be verified by the supervisory authorities at any time.
The CHF and GBP overnight rates are as follows:

Interest base
to the end of 2021

6.13.1 Information on implementing
the IBOR benchmark reform
As a result of the IBOR Benchmark Reform [EU Benchmark Regulation (EC) 2016/1011], the LIBOR-based loan
agreements in the Schoen Clinic Group and the related
hedges will be rearranged as of 1 January 2022. Existing
agreements that use CHF or GBP LIBOR as a basis for
calculating interest payments will be converted to alternative risk free rates (‘RFRs’). The financial transactions
based on the EURIBOR will not be affected. The EURIBOR was already reformed in November 2019 to comply
with the EU Benchmark Regulation and will continue to
be used as reference interest rate for the time being.
RFRs are average, currency-related overnight borrowing
rates that are calculated and published retrospectively
based on physical transactions on the market and can

New EU Benchmark
Regulation compliant
interest base (RFR)

CHF LIBOR

Swiss Average
Overnight Rate
(SARON)

GBP LIBOR

Sterling Overnight
Indexed Average
(SONIA)

When using RFRs as a substitute for LIBOR, an average value is contractually set for the respective interest
period using the compounded average value method
(compounding in arrears). Unlike the LIBOR rates, the
compounded rates are not already set at the beginning
of the interest periods. Instead they are calculated retrospectively with a ‚lookback‘ at the previous five bank
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working days without moving the underlying interest
period and weighted based on the days in the interest
period (known as the ‘lag’ method).
Unlike the LIBOR rates, which are term based, the compounded rates are based on overnight borrowing rates.
To balance out the interest period difference (overnight
rate vs. term-based rates), spread adjustments are used
for existing hedging instruments and hedging items
(transition mark-ups per currency). The transition markups for SARON and SONIA calculated by the national
authorities responsible amount to 0.0031 and 0.1193
percentage points p.a. respectively and will be used for
the transition.



Within the Schoen Clinic Group, the following financial
transactions will be affected by the transition to SARON:
- the floating-rate hospital loans denominated in CHF
- the related external interest hedge contracted at the
level of Schön Klinik SE
The transition to SONIA relates to the money market facilities in GBP drawn at the level of Schön Klinik SE.

The main project steps involve:
- setting up new interest terms for the product types
external loans as well as internal and external interest
rate hedges, including changes in recording financial
transactions
- supplementing the market data interface
- adjusting the relevant yield curves
- setting up an aggregation for the interest cash flows
calculated on a daily basis (aggregate presentation in
the journal entry)
- expanding customizing of cut-offs

In EUR k

Non-derivative financial
liabilities

Term in
years

CHF LIBOR (3 months)

-33,536

2.5

CHF LIBOR (3 months)

-5,777

3.0

CHF LIBOR (3 months)

-9,242

4.7

CHF LIBOR (3 months)

-1,098

6.0

Total CHF LIBOR

-49,653

GBP LIBOR (2 months)

-16,661

0.2

GBP LIBOR (1 month)

-17,494

0.1

Total GBP LIBOR

-34,155

Total

-83,808

The external loan agreements for the CHF hospital loans
with the contracting bank were adjusted accordingly by
means of amendment agreement valid from 1 January
2022 on the basis of the new reference interest rate.
The external hedging transactions entered into in connection with the above loan agreements as well as the
internal interest hedge agreements will be converted at
the same time, with the same RFR and the same spread
adjustment for the interest periods beginning after 31 December 2021. The nominal amounts of the external and
internal hedging instruments correspond to the nominal
amounts of the hospital loans denominated in CHF.
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Derivative financial
instruments

Term in
years

-33,536

2.5

-16,116

4.7

-49,653

After carrying out function tests in the test environment
of the treasury management system, the functionalities
will be transported to the productive environment, and
the financial transactions and variants will be set up accordingly. The go-live took place at the end of January
2022. Project implementation and overall responsibility
lies with the treasury department of Schön Klinik SE. An
external consulting firm will also support the technical
implementation process.
The IBOR reform will not have any significant quantitative effects on the Group.
6.13.2 Fair value measurement
Depending on the availability of data, the fair value of financial instruments is calculated at the following levels
(in the fair value hierarchy):

-49,653

The transition from LIBOR rates to RFRs is scheduled to
go live in the treasury management system of Schoen
Clinic from 1 January 2022. The transition project started in a test environment back in October 2021. Because
the new RFRs only apply to interest periods beginning
after 31 December 2021, the transition will not be completed in productive environment until January 2022.
From a technical perspective, it involves converting the
actuarial calculation methods for generating cash flows
of financial instruments and for valuations and interest
cut-offs at the end of the month.

Level 1:
The fair value corresponds to a quoted price (unadjusted)
in active markets for identical assets or liabilities. A financial instrument is measured at this level if the financial

instrument in question is traded on an active market, i. e.,
it is based on the quoted price as of the end of the reporting period. The market is regarded as active if quoted prices are readily and regularly available from an exchange,
dealer, industry group, pricing service or regulatory agency, and those prices represent actual and regularly occurring market transactions on an arm’s length basis.
Level 2:
For financial instruments not traded in an active market,
the fair value is determined using appropriate valuation
techniques. Fair value is thus estimated on the basis of
the results of a valuation technique that makes maximum use of directly and indirectly observable market
inputs, and relies as little as possible on entity-specific
inputs. If all material data required to determine fair value is observable, the instrument is allocated to Level 2.
Level 3:
If data required to determine fair value and which has
a significant influence on fair value are not directly
observable on the market and cannot be derived from
observable data, the instrument is allocated to Level 3.
Valuation is then performed mainly on the basis of data
available solely within the Company.
For assets and liabilities that are recognized at fair value
in the financial statements on a recurring basis, Schoen
Clinic determines whether reclassification has taken
place between the levels of the hierarchy by examining
the classification at the end of each reporting period.
6.13.3 Information on financial instruments
by category
The following table shows the carrying amounts, fair
values and measurement levels in the hierarchy as
defined by IFRS 13 for the financial instruments as of
31 December 2021:
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Carrying amounts as of 31
December 2021 in accordance
with the measurement categories pursuant to IFRS 9
In EUR k

Amortized cost

FVTPL

As of the end of the prior reporting period, the situation
was as follows:
Fair
value

Levels as defined by IFRS 13

Level
1

N. A.

Level
2

Carrying amounts as of 31
December 2020 – adjusted –
in accordance with the measurement categories pursuant
to IFRS 9

Level
3

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade receivables

7,333

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

121,632

121,632

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

ASSETS

877

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

Cash and cash equivalents

85,670

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

Trade receivables**)

Shares in affiliates
Other financial assets

877
85,670

Derivatives*)
Total

214,635

0

11,375

11,375

11,375

Shares in affiliates

12,252

226,887

11,375

Other financial assets**)

16,477

Liabilities to banks

266,768

254,606

254,606

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Promissory note loans

255,107

263,447

263,447

Trade payables

Bonds payable

78,071

77,830

77,830

Other financial liabilities

98,679

98,679

N. A.

Derivatives*)
715,102

0

11,712

11,712

11,712

728,920

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

Total

16,477

Total

N. A.

11,712
77,830

535,934

FVTPL

For convenience, it is assumed for current assets and
liabilities (marked “N. A.” in the above table) that the fair
values correspond to the carrying amounts. Disclosures
of fair value are not provided for these classes pursuant
to IFRS 7.29 (a).

When determining the fair values in level 2 as defined
by IFRS 13, the carrying amounts are used for floating-interest financial transactions and fixed-interest financial transactions are measured using the present value
method. Future cash flows are discounted based on the
respective capital market interest rate as of the reporting date and summarized at the current capital value of
the financial transaction. The main input factors used
in the calculation are the interbank rates in the relevant
currencies as well as the current refinancing costs of the
Schoen Clinic Group.

Level
2

Level
3

7,021

7,021

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

110,470

110,470

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

906

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

52,120

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

906
52,120

169,611

0

5,182

5,182

5,182

6,088

175,699

5,182

17,207

17,207

Liabilities to banks

265,131

264,759

264,759

Promissory note loans

276,633

278,054

278,054

Bonds payable

74,552

74,325

74,325

Other financial liabilities**)

97,062

97,062

N. A.

Total
Shares in affiliates relate to the service entities of the
Group that are not consolidated on grounds of immateriality.

Levels as defined by IFRS 13

Level
1

N. A.

Derivatives*)

*) Derivatives designated as hedging instruments
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Amortized cost

Derivatives*)

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Trade payables

In EUR k

7,333

Fair
value

730,585

0

17,569

17,569

17,569

748,976

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

17,569
74,325

560,382

*) Derivatives designated as hedging instruments
**) The prior-year figures have been adjusted in accordance with IAS 8. More information can be found under section 2.5 of the notes to the
consolidated financial statements.

6.13.4 Notes on derivative financial instruments
The following shows the nominal volume and market
values of the derivative financial instruments: Starting



from the end of the reporting period, the payments from
the cash flow hedges fall due by the end of the terms
shown below. The respective underlyings are recognized
in profit or loss accordingly during this period.  
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6.13.5 Net gain/loss from financial assets
and financial liabilities

31 Dec 2021
Weighted average interest rate
(interest hedges)
--Weighted average hedging rate
(currency hedges)

Maturity

Nominal
volume
(EUR k)

Market
value
(EUR k)

Interest rate hedges

28 Feb 2029

110,131

-11,712

3.456 %

Currency hedging
transactions

31 Aug 2026

123,011

11,375

EUR 1.135 / CHF

233,142

-337

The net gain/loss from the subsequent measurement of
financial assets and financial liabilities breaks down as
follows (prior year in brackets):

Net interest
income

In EUR k
Financial receivables recognized at amortized cost
Financial liabilities recognized at amortized cost
Financial receivables and liabilities
at fair value through profit or loss

31 Dec 2020
Nominal
volume
(EUR k)

Maturity

Market
value
(EUR k)

Weighted average interest rate
(interest hedges)
--Weighted average hedging rate
(currency hedges)

Interest rate hedges

28 Feb 2029

136,558

-17,569

3.274 %

Currency hedging
transactions

31 Aug 2026

128,469

5,182

EUR 1.135 / CHF

265,027

-12,387

For further qualitative explanations, we refer to 6.13.6.
Pursuant to IFRS 7.13A, the amounts (market values)
from derivative financial instruments that could be off-

set in the case of insolvency on account of an agreement
similar to an enforceable master netting arrangement
are presented below:

Derivative financial instruments
classified as
assets

In addition to the net gains / losses presented above, the
figure includes EUR 20k (prior year : EUR 64k) in distributions from the subsidiary Klinikum Neustadt SITEX
Service GmbH i.L., Prien am Chiemsee, (prior year : Radiologie Besitzgesellschaft EUROMED mbH i. L., Fürth),
which is not consolidated on grounds of immateriality
and has now been liquidated. These distributions were
carried at cost in the consolidated financial statements.
The net interest income in relation to the financial liabilities recognized at amortized cost contains interest
expenses in connection with leases amounting to EUR
2,620k (prior year : EUR 2,363k).

136
(218)

0
(0)

-823
(-17,272)

-16,285
(-15,464)

-6,797
(-127)

0
(0)

0
(-73)

0
(0)

0
(0)

16,149
(-15,319)

-6,797
(-127)

-823
(-17,272)

6.13.6 Planned cash outflows from financial liabilities
reported in accordance with IFRS 7
The expected cash outflows from financial liabilities recognized as of 31 December 2021 are presented below.
The disclosures are made on the basis of the contractual, non-discounted payments.

2020
Derivative financial instruments
classified as
liabilities

Derivative financial instruments
classified as
assets

Derivative financial instruments
classified as
liabilities

31 December 2021 (In EUR k)
Trade payables

Gross amount

11,375

11,712

5,181

17,569

Financial borrowings

Netting

-6,320

-6,320

-4,221

-4,221

Other financial liabilities

Net amount

5,055

5,391

960

13,348

Derivative financial products
with negative fair value
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Loss allowances

measurement gains/losses of the hedging derivatives
concluded in this regard. In addition to the above figure
of EUR 0k, the currency adjustments for financial receivables recognized at amortized cost include income of
EUR 1,476k (prior year : expenses of EUR 196k) resulting
from receivables from subsidiaries included in the consolidated financial statements.

The currency adjustments for financial liabilities recognized at amortized cost do not include the offsetting

2021
In EUR k

Total

Currency
adjustments

2022

2023 to
2026

From 2026
onwards

thereof
interest

16,477

0

0

0

159,653

424,725

33,034

29,817

98,680

1,250

101

83

4,366

8,378

624

13,368
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31 December 2020 (In EUR k)
Trade payables
Financial borrowings
Other financial liabilities*)

2021
– adjusted –

2022 to
2025

From 2025
onwards

thereof
interest

17,207

0

0

0

142,528

394,984

111,812

40,593

97,063

1,931

139

135

5,065

11,255

1,509

17,829

Derivative financial products
with negative fair value

*) The prior-year figures have been adjusted in accordance with IAS 8. More information can be found under section 2.5 of the notes to the
consolidated financial statements.

6.13.7 Cash flow hedges
At Schoen Clinic, various entities use financial instruments to hedge against interest and currency risks. In
this context, interest hedges primarily relate to longterm bank loans with floating interest rates, while currency hedges pertain to liabilities denominated in foreign currency as well as future expected cash inflows
in foreign currency. As in the prior years, interest rate
swaps and cross-currency swaps were used as hedging
instruments in 2021.
The hedging strategy for the aforementioned interest
and currency risks including the hedge ratio was determined on a case-by-case basis. As all hedges match
the hedged transaction’s key parameters (term, volume,
interest rates and interest payment dates), ineffective
portions of hedges and hedges can be largely ruled out.
The hedges are accounted for using cash flow hedge
accounting. The effective portions of the market values
changes of the hedges are recognized in other comprehensive income, while the ineffective portions are recognized in the income statement. The values recognized
in other comprehensive income are reclassified to the
income statement when the cash flows from the hedged
underlying are realized. The forward-to-forward method
is used for measurement and recognition.
The interest rate swaps, which exclusively serve to
hedge the corresponding underlying transactions, are
payer swaps. These payer swaps exchange floating-rate
interest obligations for fixed interest payments. The
associated group companies have recognized hedges
between the loan as the underlying transaction and interest rate swaps as the hedge (micro-hedges or portfolio-hedges). The change in value of the hedged items,
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which constitutes the basis for determining any ineffectiveness, corresponds more or less to the changes in
value of the hedges.
As of 31 December 2021, the carrying amount of the
bank loans secured in rem totals EUR 54,190k (prior
year : EUR 55,705k). The fair value of the interest rate
swaps recognized under financial liabilities amounts to
EUR  -11,712k as of 31 December 2021 (prior year : EUR  
-17,569k). The nominal value corresponds to the hedged
carrying amount of the bank loan. The calculation of fair
values is based on interbank interest rates from 31 December 2021 and 31 December 2020, respectively. The
change in the fair value of the hedging instruments (interest rate swaps), which constitutes the basis for determining any ineffectiveness, amounts to EUR 5,857k. The
change in the fair value of the hedged items is largely
inverse to the change in the fair value of the hedges on
account of the situation presented in the following paragraph. For this purpose, a hedge reserve of EUR 11,325k
(prior year : EUR 17,491k) is recorded as of the reporting
date.
The cash flows attributable to the loan as the hedged
item and the interest rate swap as the hedge almost offset each other in full by 2029 (term of the longest hedge)
using the hypothetical derivative method, as the corresponding loan was hedged directly following its issue
with interest rate swaps with virtually identical parameters (term, volume, interest rates and interest payment
dates).
Cross-currency swaps with a term until 2026 pertain to
financial instruments that swap fixed interest payments
and repayments in foreign currency for fixed interest
payments and repayments in euro. Items hedged as of 31
December 2021 relate to a liability for the bond denom-

inated in Swiss francs of CHF 80,000k including interest
payments (prior year : CHF 80,000k including interest payments). Since 2017, there have also been cross-currency
swaps which hedge the foreign exchange risk resulting
from loans denominated in CHF at various group entities.
The entities concerned have formed hedges from the
loan including interest payments as the hedged item and
the cross-currency swap as the hedge (micro-hedge). As
of 31 December 2021 a nominal volume of CHF 51,296k
is hedged. The fair value of the hedges (cross-currency
swap) disclosed under financial receivables totals EUR

In EUR k
Hedge reserve as of 31 December 2020
Reallocation of interest reserve / currency reserve
Amount reclassified to the income statement
Recognition of unrealized gains / losses
Hedge reserve as of 31 December 2021

The reclassified amounts in the income statement are
reported under finance income and finance costs.

7. Management of financial risk
The main financial instruments used by the Group to
cover liquidity needs are promissory note loans, bonds
and bank loans as well as overdraft facilities and money
trading lines of credit. In addition, leases and hire-purchase contracts are entered into where appropriate.
The purpose of those financial instruments is solely to
finance investments and the growth of the Group as well
as its general business activities. Business activities
also give rise to trade receivables and trade payables as
well as cash and cash equivalents.
Schön Klinik SE uses financial derivatives to hedge
against interest and currency risks arising from the
business activities and the structure of the financial
instruments listed to cover liquidity. Depending on requirements, interest rate swaps, currency swaps, forwards and cross-currency swaps are used. The scope
and structure of the hedges are always directly linked
to future payment obligations or cash inflows in foreign
currency or with floating interest arising from the afore-



11,375k as of the reporting date (change in fair value in
2021: EUR 6,194k). The nominal value corresponds to the
hedged carrying amount of the underlying transaction.
The change in the fair value of the underlying transactions was EUR -5,401k in 2021. A hedge reserve of EUR
833k (prior year : EUR 1,291k) for cross-currency swaps is
recorded as of the reporting date.
The following overview presents the development of the
hedge reserve, broken down into interest hedges and
currency hedges:

Interest
hedges

Currency
hedges

Total

17,491

1,291

18,782

-334

334

0

-5,035

-5,970

-11,005

-797

5,178

4,381

11,325

833

12,158

mentioned financial instruments to cover liquidity and
the core business activities. Both cash flows from existing agreements and anticipatory cash flows are taken
into account.
No financial derivatives are entered into for speculative
purposes.
Management of the liquidity risks and interest and
currency risks is carried out centrally by the treasury
department at Schön Klinik SE in agreement with the
Administrative Board, including the planning and implementation of the hedges. With regard to the Group’s
accounting policies for derivative financial instruments,
we refer to the comments in 3.18 of these notes to the
consolidated financial statements.
7.1 Interest-related cash flow risks
When market interest rates rise, the Group’s interest
costs from floating rate financial liabilities increase. The
higher expense has a negative impact on the consolidated net income / loss. To reduce the interest rate risk to
which the Group is exposed through non-current floating
rate liabilities, the Group mainly uses fixed rate financial
liabilities. If necessary, it enters into interest hedges in
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agreement with the Administrative Board. Interest rate
swaps are used to hedge against floating rate liabilities.
We also refer to the comments in 6.13.6 in this respect.
The interest rate risk is presented using sensitivity
analyses in accordance with IFRS 7. These present the
effects of changes in market interest rates on interest

In EUR k
Changeable variable: Interest

-100
basis points

+100
basis points

-100
basis points

-701

177

-539

214

2,959

-3,121

4,423

-4,690

7.2 Liquidity risks
The Schoen Clinic Group’s financial requirements are determined on the basis of the annual planning process.
Medium and long-term financing is ensured primarily through promissory note loans, bank financing and
bonds.
Group liquidity is managed and secured and the Group’s
entire financing activities coordinated via a central treasury department. It monitors the daily financial status
and liquidity planning based on the expected cash flows
from operating activities and financial investments.
Variance analyses are carried out regularly. The Directorate of Schön Klinik SE receives an aggregated group
liquidity report at regular intervals. In addition, the Administrative Board is informed regularly of the development of liquidity, in particular in order to plan necessary
follow-up financing for long-term loans that are about
to expire, or to replace short-term loans with long-term
loans. Excess liquidity is invested, with the overarching
goal of avoiding negative interest rates.

Effect on earnings
before taxes
Effect on equity
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31 Dec 2020

+100
basis points

Effect on equity

Changeable variable:
Foreign currency

income and expenses, other components of profit or
loss and on equity. The closing balance of floating rate
financial instruments is used in each case to calculate
interest rate sensitivities through profit or loss. The interest sensitivities of the market values from derivative
financial instruments are calculated with reference to
the contractually fixed nominal volumes.

31 Dec 2021

Effect on earnings before taxes

In EUR k



To avoid a concentration of risk, Schoen Clinic works
together with different banks. Diversification by term,
instrument and market is also ensured.
7.3 Currency risks
In the Schoen Clinic Group, foreign currency risks stem
from external financing (bank loans and bonds) denominated in Swiss francs and pound sterling. These risks
are monitored, assessed and hedged on an ongoing basis by the treasury department.
The currency risk is presented using sensitivity analyses
in accordance with IFRS 7. These present the effects of
changes in exchange rates on net currency gains/losses, other components of profit or loss and on equity. The
closing balance of floating rate financial instruments
is used in each case to calculate currency sensitivities
through profit or loss. The currency sensitivities of the
market values from derivative financial instruments are
calculated with reference to the contractually fixed nominal volumes.

31 Dec 2021

31 Dec 2020

Exchange rates
increase by 10 %

Exchange rates
decrease by 10 %

Exchange rates
increase by 10 %

Exchange rates
decrease by 10 %

309

-253

224

-183

1,463

-1,197

2,075

-1,697

7.4 Default risk

8.2 Subsequent events

Schoen Clinic mainly provides services to members of
the statutory social security system and in addition, to
a lesser extent, to patients insured with a private health
insurance fund or who are self-payers. Hospital services
are subject to payment regulations stipulated by law and
are generally settled within the period required by law.
The default risk is accounted for using loss allowances.
Receivables balances are monitored on an ongoing basis, with the result that the Group is not exposed to any
major default risk. There is no material concentration of
credit risk.

There were no events of particular significance after the
close of the Group’s fiscal year. A detailed description
of the expected further impact of the coronavirus crisis
can be found in the management report.

With respect to the other financial assets carried by the
Group, the maximum exposure to default risk arising
from default of the counterparty is equal to the carrying
amount of the corresponding instrument. For the financial guarantee contracts, the maximum default risk corresponds to the amount of contingent liabilities.
7.5 Capital management
Schoen Clinic’s financing strategy pursues conservative goals. They mainly focus on securing liquidity and
providing the highest possible degree of planning certainty in terms of refinancing costs. The Group’s capital
requirements including expansion financing are derived
on the basis of a rolling multiple-year plan.

8.3 Contingent liabilities
and other financial obligations
8.3.1 Contingent liabilities
As in the prior year, there are no contingent liabilities or
financial guarantee contracts to companies outside the
Group as of 31 December 2021.
8.3.2 Other financial obligations
Schoen Clinic has commitments from continuous obligations, in particular from maintenance agreements
totaling EUR 45,059k (prior year : EUR 44,822k).
The maturities of the obligation as of 31 December 2021
are as follows:

In EUR k

2021

2020

Within one year

14,260

16,598

8. Other notes

Between two and five years

20,667

12,566

8.1 Employees

More than five years

10,132

15,658

45,059

44,822

The average number of employees, broken down by
group, developed as follows:

Average number of employees

2021

2020

Medical personnel

8,552

8,676

Administrative
and other personnel

1,850

2,183

10,402

10,859

In addition, there is a purchase commitment of EUR
24,005k as of the end of the reporting period (prior year :
EUR 15,620k), EUR 15,542k (prior year : EUR 10,080k)
thereof primarily relating to large-scale construction
projects.
8.4 Management remuneration
The key management personnel are the Administrative
Board and the Executive Directors of Schön Klinik SE.
The latter received remuneration totaling EUR 2,884k
for their board duties in the 2021 reporting period (prior
year : EUR 2,085k).
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These break down as follows:

In EUR k
Short-term benefits

2021

2020

2,884

2,085

408

253

Other long-term benefits

0

0

Termination benefits

0

0

3,292

2,338

Post-employment benefits

The post-employment benefits concern pensions paid
to former Members of the Executive Management.
There is also a pension provision of EUR 15,181k for
the underlying pension entitlements (prior year : EUR
15,855k).
As in the prior year, the Members of the Administrative
Board did not receive any remuneration for their activities in the 2021 reporting period.

Group auditor services in 2021 account for (net) fees of
EUR 1,396k (prior year : EUR 1,387k). These break down as
follows:

2021

Group

thereof relating to the prior year
Tax advisory services
thereof relating to the prior year
Other assurance services
thereof relating to the prior year
Other services
thereof relating to the prior year
Total

thereof relating to the prior year
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Apollon SE, Elsbethen, Austria, directly holds 67.31 per
cent of the voting shares in Schön Klinik SE and is thus
the ultimate controlling party as defined by IAS 24.13
and a related party of Schön Klinik SE.
Related parties of Schön Klinik SE can be classified as
follows:

8.5 Group auditor’s fees

In EUR k

Audit services including out-of-pocket expenses

8.6 Related parties

Parent

Apollon SE
CGP Peggy S.á r.l
Schön Anteilsverwaltung GmbH

Subsidiaries

Schön Klinik MVZ Neustadt GmbH
Radiologie Besitzgesellschaft EUROMED mbH i.L. (until 1 March 2021)
Schön Klinik Institut für Psychotherapie GmbH
Schön Klinik Stiftung für Gesundheit gGmbH
KSR-Klinik-Service Roseneck GmbH
KBS Klinik Bad Bramstedt Service GmbH
Psychosomatische Klinik Bad Bramstedt SITEX Service GmbH i.L. (until 17 December 2021)
Klinik Service Bad Arolsen GmbH

2020

thereof
attributable
to Schön
Klinik SE

Group

thereof
attributable
to Schön
Klinik SE

534

339

623

359

81

86

81

81

599

599

661

640

0

0

19

12

123

0

49

0

123

0

43

0

139

131

54

54

56

47

26

9

1,396

1,068

1,387

1,053

260

133

169

102

KSA-Klinik-Service Bad Aibling GmbH
Kliniken Harthausen Service GmbH
Orthopädische Klinik München-Harlaching Service GmbH
KSBGL Klinik-Service Berchtesgadener Land GmbH
KSV-Klinik-Service Vogtareuth GmbH
KNS Klinikum Neustadt Service GmbH
Klinikum Neustadt SITEX Service GmbH i.L. (until 16 November 2021)
Klinik Service Eilbek GmbH
Catering Hamburg Eilbek GmbH
Other
related
parties

Orthopädietechnik München Harlaching GmbH
Orthopädietechnik Chiemgau GmbH
Orthopädietechnik Neustadt GmbH
Orthopädietechnik Hamburg GmbH
CCDS Privatstiftung
Schön Vierte Beteiligungs- und Dienstleistungs GmbH
Klinikum Neustadt Verwaltung GmbH
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Other
related
parties

The services and goods provided as well as other income relates mainly to management services, income
from cost allocation, administrative services, interest
income as well as the collection of rental income. Payment for transactions with related parties is made at
arm’s length conditions.

Associated group of Silony Medical International AG, comprising:
Silony Medical International AG
Silony Medical Europe GmbH (renamed Silony Medical GmbH as of 29 March 2021)
Silony Medical GmbH (until 29 March 2021)
Silony Medical Ltd.
Silony Medical Corp.
Ortopedia Holding GmbH (until 29 March 2021)
Silony Medical Italia Srl

The services and goods received as well as other expenses results from interest expenses, cost allocation,
the purchase of inventories and administrative services

Members of the Administrative Board and / or Directorate of Schön Klinik SE
Mr. Dieter Schoen
Dr. Susanne Nolte-Schoen
Mr. Christopher Schoen
Mr. Constantin Schoen
Dr. Mate Ivančić
Mr. Daniel Kunzi
Dr. Astrid Wimmer
Ms. Lubna Qunash
Mr. Simon Dingemans

Transactions between Schön Klinik SE and its consolidated subsidiaries and among the consolidated subsidiaries were eliminated from the consolidated statement of financial position and consolidated income
statement. Therefore they are not listed in the overview
above.

In EUR k



Reporting period

Reporting period

2020

2021

2020

47

53

115

235

Subsidiaries

365

242

16,118

15,986

Other related parties

716

617

10,157

4,242

1,128

912

26,390

20,463
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Liabilities

31 Dec 2020

31 Dec 2021

31 Dec 2020

2

49

68

8

3,048

3,056

2,476

2,518

494

65

97

373

3,544

3,170

2,641

2,899

Other related parties

Services and goods
received as well as other
expenses

Receivables from and liabilities to related parties (without remuneration) are as follows as of the end of the
reporting period:

31 Dec 2021

Subsidiaries

Services and goods
provided as well as other
income

and other services provided. In addition, a prepayment
of EUR 1,107k was made to other related parties for a
medical device to be completed in 2022.

Receivables

Parent

Transactions with related parties (without remuneration) are presented below:

2021
Parent

In EUR k



As of the dates specified, receivables relate exclusively
to trade receivables, receivables from clearing and the
VAT group.
Schoen Clinic does not recognize any loss allowances
on trade receivables from related parties at present. The
need to recognize a loss allowance is reassessed at the
end of each reporting period by examining the financial
position of the related party and the market in which the
related party operates.
Liabilities largely comprise trade payables and clearing
liabilities.
All of the contingent liabilities described in the section
of the same name are to related parties.
The related parties of Schön Klinik SE are the Members
of the Directorate and of the Administrative Board as
well as the Members of the Directorate and Administrative Board of the parent Apollon SE. See also the comments in 8.4 and 8.8.

8.7 Litigation
Appropriate loss allowances and provisions are made
for all known risks from litigation.
At present, we are not aware of any other matters that
may arise from time to time in the ordinary course of
business that could result in litigation and have a material adverse effect on the assets, liabilities, financial
position and financial performance of the Group and its
cash flows.
8.8 Boards of Schön Klinik SE
8.8.1 Directorate
The Executive Directors of the Company are::
- Dr. Mate Ivančić, CEO
- Mr. Daniel Kunzi, CFO
- Mr. Christopher Schoen, COO
All Executive Directors have individual powers of representation. Christopher Schoen is also exempt from
the restrictions of Sec. 181 BGB [“Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch”: German Civil Code].
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8.8.2 Administrative Board
The Members of the Administrative Board were as
follows in the reporting period:
- Mr. Dieter Schoen (Chair),
Member of the Administrative Board
- Dr. Susanne Nolte-Schoen (Deputy Chair),
Member of the Administrative Board
- Mr. Christopher Schoen, COO
- Mr. Constantin Schoen,
Member of the Administrative Board
- Dr. Astrid Wimmer,
Member of the Administrative Board
- Ms. Lubna Qunash, investment expert
- Mr. Simon Dingemans, investment expert
8.9 Exemption provisions
The following group companies make full or partial use
of the exemptions provided by Sec. 264b HGB:
- Schön Klinik Roseneck SE & Co. KG, Munich
- Schön Klinik Bad Aibling SE & Co. KG, Munich
- Schön Klinik Bad Staffelstein SE & Co. KG, Munich
- Schön Klinik Neustadt SE & Co. KG, Munich
- Schön Klinik Berchtesgadener Land SE & Co. KG,
Munich
- Schön Klinik München Harlaching SE & Co. KG,
Munich
- Schön Klinik Starnberger See SE & Co. KG, Munich
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- Schön Klinik Vogtareuth SE & Co. KG, Munich
- Schön Klinik München Schwabing SE & Co. KG,
Munich
- Schön Klinik Hamburg SE & Co. KG, Munich
- Schön Klinik Rosenheim SE & Co. KG, Munich
- Schön Klinik Harthausen SE & Co. KG, Munich
- Schön Klinik Lorsch SE & Co. KG, Munich
- Schön Klinik Düsseldorf SE & Co. KG, Munich
- DSCCS Immobilien SE & Co. KG, Munich
The following group companies make full or partial use
of the exemptions provided by Sec. 264 (3) HGB:
- Schön Klinik Holding SE, Munich
- Schön Klinik Bad Bramstedt GmbH, Munich
- Schön Klinik Bad Arolsen GmbH, Munich
- Schön Klinik MVZ Psychosomatik GmbH, Munich
- Schön Klinik MVZ GmbH, Munich
- Schön Klinik MVZ Lorsch GmbH, Munich
- Schön Klinik MVZ Vogtareuth GmbH, Munich
- Schön Klinik MVZ Bad Staffelstein GmbH, Munich
- Schön Klinik MVZ Hamburg Eilbeck GmbH, Munich
- Schön Klinik MVZ Tesch, Bromisch & Kollegen GmbH,
Munich
- CHB Chirurgie-Hamburg-Bilstedt MVZ GmbH, Munich
- Schön Klinik MVZ Düsseldorf GmbH, Munich
- Schön Klinik Therapie- und Trainingszentrum GmbH,
Munich
- MindDoc Health GmbH, Munich
- Schön Klinik Therapie- und Trainingszentrum
Hamburg GmbH, Munich

9. List of shareholdings
Schön Klinik SE has direct and indirect interests in the
following companies as of 31 December 2021:

Holding companies – Germany
1

Schön Klinik Holding SE

Registered
offices

Equity
investment

Shareholding
as a %

Munich

direct

100.0

London

direct

100.0

Holding companies – other countries
2

Schoen Clinic UK LTD

Hospitals – Germany
3

Schön Klinik Roseneck SE & Co. KG

Munich

via 1)

direct / indirect

100.0

4

Schön Klinik Bad Aibling SE & Co. KG

Munich

via 1)

direct / indirect

100.0

5

Schön Klinik Bad Staffelstein SE & Co. KG

Munich

via 1)

direct / indirect

100.0

6

Schön Klinik Neustadt SE & Co. KG

Munich

via 1)

direct / indirect

100.0

7

Schön Klinik Bad Bramstedt GmbH
(formerly: Schön Klinik
Bad Bramstedt SE & Co. KG)

Munich

via 1)

direct / indirect

100.0

8

Schön Klinik Berchtesgadener Land SE & Co. KG

Munich

via 1)

direct / indirect

100.0

9

Schön Klinik München Harlaching SE & Co. KG

Munich

via 1)

direct / indirect

100.0

10

Schön Klinik Starnberger See SE & Co. KG

Munich

via 1)

direct / indirect

100.0

11

Schön Klinik Vogtareuth SE & Co. KG

Munich

via 1)

direct / indirect

100.0

12

Schön Klinik Bad Arolsen GmbH
(formerly: Schön Klinik
Bad Arolsen SE & Co. KG)

Munich

via 1)

direct / indirect

100.0

13

Schön Klinik München Schwabing SE & Co. KG

Munich

via 1)

direct / indirect

100.0

14

Schön Klinik Hamburg SE & Co. KG

Munich

via 1)

direct / indirect

100.0

15

Schön Klinik Harthausen SE & Co. KG

Munich

via 1)

direct / indirect

100.0

16

Schön Klinik Lorsch SE & Co. KG

Munich

via 1)

direct / indirect

100.0

17

Schön Klinik Düsseldorf SE & Co. KG

Munich

via 1)

direct / indirect

100.0
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Hospitals – other countries
18

Schoen Clinic London Limited

19

Newbridge Care Systems Limited

Service companies
London

via 2)

indirect

100.0

Sutton
Coldfield

via 2)

indirect

100.0

Medical treatment centers
20

Schön Klinik MVZ Psychosomatik GmbH

Munich

via 3)

indirect

100.0

21

Schön Klinik MVZ GmbH

Munich

via 9)

indirect

100.0

22

Schön Klinik MVZ Lorsch GmbH

Munich

via 16)

indirect

100.0

23

Schön Klinik MVZ Vogtareuth GmbH

Munich

via 11)

indirect

100.0

24

Schön Klinik MVZ Bad Staffelstein GmbH

Munich

via 5)

indirect

100.0

25

Schön Klinik MVZ Neustadt GmbH

Munich

via 6)

indirect

100.0

26

Schön Klinik MVZ Hamburg Eilbek GmbH

Munich

via 14)

indirect

100.0

27

Schön Klinik MVZ Tesch,
Bromisch & Kollegen GmbH

Munich

via 6)

indirect

100.0

28

CHB Chirurgie-Hamburg-Bilstedt MVZ GmbH

Munich

via 14)

indirect

100.0

29

Schön Klinik MVZ Düsseldorf GmbH

Munich

via 17)

indirect

100.0

Other companies

KSR-Klinik-Service Roseneck GmbH

Munich

via 3)

indirect

100.0

40

KBS Klinik Bad Bramstedt Service GmbH

Munich

via 7)

indirect

100.0

41

Klinik Service Bad Arolsen GmbH

Munich

via 12)

indirect

100.0

42

KSA-Klinik-Service Bad Aibling GmbH

Munich

via 4)

indirect

100.0

43

Kliniken Harthausen Service GmbH

Munich

via 15)

indirect

100.0

44

Orthopädische Klinik München-Harlaching
Service GmbH

Munich

via 9)

indirect

100.0

45

KSBGL-Klinik-Service
Berchtesgadener Land GmbH

Munich

via 8)

indirect

100.0

46

KSV-Klinik-Service Vogtareuth GmbH

Munich

via 11)

indirect

100.0

47

KNS Klinikum Neustadt Service GmbH

Munich

via 6)

indirect

100.0

48

Klinik Service Eilbek GmbH

Munich

via 14)

indirect

100.0

49

Catering Hamburg Eilbek GmbH

Munich

via 14)

indirect

100.0

Munich, 28 February 2022
The Executive Directors

30

Schön Klinik Geschäftsführungs SE

Munich

via 1)

direct / indirect

100.0

31

Schön Klinik Therapieund Trainingszentrum GmbH

Munich

via 1)

direct / indirect

100.0

32

NKM Dienstleistungs GmbH

Munich

via 13)

indirect

100.0

33

DSCCS Immobilien SE & Co. KG

Munich

via 13)

indirect

100.0

34

Schön Klinik Rosenheim SE & Co. KG

Munich

via 1)

direct / indirect

100.0

35

Schön Klinik Institut für Psychotherapie GmbH

Munich

direct

100.0

36

Schön Klinik Stiftung für Gesundheit gGmbH

Munich

direct

100.0

37

MindDoc Health GmbH

Munich

via 1)

indirect

100.0

38

Schön Klinik Therapieund Trainingszentrum Hamburg GmbH

Munich

via 1)

indirect

100.0
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Dr. Mate Ivančić

Daniel Kunzi

Christopher Schön
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In preparing the consolidated financial statements, the
executive directors are responsible for assessing the
Group’s ability to continue as a going concern. They
also have the responsibility for disclosing, as applicable,
matters related to going concern. In addition, they are
responsible for financial reporting based on the going
concern basis of accounting unless there is an intention
to liquidate the Group or to cease operations, or there is
no realistic alternative but to do so.

B. Reproduction of the
auditor’s report
We issued the following auditor’s report on the consolidated financial statements and the group management
report:
“Independent auditor’s report
To Schön Klinik SE
Opinions
We have audited the consolidated financial statements
of Schön Klinik SE, Munich, and its subsidiaries (the
“Group”), which comprise the consolidated income statement and consolidated statement of comprehensive income for the fiscal year from 1 January to 31 December
2021, the consolidated statement of financial position
as of 31 December 2021, the consolidated statement
of changes in equity and the consolidated statement
of cash flows for the fiscal year from 1 January to 31 December 2021, and the notes to the consolidated financial
statements, including the accounting policies presented
therein. In addition, we have audited the group management report of Schön Klinik SE for the fiscal year from
1 January to 31 December 2021. In our opinion, on the
basis of the knowledge obtained in the audit,
- the
 
accompanying consolidated financial statements
comply, in all material respects, with the IFRSs as adopted by the EU, and the additional requirements of
German commercial law pursuant to Sec. 315e (1) HGB
and, in compliance with these requirements, give a true
and fair view of the assets, liabilities and financial position of the Group as of 31 December 2021, and of its financial performance for the fiscal year from 1 January
to 31 December 2021, and
- 
the accompanying group management report as a
whole provides an appropriate view of the Group’s position. In all material respects, this group management
report is consistent with the consolidated financial
statements, complies with German legal requirements
and appropriately presents the opportunities and risks
of future development.
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Pursuant to Sec. 322 (3) Sentence 1 HGB, we declare
that our audit has not led to any reservations relating to
the legal compliance of the consolidated financial statements and of the group management report.
Basis for the opinions
We conducted our audit of the consolidated financial
statements and of the group management report in
accordance with Sec. 317 HGB and in compliance with
German Generally Accepted Standards for Financial
Statement Audits promulgated by the IDW. Our responsibilities under those requirements and principles are
further described in the “Auditor’s responsibilities for
the audit of the consolidated financial statements and
of the group management report” section of our auditor’s report. We are independent of the group entities in
accordance with the requirements of German commercial and professional law, and we have fulfilled our other
German professional responsibilities in accordance with
these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence
we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinions on the consolidated financial statements and on the group management report.
Responsibilities of the executive directors
and the Administrative Board for the consolidated
financial statements and the group management report
The executive directors are responsible for the preparation of the consolidated financial statements that
comply, in all material respects, with IFRSs as adopted
by the EU and the additional requirements of German
commercial law pursuant to Sec. 315e (1) HGB, and that
the consolidated financial statements, in compliance
with these requirements, give a true and fair view of the
assets, liabilities, financial position, and financial performance of the Group. In addition, the executive directors
are responsible for such internal control as they have
determined necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Furthermore, the executive directors are responsible for
the preparation of the group management report that,
as a whole, provides an appropriate view of the Group’s
position and is, in all material respects, consistent with
the consolidated financial statements, complies with
German legal requirements, and appropriately presents
the opportunities and risks of future development. In addition, the executive directors are responsible for such
arrangements and measures (systems) as they have
considered necessary to enable the preparation of a
group management report that is in accordance with the
applicable German legal requirements, and to be able to
provide sufficient appropriate evidence for the assertions in the group management report.
The Administrative Board is responsible for overseeing
the Group’s financial reporting process for the preparation of the consolidated financial statements and of the
group management report.
Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of
the consolidated financial statements and
of the group management report
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the consolidated financial statements as
a whole are free from material misstatement, whether
due to fraud or error, and whether the group management report as a whole provides an appropriate view
of the Group’s position and, in all material respects, is
consistent with the consolidated financial statements
and the knowledge obtained in the audit, complies with
the German legal requirements and appropriately presents the opportunities and risks of future development,
as well as to issue an auditor’s report that includes our
opinions on the consolidated financial statements and
on the group management report.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but
it is not a guarantee, that an audit performed in accordance with Sec. 317 HGB as well as German generally
accepted standards on auditing of financial statements
promulgated by the IDW will always detect a material
misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise

from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be
expected to influence the economic decisions of users
taken on the basis of these consolidated financial statements and this group management report.
We exercise professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also:
- Identify
 
and assess the risks of material misstatement
of the consolidated financial statements and of the
group management report, whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to
those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient
and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinions. The
risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting
from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as
fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal
control.
-  Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to
the audit of the consolidated financial statements and
of arrangements and measures (systems) relevant to
the audit of the group management report in order to
design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of these systems.
- Evaluate
 
the appropriateness of accounting policies
used by the executive directors and the reasonableness of estimates made by the executive directors and
related disclosures.
-  Conclude on the appropriateness of the executive directors’ use of the going concern basis of accounting
and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a
material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Group’s
ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude
that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to
draw attention in the auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the consolidated financial statements and
in the group management report or, if such disclosures
are inadequate, to modify our respective opinions. Our
conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained
up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future
events or conditions may cause the Group to cease to
be able to continue as a going concern.
 
the overall presentation, structure and con- Evaluate
tent of the consolidated financial statements, including
the disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements present the underlying transactions
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and events in a manner that the consolidated financial
statements give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and financial performance of
the Group in compliance with IFRSs as adopted by the
EU and the additional requirements of German commercial law pursuant to Sec. 315e (1) HGB.
- Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding
the financial information of the entities or business
activities within the Group to express opinions on the
consolidated financial statements and on the group
management report. We are responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of the group audit.
We remain solely responsible for our audit opinions.
- Evaluate the consistency of the group management
report with the consolidated financial statements,
its conformity with [German] law, and the view of the
Group’s position it provides.
- 
Perform audit procedures on the prospective information presented by the executive directors in the
group management report. On the basis of sufficient
appropriate audit evidence we evaluate, in particular,
the significant assumptions used by the executive directors as a basis for the prospective information, and
evaluate the proper derivation of the prospective information from these assumptions. We do not express a
separate opinion on the prospective information and
on the assumptions used as a basis. There is a substantial unavoidable risk that future events will differ
materially from the prospective information.

F. Closing remark
We issue the above long-form report on our audit of
the consolidated financial statements and the group
management report of Schön Klinik SE, Munich, for the
fiscal year from 1 January to 31 December 2021 in accordance with Sec. 321 HGB and in compliance with the
Generally Accepted Standards for the Issuance of LongForm Audit Reports promulgated by the IDW (IDW AuS
450 (revised)).
Stuttgart, 28 February 2022
Ernst & Young GmbH
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
Söhnle
Wirtschaftsprüfer
[German Public Auditor]

Coolens
Wirtschaftsprüfer
[German Public Auditor]

We communicate with those charged with governance
regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and
timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that
we identify during our audit.”
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Neustadt

Bad Bramstedt

Chelsea
London

Hamburg

York

Hamburg Eilbek

Hamburg Bramfeld

Newbridge
Birmingham
MindDoc Berlin
Bad Arolsen
Düsseldorf

Bad Staffelstein
Lorsch
Lampertheim
München Schwabing

Hospital
Day Clinic
Rehabilitation
Medical Care Center

MindDoc München
München
Zentrale München

Hausham
Bad Aibling Harthausen

Tel: +49 89 2872410
www.schoen-klinik.de
www.schoen-clinic.co.uk

Roseneck
Rosenheim
Roseneck
Prien

München Harlaching

Digital Therapy

Schön Klinik SE
Balanstraße 71a
81541 München
Germany

Vogtareuth

Berchtesgadener Land
Schönau a.K.

